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Abstract
This thesis presents a Web-based Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) called
the Education through Virtual Experience (EVE) Portal which supports e-
Science learning for schoolchildren. The VLE guides students and teachers in
the production of collaborative research papers to summarize their inquiry-
based activities. This thesis details the formative evaluations carried out
on the VLE and provides empirical evidence to support the hypothesis that
the initial version of the VLE successfully supported inquiry-based science
investigations. The VLE evaluations also provided an opportunity to assess
the effectiveness of each of the VLE components toward our educational ob-
jectives. This thesis describes the shortfalls identified in the original version
of the VLE, which has lead to the encapsulation of team management, col-
laborative writing and image-based data collection into the VLE. This thesis
also details the initial trials of the collaborative components of the VLE and
provides evidence to support the contention that collaboration has been suc-
cessfully introduced into the VLE. Finally, this thesis provides a technical
description of the underlying architecture of the EVE Portal and describes
the implementation details of the EVE imaging component.
This thesis makes contributions to e-Learning by providing empirical ev-
idence that an amalgamation of software tools can support an inquiry-based
scientific process with schoolchildren and teachers. The encapsulation of
team allocation and team-based writing presents an innovative method for
supporting inquiry-based learning within schools. The requirements elicita-
tion and customized development of the EVE imaging component highlights
many of the difficulties associated with the creation of Web-based software to
support constructivist learning at pre-tertiary level. Finally, the EVE Portal
provides an innovative way for teachers to capitalize on time spent carrying
out inquiry activities through the codification of structure into a software
supported process.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) in the last numbers of years have
begun to make a substantial impact within the educational community. This
impact, however, has been most evident at the tertiary level of education. At
the pre-tertiary level of education the use of Information and Communica-
tions Technology (ICT) is relatively weak despite much literature to suggest
that it can play a positive role in school and can benefit student learning.
The available evidence would suggest that there is no clear understanding of
the form software should take at pre-tertiary level although there is a great
deal of consensus on the pedagogical approaches that should underpin such
software. Many researchers interested in the use of ICT in pre-tertiary edu-
cation cite the importance of encapsulating a constructivist pedagogy within
educational software to affect the optimal learning at this educational level.
Constructivism is an educational philosophy that puts the learner at the
center of their own learning, the learner builds layers of knowledge on top of
what they already know; this contrasts with the instructivist-type approach
which views a student as an empty vessel to be filled with knowledge and
subsequently quizzed on that knowledge. Currently there are a number of
researchers attempting to build constructivist learning environments, how-
ever, there is a gap in knowledge about how to build these software systems to
support in-class learning and what form these systems should take. This the-
sis details a VLE called the Educational through Virtual Experience (EVE)
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Portal, which has been designed to support collaborative inquiry-based sci-
ence projects within a constructivist paradigm, for use by schoolteachers and
their students. The EVE research project to-date has involved a formative
evaluation phase involving over 161 schoolchildren as testers. The project
also involved regular direct input from local schoolteachers in the formative
stages. The EVE Portal has evolved incrementally through observation and
testing of end-users during trials, through post-trial analyzes of student out-
put and through direct feedback from teachers and students. The formative
evaluations of the EVE Portal have provided contributions to this research
area by providing empirical evidence that it is possible to successfully con-
struct a Web-based learning environment that supports the inquiry-based
processes supported by constructivist-type models. This project also provides
a formative methodology for driving innovation that will be of importance
to researchers interested in educational technology development, particularly
for use in schools. Following this research the EVE Portal now encapsulates
collaboration, teamwork and data analysis into the inquiry-based process and
provides scaffolds for structuring the writing of research papers produced by
the schoolchildren. The sections that follow discuss VLEs in more detail, dis-
cuss the current use of software in education and introduce the EVE Portal
and the user-centered approach used to drive its development.
1.1 VLEs: Definitions and Positions
The definition of the term Virtual Learning Environment is wide and var-
ied. A VLE can provide an environment through which students can post
questions relating to material being covered during a semesterized course
on campus at tertiary level, whereas other VLE’s attempt to replace con-
tact hours between educators and students by provision of materials and
discussion forums, effectively replacing the need for contact hours with an
educator. Wilson [Wil96] provides a very broad definition of learning envi-
ronments as “computer-based environments that are relatively open systems,
allowing interactions and encounters with other participants”, whereas Linn
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et al. [LDB04] provide a definition that is more closely associated with
constructivist viewpoints: “We define a learning environment as the com-
bination of curriculum, technology support, and classroom activity struc-
tures orchestrated jointly by a teacher and a computer-delivered program”
[LDB04, p.11]. The term Virtual Learning Environment also encompasses
many different kinds of educational software, for example, the term VLE has
been applied to Powerful Learning Environment, Course Management Sys-
tems, Learning Management Systems, Collaborative Learning Environments,
Computer Supported Collaborative Learning and Information portals. The
nature of interaction with the VLE is significant within the context of ed-
ucation, and therefore it is possible to classify a VLE on the basis of its
pedagogical underpinnings, for example, this type of classification is cited in
an article by Parkinson and Hudson [PH02]. In this article they refer to two
basic types of learning environments as proposed by Lockard and Abrams
[LAM94], namely, Type 1 and Type 2:
“Type 1 applications do not generally change the teaching
strategy but do assist in making learning independent as well
as helping to reduce the need for direct teacher involvement.
Whilst these approaches may assist in alleviating problems asso-
ciated with direct contact hours, they may not contribute much
to the quality of the learning experience”...“Type 2 applications
involved using computers to enable teaching and learning in ways
that had not been possible employing conventional teaching ap-
proaches.”
Papert [Pap81], creator of Mindstorms and a pioneer in the area of educa-
tional technology also describes a similar dichotomy of educational software,
defining the different types of educational tools as those that are “program-
ming the child” or those that involve the child “programming the computer”.
Some of the literature would suggest that not every educational technologist
supports this simplified view of educational software, for instance, Wegerif
[Weg04] refers to this simplified classification of the types of educational soft-
ware as “tutor-tool” or “open-closed”. Wegerif goes on to argue that it may
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be the students approach to the computer that is at issue and that this view
of computer software “involves a misunderstanding that stems from a transfer
of judgments about teacher-student interactions”. However, even if Wegerif
does not necessarily conform to the distinction between VLE’s, he does sup-
port the contention that computers, when used in a group setting, provide
an added opportunity for students to have discussion amongst themselves
and that the “educational value of this exchange structure is strengthened
if, in the Discussion moment of the interaction, the computer switches from
being a simulation of a teacher to becoming a more passive discovery learn-
ing resource or environment” [Weg04]. It is important to point out, from the
outset, that the VLE described in this work makes no attempt to replace the
educator or reduce student-teacher contact hours and is most closely associ-
ated with the “Type 2” applications described above. The EVE Portal has
been developed to maximize the use of technology within the existing school
environment and curricula and is not intended to be an instructional tool.
The EVE Portal provides an opportunity for the students and the teacher
to engage in discussion and provide interactive feedback, thus ensuring that
the teacher remains at the center of the educational process. It may be that
the role of the teacher is to act as facilitator rather than instructor while us-
ing the software [Rog04, p.141], however, this role is very much in line with
constructivist thinking. Much of the available literature from experts in the
field emphasizes the importance of the inclusion of teachers in the design and
adoption of educational software. While not all teachers are enthused by the
inclusion of ICT in education, many would like to include it in their lessons:
Underwood and Underwood [UU90] state that teachers are often enthusiastic
about inclusion of new software but they often cite “lack of good software” as
the reason for not including ICT in their lessons [UU90, p.10]. Crosier et al.
[CCW02], following a three year study of an environment to teach radioactiv-
ity, state that there is a lack of focus in educational software development on
the teacher and the use of the software in the school environment: “One way
of ensuring that software will be useful and usable in the classroom is to ask
teachers what they want and to involve them in the process”. Frost [Fro97]
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conducted a survey on teachers regarding the quality of software for schools
in which he reported that many teachers believed that software creators were
not developing software with a focus on the classroom use. The EVE Portal
has been designed with the inclusion of teachers from the outset with the
hypothesis that their inclusion in the development of inquiry-based learning
environments would yield appropriate software for use at pre-tertiary level.
It will become evident during the course of the descriptions in this thesis
that the EVE Portal has been designed to be inclusive of teachers in each of
the stages of the inquiry-based process.
1.2 Software use in education
In recent years VLEs have been adopted as an integral tool in the education
sector and this is particularly the case at tertiary level. Moodle [Moo06], for
instance, is widely used in tertiary level academic institutes, and its usage is
on the increase. Moodle provides a Web portal through which students can
register for courses, upload assignments, and interact with other students
and their educators via chat and forums. The use of the Moodle environ-
ment has grown exponentially since its introduction and now boasts almost
1.5 million registered courses and almost 15 million registered users at the
time of writing [Moo07]. The Moodle environment clearly demonstrates the
impact that educational software can have and demonstrates that there is a
demand for VLEs in education. Some educational technologists argue that
Moodle does not necessarily represent a major advancement in terms of the
functionality provided to students or educators. For example, in a very recent
book on VLEs by Weller [Wel07], he states that Moodle “isn’t dramatically
different from many other commercial VLEs” [Wel07, p.102]. Weller appor-
tions most of Moodle’s success to its open source nature. Moodle has been
purported by its implementor, Dougiamas, to be firmly embedded within a
social constructivist paradigm of education. Dougiamas provided a full dis-
cussion relating to the philosophy and educational underpinnings of Moodle
in a podcast recorded by Tim Wilson for Savvy Technologist [Wil07]. Moo-
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dle does provide discussion forums and opportunities for discourse between
educators and their students online, however, it can be argued that Moodle
does not operate solely within a constructivist paradigm. The Moodle web-
site boasts the presence of over 1 million quiz questions and the substantial
presence of these quizzes and related instructional course materials would
indicate that an instructivist pedagogy is very much in evidence within the
environment. Purely constructivist educational software would focus more on
the communications and conversations similar to that described by Laurillard
[Lau03], Holliman and Scanlon [HS04] and less on the quiz-based approach
to learning which has been described by those supporting constructivism as
“drill and skill” [O’H04, p.45-46][Coo96]. The EVE Portal discussed in this
thesis is not content-based and does not attempt to assess student learning
based on instructivist-type quiz questions. The EVE Portal focuses clearly
on supporting inquiry-based processes by supporting collaborative writing
and other open-ended inquiry-based activities. Although there are no formal
questions given to students using the EVE VLE, the formative evaluations
have shown that assessment of the output from the students is possible using
traditional teacher-based assessment [BRKH05]. It is important to point out
that constructivism is “not at all dismissive” of teaching [Pap93a, p.139],
moreover, it attempts to minimize the amount of instruction necessary to
impart deep learning of a subject by balancing the necessary information ac-
quisition, or “coverage” [BBC00, p.20], with exploratory learning. Chapter
2 explores further the constructivist viewpoint and its application in ed-
ucational software design. The EVE Portal is firmly embedded within a
constructivist paradigm and relies on the teacher and students to guide their
own learning through the production of written research papers. The EVE
Portal contributes to the efforts to create constructivist software that is both
accessible and usable within schools, however, there is a very long way to
go before schools reach the level of adoption evident at tertiary level and in
industry. This research project has investigated some aspects of the ques-
tions relating to ICT use in schools through the development and testing
of software solutions which are far removed from the “drill-and-skill” solu-
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tions. The evaluations of the various components and versions of the EVE
Portal presented in this thesis have generalizable lessons for researchers in
e-Learning whether they are educational technologists, computer scientists
or interaction design specialists.
Increased investment in ICT for schools has already lead to a vast in-
crease in the availability of broadband and ICT equipment within the school
environment. However, the future will see ICT disseminate more and more
throughout the educational hierarchy; what form the software will take and
how integral it will become in the classroom can only be answered through
close co-operative work between computer science researchers and the stake-
holders of this software, namely, schoolchildren and their teachers. Educa-
tional researchers can provide expertise and input into the learning impacts of
such software systems and computer scientists can explore the features that
will lead to the adoption of software systems into this population. Through
extensive iterative, user-centered development computer scientists can begin
to address some of the inhibitors toward the use of ICT in school. Adopting a
user-centered, iterative approach to the development of educational software
has driven the innovation of the EVE Portal.
1.3 Development of educational software us-
ing a user-centered approach
There is much evidence that iterative development can produce quality soft-
ware as there are many opportunities to test and modify the software through-
out the development process [Som89, PSR94, BMF02]. The field of Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) has recognized for many years the importance of
user-centered development toward the successful adoption of software for gen-
eral use [PSR94, DFAB03, Nie93, JST+99]. In more recent publications this
has been shown to apply equally to the Internet [Bad02, SP04, Nie00]. Sev-
eral recent authors have also acknowledged the increasing number of children
using ICT resources including the Internet and how the building of interac-
tive software for this population requires different approaches to design and
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testing [GMR06, MB03b, DBB+98, Dru02, Nie07a, Nie07b, SR99, ESK+96].
Developing educational software is a specialized area. Educational technol-
ogists would purport the maximal inclusion of the stakeholders within the
educational software development process. Researchers such as Druin et al.,
[Dru02, DBB+98] have defined several levels of involvement of stakeholders
in the development of educational software. Druin et al., [Dru02, DBB+98]
classify the differing roles the user can play in the development from the
most involved “design partners” to the more traditional role of “user” and
“tester”. According to Druin et al., it is essential that the stakeholders are
at the center of the development of software, however, it is also important
for the software developers themselves to have a clear view of the pedagogy
that will be applied to the software solution. Markopoulos and Bekker (from
the User Centered Engineering Department at the University of Eindhoven)
[MB03a] in a journal editorial state that interaction design for children is an
“emerging area for human-computer interaction research” and expect “re-
search that considers interaction of children and technology to grow in volume
and depth”. Weller [Wel07] believes that the usability design of educational
websites is even more challenging than the design of regular commercial web-
sites in that the students and educators will not simply visit the site once for
information purposes or to carry out some simple transaction, but that it is
more likely that the interactions will span over “weeks, months, years even”
[Wel07, p.9]. Many leading educational technologists, for example Under-
wood and Underwood [UU90], cite “ease of use” as one of the main selection
criteria for use of one educational tool over another; therefore considerable
focus needs to be placed on the user interface design. Squires and Preece
[SP99, SM94, MS86], two authors widely published in HCI have formally
linked the development of educational software and usability. It is also pos-
sible to cite examples of innovation within the educational technology field
that have been published within the HCI literature [PLL+99, SBS98]. The
development of educational software requires acceptance by the educators
and the students alike; McCrory [McC06] refers to the work of Kay [Kay98],
creator of Smalltalk and one of the pioneers in the use of technology in edu-
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cation; Kay describes the difficulty of adopting new technologies but offsets
that effort in learning with the potential learning benefits. McCrory, how-
ever, makes the point that the Internet has produced a universally simple
interaction experience for teachers and students alike and that this ease of
use has produced a disincentive to spend much time learning new software;
specifically, if they can’t use the software properly within “a few minutes, it
is too hard”. The formative evaluations stage of the EVE project acknowl-
edged the importance of the inclusion of teachers and students [BRKH05].
The EVE Portal has evolved through extensive user-testing and the detailed
analysis of the test results. The iterative development of the EVE project
has provided a research opportunity to apply, in combination, the principles
of HCI studies, educational technology and aspects of educational research
to the question of designing effective software to support e-Science in the
classroom.
1.4 The Iterative development of the EVE
Portal
The Virtual Telescopes in Education (VTIE) project begun in 2001. The
aim of the VTIE project was to engage schoolchildren in a scientific process
[HdF+02] and allow students to explore the night sky using a remote tele-
scope. The VLE, at the time, consisted of an amalgamation of professional
software tools for the retrieval of images from telescopes, analysis of astro-
nomical images and basic word processing. The students using the VTIE
VLE carried out astronomy-based investigation under a specific topic, for
example, Spectra, Galaxies etc. In 2003, further testing took place on the
VTIE VLE, however, a greater emphasis was placed on critical analysis of the
VLE as it existed and its fundamental ability to address its educational objec-
tives. Furthermore, greater emphasis was placed on the wider implications
of constructing an inquiry-based environment. Detailed formative evalua-
tions were carried out to identify successes and shortfalls of the software and
the results of the trials were critically analyzed [BRKH05]. Additionally, a
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team of primary and secondary school teachers was invited to take part in
the development of a new VLE that would aim to better address the needs
of the teachers and schoolchildren. These formative evaluations resulted in
the creation of a new version of the VLE known as the EVE Portal. The
EVE Portal has produced innovative solutions to a number of the short-
falls identified during the VTIE evaluations, particularly the lack of student
collaboration and data collection. The EVE Portal has provided an oppor-
tunity to address many research questions associated with VLE development
for schoolchildren and teachers including:
• Pedagogical concerns of teachers: Teachers participated in regular meet-
ings when forming the portal, and they also participated in online dis-
cussions via the VTIE discussion forum. Additionally, a number of the
teachers were present when the initial trials were being carried out.
This close involvement of teachers at the formative stages of the devel-
opment ensured that their pedagogical concerns were factored into the
software design [BRKH05].
• Practical concerns of teachers: Teachers participating in the VTIE de-
velopment listed many practical concerns that must be addressed when
developing software for use in school. These included the cost of the
software and licensing issues and also the need for software support
[BRKH05]. The EVE Portal is freely available, completely Web-based
and support has been provided to participating schools.
• Encapsulation of Team Management: The VTIE VLE did not model
team structures within the software. Teachers attempting to engage
students in a team project need to create and manage teams of stu-
dents during the course of a project. The EVE Portal models team
structures which are required to manage a collaborative virtual project
[BRWK07].
• Encapsulation of Collaboration: The VTIE VLE did not address the
need to formalize collaboration within the software, and in particu-
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lar to produce collaborative research papers. The EVE Portal facil-
itates collaborative writing using the Collaborative Writing Environ-
ment (CWE) [BRWK07, BRWK06].
• Data collection and analysis: The VTIE VLE did not have appropri-
ate integrated software necessary for data collection and analysis in
astronomy. The EVE Portal has addressed these concerns through the
development of an imaging component for image-based data collection
[RBO+05, RBWK08].
The gathering of requirements for the EVE Portal was reliant on ob-
servational evidence and subsequent analysis of perceived difficulties during
laboratory interactions and through content analysis of the research papers
produced by the students. The important role that observation can play
in the development of usable software has long been recognized within the
field of HCI [PSR94, SP04, DFAB03, Nie93, BMF02], for instance Nielsen
[Nie93], an internationally recognized expert in usability engineering states
that “new insights are almost always achieved by observing and talking to
actual users in their own working environment” [Nie93, p.75]. Importantly,
observational methods have also been advocated by leading educational tech-
nologists [HS04, O’H04, FP04]: “A number of studies have shown that ob-
serving learners working with technology can be a very productive way of
exposing ideas and learning processes” [HS04, p.191]. According to Fincher
and Petre [FP04]: “Observation can produce very rich, highly-situated data
reflecting behaviour in context. It can provide opportunities to identify im-
portant factors which were previously un-remarked.” [FP04, p.51]. Hoadley
[Hoa04] summarizes his experience during the development of inquiry-based
software as follows: “Good design is iterative. The process of creating some-
thing to create a goal is repeated many times as the designed artifact or pro-
cess is tested, observed, and refined” [Hoa04, p.146]. The EVE Portal has
incrementally shifted into an environment that can fully support classroom
based inquiry-based investigations, driven almost entirely by the educational
goals and through feedback received (observationally and directly) by the
students and their teachers.
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The research activities of the EVE team spanned a number of research
areas including, pedagogical design in software, software engineering, educa-
tional technology and project management. My role within the EVE team
involved all of these activities to varying degrees, however, the vast major-
ity of my focus was on the pedagogical design of the VLE, the educational
technology research context of the project and project management. My
role within the pedagogical design included the establishment of the research
contexts for the project and the analysis of the effectiveness of the various
iterations of the software toward the educational goals. In terms of the soft-
ware engineering aspects of the project my role involved the analysis, design
and implementation of the imaging tool (Chapter 5) which also had the effect
of testing the underlying architecture of the VLE framework and its ability to
incorporate new tools. This helped to identify potential obstacles associated
with the introduction of future tools within the framework. My involvement
with the development of the CWE was not on its implementation but on its
educational technology applications, i.e., carrying out analysis on the tool’s
usage during testing which fed into the implementation of the overall system.
The evolution of the CWE from the VTIE Paper Writing tool was largely due
to the observational evidence gathered during the evaluations. My role also
within the team also involved the analysis of the outcome from the various
tests carried out in the evaluations and the presentation and dissemination
of that work throughout the appropriate research communities.
The current EVE Portal represents an incremental shift from a VLE that
existed in 2001, which was composed of an amalgamation of software compo-
nents that were specifically tailored for professionals, to a VLE that identifies
the teacher and the student as the primary users and presents interfaces that
are capable for use within the school environment. The transformation of
the VTIE VLE to the EVE Portal has made a contribution to the future
development of ICT applications for use within the school environment. The
EVE Portal contributes responses to the questions: what should educational
software for pre-tertiary education look like?, and what form should it take?.
This thesis maps the evolution of the EVE Portal from its conception to
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its current form and details the hypotheses that drove the development and
testing. Specifically the hypothesis that an amalgamation of software com-
ponents could support scientific inquiry [BRKH05]; the hypothesis that team
management and collaboration could be fully supported within that inquiry-
based process [RBWK08]; and finally the hypothesis that a fully Web-based
environment can support the data collection and analysis processes within
the VLE [RBWK08].
1.5 Thesis Overview
This thesis presents a detailed case study of the iterative development of a
VLE, the EVE Portal, to support collaborative inquiry-based science inves-
tigations by groups of students and details the methodologies applied and
analyses carried out during its creation. Chapter 2 provides a literature re-
view which spans many of the current and pertinent research questions con-
cerning educational technology researchers in the field. Chapter 3 details the
formative evaluation stages of this project, which concluded that an aggre-
gation of software components can successfully support children carrying out
astronomy-based projects using a scientific process. Chapter 4 describes in
detail the process of evolving the VLE to support collaboration and teamwork
and reports on the results of the initial trials of this collaborative software.
Chapter 5 describes an individual contribution which includes the require-
ments elicitation and construction of an imaging component to broaden the
range of inquiry-based activities available using the VLE. Chapter 5 also
summarizes the technologies used in the development of the EVE Portal and
details the implementation of the imaging component within the EVE ar-
chitecture. Finally, Chapter 6 contains a discussion of the main conclusions
drawn from the study and describes many of the outstanding questions which
can be addressed by further related research.
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1.7 Methodology
The EVE project was developed using a user-centered, iterative design method-
ology. The project began with a prototypical system which was repeatedly
tested against the educational goals of the project in computer laboratories.
The aim of the formative evaluations was to investigate whether it was pos-
sible to support inquiry-based activities using software prior to expending
time and effort developing a custom-built VLE. The prototype VLE was log-
ically split into software components and each component was evaluated for
its contribution or hindrance toward the educational goals of the project.
Each of the evaluation sessions with students was pre-planned at research
team meetings and the educational goals of the sessions were clarified. In
summary, each of the sessions had a topic for inquiry and the students were
expected to produce team-based papers summarizing their research activi-
ties and conclusions. The papers produced had a paper outline similar to
research journal papers with abstract, introduction, subject content and con-
clusion sections. The teachers who participated in the study were from the
Kildare area, within the catchment area of the university. The schools were
invited to engage in the research project through contacts established with
the NCTE (National Center for Technology in Education) [Edu09]. All of the
participating teachers were recommended by the NCTE national coordina-
tor. The teachers who participated in the survey-based assessment were also
recommended by the NCTE’s national coordinator and were all employed
in schools in the Kildare area (the university’s immediate catchment area).
Table 1.1 summarizes the demographics of the participating teachers. The
students who took part in the Summer Camps and the CWE trials were also
from the surrounding schools in the Kildare area. The enrollment process for
students participating in the Summer Camps was inclusive, i.e., efforts were
made by the organizing committee to balance the male/female demograph-
ics in order to promote participation by both genders (approximately 50/50
participation). The university also offered a number of free attendances to
the Summer Camps, normally two per school and specifically for one female
student and one male student. For the purposes of these evaluations the gen-
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der of each participant was considered invariant to the aims of the research
project. This scientific writing process was designed to be totally inclusive
of all students participating in the collaborative writing task regardless of
their gender. Detailed analysis of gender contributions to the final papers
and overall participation in the writing process was not recorded during the
course of these evaluations. Gender specific information gathering using the
VLE interfaces would certainly be achievable with minor modifications to the
software, however, this was deferred to future work. Table 1.2 summarizes
the demographics of the participating students.
Each evaluation included an introduction of the VLE and the aims of
the sessions were outlined to the participating students. Much of the evi-
dence gathered was based on observations made during the software trials,
content analysis of the students’ output and interfacing directly with the
students and teachers for feedback. During all of the sessions only discrete
note-taking was employed by the research team. Audio and video techniques
were not employed to record the sessions as it was suggested by published
experts on testing with children that these techniques can be a distraction
to younger people if they do not have time to adapt to their presence. Ob-
servations and notes taken were discussed by the research team members at
post-trial meetings. The EVE database recorded student discussions using
the commenting component and the research papers produced by the stu-
dents were also stored for later analysis. Feedback received from teachers
regarding the goals of the evaluations was formalized at regular meetings
which took place in the first year on a monthly basis. Each meeting lasted
approximately two hours and an agenda of discussions for the meetings was
posted online prior to the meetings taking place. A Web-based forum was
also established so that the development team and the teachers could discuss
concepts in between the evaluation meetings.
Content analysis of the student research papers was carried out on two
separate occasions by the EVE research team. Initially the content analysis
was carried out during the formative evaluations to allow the research team
to establish the extent to which the objectives of each of the sessions were
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achieved. Specifically each student paper was read by members of the re-
search team and assessed under specific categories (correlating to the session
objectives) and each category was scored using Likert-type scales, Chapter 3
provides details of the content analysis carried out at the formative stages.
The second content analysis of the papers specifically focused on the discus-
sions which took place between the participants. The papers were read by
members of the research team and the comments were categorized based on
their apparent contribution to the overall objectives of the writing session,
Chapter 4 describes this content analysis in greater detail.
Table 1.1: Demographics summary table for participating teachers
Number of teachers Profile
Teachers in Discussion 12 Qualified, experienced
Forum and VTIE Meetings Known to National
Coordinator of NCTE
Teachers in Survey 14 Qualified, experienced
Based Assessments Know to National
Coordinator of NCTE
Table 1.2: Demographics summary table for participating students
Number of students Age Profile
Summer Camp 2002 130 13–17 years
Summer Camp 2003 30 16–17 years
Summer Camp 2004 20 16–17 years
CWE Trials 15 15–17 years
Additionally, surveys were employed to gather data from the student par-
ticipants during the laboratory testing of the software. The completion of
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the questionnaires was not compulsory. Furthermore, no attempt was made
to coax the students and no time limits were set for the completion of the
questionnaires. Pre-trial questionnaires were issued to students immediately
prior to the session and the post-trial questionnaires were issued immediately
after the session. Questionnaires were also used in order to assess the qual-
ity of the output from the students using the system. These questionnaires
involved the distribution of ’packs’ which contained 7 or 8 student research
papers produced during the evaluations. These packs provided explanations
of the objectives and activities of each of the sessions and various questions
(mostly quantitative) were asked relating to the quality of the papers in gen-
eral. The questionnaire packs also asked each teacher to assess each of the
papers individually so that a score could be assigned to the quality of each of
the papers produced. Each paper was given a unique identifier and at least
two teachers were requested to assess each paper. These questionnaires were
distributed to teachers participating in the project and were then distributed
to suitably qualified colleagues who were willing to part-take in the assess-
ment on a voluntary basis. This method of distribution ensured that the
research team were assessing questionnaires completed by teachers not asso-
ciated directly with the project in any way. The completed questionnaires
were sealed in envelopes and returned to the project team by the participat-
ing teachers without their colleagues having viewed the responses. Some of
the questions sought open-ended feedback from participants who wished to
provide further explanations.
The data gathered during these user-centered software trials has been
used to directly influence and shape the design of the EVE Portal as it
exists today and have served to drive the innovation required to produce a
VLE which incorporates collaboration, team-based writing and image data
collection.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This literature review presents much of the available evidence that ICT has
a defined role to play in education and that ICT can benefit student learning
at the pre-tertiary level when the appropriate pedagogical methodology is
applied. The review examines the current status of ICT use in schools with
an emphasis on science learning and presents a number of innovative science
inquiry learning environments, which have been developed and tested by well
published researchers in educational technology. This review also presents
much of the available evidence that supports the contention that pedagog-
ical theories must be considered when developing software for educational
use and that current knowledge in educational theory would strongly suggest
that embedding a constructivist approach to learning within the software
is most likely to succeed in maximizing student learning. There are sev-
eral cutting-edge learning environments which support this underlying ped-
agogical paradigm and many of these constructivist-type environments are
presented and reviewed herein. Finally, evidence in the literature from ex-
perts in educational technology is put forward which strongly suggests that
learning environments which support collaboration between peers, within a
constructivist paradigm, are of great educational benefit when attempting
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to present students with an authentic science learning experience. This re-
view also establishes the research context in which the EVE project makes
contributions and establishes the research foundation within which the EVE
Portal was constructed and tested.
2.2 ICT adoption in Education
The premise of this research project has been that there is need to invest
time researching the use of education at pre-tertiary level and that there is
a need to investigate the optimal forms that software should take in order
to affect change in ICT use at this level. Much of the available literature
in the field supports this contention. VLEs have become prolific in tertiary
level education and industry in the last few decades. E-mail and the Internet
are integral to both industry and tertiary level. Students at tertiary level
communicate frequently with their educators via e-mail and many students
interact solely with their educators via Web-based portals such as Moodle
and WebCT [Web07, Bla07]. Those of us working in the tertiary level sector
are acutely aware of the increasing role of ICT in our everyday dealings with
students, in fact, many courses offered are completely dependent on delivery
via the Web and are termed “distance learning” courses. Adoption of new
technology in the pre-tertiary education sector, however, is not nearly as in-
tegral, in fact, there is a great deal of evidence that primary and secondary
schools lag seriously behind that of tertiary levels and industry in terms of
ICT integration. Weller [Wel07] cites Brown and Jenkins [BJ03] who have
provided statistics regarding the use of VLEs at tertiary level in the UK where
“86 per cent of respondents from UK higher education institutions” reported
“the presence of a VLE in their institution” [Wel07, p.2]. ICT plays a sim-
ilar role in industry and among science professionals, however, it is evident
from the literature that a similar level of ICT proliferation is not reflected in
schools. For instance, in an extensive literature review by Osborne and Hen-
nessy [OH03], they clearly describe the contrast between the use of ICT by
professional scientists and those learning science at school: “ICT, so far, has
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radically transformed the nature of science itself for professional scientists,
whose research activity has become dependent on routine access to sophis-
ticated computer-based tools and resources. In contrast, the use of ICT in
school science, on the whole, has yet to establish its transformative role”
[OH03]. The use of ICT in industry spans well beyond IT related disciplines,
for instance, e-mail is a ubiquitous form of communication within industry.
The same level of ubiquity is certainly not evident within the school envi-
ronment. According to a recent OECD report on computer use in schools
[OEC08], only around 20% of students reported that they used computers “a
lot” in schools. One of the main reasons listed by teachers for this was the
difficulty in integrating ICT into classroom instruction. However, outside of
the school environment the sub-adult community are among the most prolific
users of ICT, for example, the Bebo [Beb08] website has been adopted by
sub-adults in amazing numbers; according to the BBC Bebo boasted more
then 22 million users in the first 13 months of its existence [BBC06], and
yet, within their primary learning environment there is relatively little use
of computer technology. In 2001, Mumtaz [Mum01] (from the Centre for
New Technologies Research in Education at Warwick University), produced
a report based on both qualitative and quantitative data to suggest that
“children make more use of the computer at home than at school”; a similar
but earlier report by Selwyn [Sel98] concluded that students use computers
in the home to compensate for the “inadequacies of educational IT”. These
findings are reflected in reports published in relation to computer usage in
Irish schools [SO08][Ire08]. In a recent OECD report [OEC08] only 24% of
students were considered as frequent users of computers at school and Ireland
was listed as the third worst country in the OECD region in this regard. A
2008 irish school inspectors’ report also reported similar findings: “54% of
inspectors’ reports on lesson observations revealed limited or inappropriate
use, or no use, of ICT in teaching and learning” [ES08, p.163]. In Octo-
ber 2006, the National Center for Technology in Education (NCTE Ireland)
[SO08] published a report entitled “NCTE 2005 Census on ICT Infrastruc-
ture in Schools”; as well as reporting on infrastructure this report included
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information which related to the use of computers in schools. This report
makes reference to the above mentioned OECD report [OEC08] which states
that 24% of students in Ireland were described as frequent computer users at
school, compared to an OECD average of 44%. Additionally, the NCTE cen-
sus report states that “the average number of hours on-line per week was 5.8
in primary schools, 25.6 in post-primary schools and 9.9 in special schools”.
This certainly supports the contention that schools do not make wide use
of online resources. The NCTE also reported on the provision of e-mail to
students and teachers: “11% of special schools providing email accounts for
pupils. At post-primary level, about the same proportions provided accounts
to students in 2002 as in 2005 (16% and 17% respectively). At primary level,
just under 5% of schools reported providing pupils with e-mail accounts in
2002 and 2005”. The NCTE and OECD reports provide clear evidence that
computers are certainly not seen as ubiquitous communications devices in
the school environment. However, it is evident from the reports that the use
of computers in schools is on the increase. When the data collected was com-
pared to the equivalent 2003 report it was concluded that ICT in education is
on the increase, for example, when referring to the level use of e-mail “at pri-
mary level and among special schools, the proportion that provided accounts
for teachers doubled between 2002 and 2005, while in post-primary schools,
there was an increase of about one-third”. Additionally, the NCTE report
provides evidence to suggest that schools are interested in acquiring software
for ICT-based learning: “In 2005, more schools purchased reference materials
on CD Rom/DVD than online”. In that year, 74% of primary schools, and
47% of both post-primary and special schools purchased reference content
in these formats. More primary schools (80%) than post-primary (59%) or
special schools (65%) purchased subject-specific content on CD Rom/DVD.
The National Policy Advisory and Development Committee [AC08] (an
Irish government advisory committee) have also published reports relating
to the use of ICT in schools in Ireland. In a 2001 report it states that “less
than one fifth of teachers use a computer for everyday teaching” and “39%
of post-primary school teachers reported use of computers in school less than
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once a month or never”. In a very recent article, Haydn and Barton [HB08]
include statistics published by the British Educational Communications and
Technology Agency in 2002 which stated that 60% of teachers in the UK were
making little or no use of computers in their day to day teaching [HCF+02].
This suggests that the sub-adult education sector has not adopted the cul-
ture of use of computers for education at school. This report also concluded
that the three most common uses for ICT in schools are “word processing,
drawing/graphics and spreadsheets” and that “fewer teachers claimed to use
educational software” in the classroom. These facts raise important ques-
tions for researchers developing and using ICT at the pre-tertiary level, for
example, what makes ICT within the school environment less prolific than
other environments?, and, what form should software take to maximise its
adoption into the school environment?.
The general lack of uptake of ICT in the classroom evidenced in the lit-
erature is a concern, not only for teachers but also for the designers and
implementers of software to be used in the classroom. This lack of adoption
in schools has not escaped the attention of industry either, in a budget sub-
mission report in 2006 the ICT Ireland group [Ire08] reported that “Ireland is
among the bottom three countries [in Europe] on the use of computers in the
classroom. ICT Ireland welcomes the progress of the Broadband in Schools
initiative. However, in order to maximize the potential of the Broadband in
Schools roll out, the Government needs to develop a clear plan in terms of
providing skills and access to appropriate devices and content. The dearth of
digital content available for use in the Irish education environment needs to
be addressed” [Ire08]. Increased research into the types of software that will
succeed in changing the culture of ICT use in schools is of great importance
for the future, academically, economically, and socially.
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2.3 Computer use in schools
Even though there is not the same level of use of computers in schools as
there is at tertiary level or within industry, it is certainly true to say that
many schools are using ICT in limited ways in the classroom. According to
a large portion of the literature, open-ended software such as word proces-
sors, spreadsheets and presentation software are used most widely in schools,
although in many respects the computer is being used most frequently like
an elaborate typewriter. Drenoyianni and Selwood [DS98] surveyed 37 pri-
mary teachers in the UK and reported that “the most frequently used piece
of software is the word processor (95.1%), followed by the use of graphics
packages (85.3%) and software concerned with information handling, such
as databases (63.4%) and multimedia encyclopaedia (58.5%)”. An inspec-
torate report for Irish schools recently provided similarly high statistics for
use of the word processor: “The most popular type of application used was
word processing (71%)” [ES08, p.161]. Squires (Southern Connecticut State
University) and Preece (University of Maryland Baltimore County) [SP99]
put forward the claim that word processors are good for use in schools be-
cause they are open-ended, they cite Papert, amongst others who “stress the
need for open-ended exploratory authentic learning environments in which
learners can develop personally meaningful and transferable knowledge and
understanding” [SP99]. Osborne and Hennessy [OH03] also recognise the
educational value of writing using a word processor since it “can support an
iterative approach to planning or analysis” [OH03, p.21]. Frost, in a book en-
titled “The IT in Secondary Science Book”, refers to spreadsheet software as
having an astonishing range of functions [Fro02, p.32], and the word proces-
sor as a “powerful technology” as they can provide an excellent opportunity
for students to work together [Fro02, p.53]. Frost, therefore, sees the value
of using word processors for collaborations between students as they engage
in writing tasks. Frost places a caveat on this view by stating that the ex-
pectation that students should start with a “blank sheet” and produce a full
report is too daunting and he suggests that writing assignments should be
planned and that the teacher should be involved in the formulation of the
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paper and provide templates where possible [Fro02, p.55]. Underwood and
Underwood [UU90, p.9] also add to the body of evidence that word proces-
sors are greatly used in the school environment and have been for a great
number of years. In this book they include a survey carried out by Smith
and Keep [SK88] in which they concluded that “the use of word processing
systems was almost universally popular” [UU90, p.9]. This point is echoed
by McFarlane: “word processing is the most common use of computers in
schools by a long way” [McF97, p.6]. In a recent article, Wegerif [Weg04]
(from the University of Exeter) cites the Squires and Preece [SP99] paper
mentioned above to support his view that word processors have a major role
to play in education in schools. Papert has also acknowledged the use of word
processors in the school environment and is supportive of the word processor
when used in a “Piagetian” way: “The image of children using the computer
as a writing instrument is a particularly good example of my general thesis
that what is good for the professional is good for children” [Pap93b, p.30–31].
Papert goes on to say that it is not his vision that word processors be used
to examine spelling and grammar, but that the word processor be applied in
the same manner as it is by professional scientists, i.e., to acknowledge that
“editing and re-editing” is part of the scientific writing process. Therefore,
it is evident that the computer, used correctly as a writing tool can support
very well the inquiry approach to learning. McFarlane [McF97] discusses in
detail the “importance of writing and the role that it can play” in the devel-
opment of literacy [McF97, p.108], she also refers to a report from the UK
Department of Education and Science called the Kingsman Report [ES98]
which outlines the importance of word processors in developing the literacy
skills of school students: “its ability to shape, delete and move text” and
“pupils are drawn into explicit discussion”. The Kingsman report focused
more on the language and literacy learning of English and certainly strayed
from Papert’s thesis that word processors should not be applied to simple
grammar and spelling, however, as McFarlane points out it is equally true
to say that the writing task in inquiry-based learning in science will promote
discussion and interaction.
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The importance of writing has been firmly cemented into the inquiry
process of the EVE Portal. Moreover, the EVE Portal provides an online
writing tool that incorporates the collaborative writing, peer engagement
and structured preparation which has been called for by experts in the field.
This thesis contributes one possible software exemplar for the supporting
groups of schoolchildren and their teacher in a focused writing and inquiry
tasks. The EVE Portal codifies the importance of writing and its importance
to school-based inquiry, in fact, in comparison to many of the VLEs reported
in the literature the EVE Portal places considerably more emphasis on the
importance of writing and its role in authentic science learning in particular.
The EVE CWE allows students to write in groups online; the CWE is used
to summarize the investigations by students and provides mechanisms for
peer and teacher feedback. Writing is used as a means to invoke discourse
between students and teachers within the context of the inquiry-based task.
The image analysis software component can be used to carry out focused
research with images [RBWK08] and these images and related data can be
included in the final research paper produced by the students. The EVE
Portal takes advantage of the open-ended nature of writing but, significantly,
it guides the teacher and the students during the writing task and directly
supports the “editing and re-editing” [Pap93c, p.31] that empowers the child
user and gives them an important “common sense of ownership of the end
product” [McF97, p.116]. Additionally, students using EVE do not start with
a blank sheet of paper (as Frost had cautioned [Fro02, p.55]); instead the
process of designing the research paper is totally encapsulated in the project
definition wizard. The EVE Portal, in contrast to the word processors used
in schools today, has encapsulated collaboration into the writing task and is
freely available and fully available online.
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2.4 The role of Pedagogy in Virtual Learning
There are two main competing theories within education that manifest them-
selves in all discussions concerning ICT, namely, constructivism and instruc-
tivism. The instructivist (also known as behaviourist) view of education
originates from the work of Skinner [Ski38]. Skinner’s view of learning was
that of the ‘carrot-and-stick’, whereby the student was an empty vessel to
be filled with knowledge. This view of learning has certainly found its place
within industry-based education but does not fit well with most modern views
of education [Bru96, DAL+04]. The difference between these two competing
theories is best described anecdotally by Papert [Pap93c] using an “African
proverb” in the following extract from one of his seminal books:
“If a man is hungry you can give him a fish, but it is better to
give him a line and teach him to catch fish himself”...“Traditional
education codifies what it thinks citizens need to know and sets
out to feed children this “fish”. Constructivism is built on the
assumption that children will do best by finding (“fishing”) for
themselves the specific knowledge they need.” [Pap93c, p.139]
Similarly, educational software that attempts to “teach” a topic and pro-
vide question and answer sessions to ensure that the prescribed content has
been absorbed by the computer user can be seen as “instructivist” software,
and those that attempt to support the active learning of the computer user
through discovery and inquiry can be termed “constructivist” software. Pa-
pert goes on to suggest that the tools needed for such discovery are also of
great importance, and that computers represent excellent tools for this form
of learning. As Papert states, most of this thinking emits from Piaget’s doc-
trine “that knowledge simply cannot be “transmitted” or “conveyed ready
made” to another person” [Pia65]. Papert believes that the creation of suit-
able micro-worlds, in which students can explore, will foster a constructivist
learning paradigm. Any in-depth literature review of pedagogy, particu-
larly in the constructivist paradigm, inevitably references the work of Dewey
[Dew38], Piaget [Pia65], Vygotsky [Vyg62], Bruner [Bru86, Bru90, Bru96],
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Papert [Pap93c] and Driver [Dri83, DAL+04]. Dewey [Dew38] was a philoso-
pher and psychologist who sparked much debate about educational reform
and is credited by many, including Papert, as the father of the constructivist-
type thinking. As Fincher and Petre [FP04] explain in a very recent book
entitled “Computer Science Education Research”: “Vygotsky’s ideas cen-
tered on the notion that knowledge and learning are culturally and societally
constructed”. Vygotsky believed that the child learner has a limited “zone of
proximal development” (ZPD) which limits the amount of shifting from their
current knowledge and that this construction of knowledge can be helped
through social interaction with “more capable peers” [FP04, p.35]. Piaget
developed a theory of “cognitive development” which defined four develop-
mental stages of learning in children. Driver [Dri83] summarizes Piaget’s
theory as a sequence of “disequilibrium and subsequent equilibration” and
that the “child is seen as the architect of its own knowledge” [Dri83, p.53].
Bruner was responsible for extending the ideas of Piaget and defining the
model of learning, where the child will build on the knowledge it currently
has in order to make sense of new knowledge.
Constructivism does not deny the need for direct teaching. Undeniably,
every subject covered at school includes a body of knowledge which needs
to be assimilated by the students. Constructivism does not claim to repre-
sent the “silver bullet” teaching method which will succeed in teaching all
students. Bransford et al., are leading experts in the area of educational
psychology and strongly support the constructivist approach, however, they
acknowledge that the “goal of coverage [of a syllabus] need not be abandoned
entirely” [BBC00, p.20] and that “attempts to teach thinking skills without
a strong base of factual knowledge do not promote problem solving ability”
[p. 22][BBC00]. Papert also cautions on the oversimplification of completely
separating the information from the inquiry and states that constructivism
“does not call into question the value of instruction as such” [Pap93a, p.139].
In fact, constructivism tries to support learning with minimal teaching ef-
fort by capitalizing on people’s innate abilities to learn through experience
and “doing”, with the support of more competent peers. This contrasts
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starkly with memorizing and learning simply to pass an exam (instructivist
approaches), however, as Papert states, “scientific process divorced from con-
tent is very abstract” [Pap93a, p.140]. An essential difference between the
two approaches is that instructivists would advocate that in order for stu-
dents to learn better, they must be taught better, whereas, constructivists
would conclude that learning is an internalized process which may be im-
proved by understanding a student’s current knowledge and facilitating the
shift from the old understanding to the new, as described well by Leach and
Scott [LS04, p.88]. As mentioned above, Vygotsky referred to this as the
ZPD (Zone of Proximal Development) [Vyg78]. Successfully supporting sci-
ence learning must attempt to find a balance between the need to acquire a
body of knowledge and the need to apply knowledge learning to a problem
so that it can become generalizable and reusable. A VLE which supports
a constructivist paradigm should provide students (and their teachers) with
an opportunity to explore their current thinking so as to facilitate the con-
struction of knew knowledge from old knowledge. Leading experts who are
endeavouring to build such environments refer to this as “making thinking
visible” [Flo94][Lin06, p.46][BBC00, p.220]. The EVE Portal requires a body
of knowledge to explore; the information can be retrieved from any number of
sources whether computer-based or not, however, the aim of the EVE Portal
is to support the inquiry process while also making the students’ thinking
visible to peers and the teacher. The EVE Portal aims to support learning by
encouraging students to explore their current knowledge of a topic through
writing and seek feedback from peers and their teacher in a social construc-
tivist manner. Research efforts of the students using EVE remain focused
on the production of collaborative document and do not rely on the presence
(or threat) of a final test to drive the process forward. Thus, learning within
EVE ”occurs within a social context” [Kos96, p.270] and is certainly well
grounded within a constructivist paradigm.
When these various important works and theories are viewed from a soft-
ware development perspective it would be disingenuous of any educational
software developer attempting to achieve any form of deep learning to de-
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velop simple “drill-and-skill” interfaces. The cohort of educational technol-
ogists who recognize the importance of educational theory have attempted
to construct software that can at least address some of these educational
constructivist goals.
For example, as discussed earlier, Dougiamas refers to “social construc-
tionism” as the philosophy for the development of Moodle [Wil07]. Dougia-
mas, who holds an honours degree in Computer Science, felt so strongly about
the influence of pedagogy in learning environments that he undertook a PhD
in Education to understand the differing approaches to education, and how
“ideas can be encoded in software” [Wil07]. Dougiamas expresses the opinion
that educational concepts and approaches can be encapsulated in educational
software. Dougiamas contrasts his approach to developing educational soft-
ware with other systems that simply provide information followed by quizzes.
As mentioned in the introduction section, how far Dougiamas has managed
to encapsulate social constructivism is perhaps debatable [Wel07], however,
there is no question that Moodle has certainly made an impact in the educa-
tional technology sector with more than 15 million [Moo06] registered users.
It is certainly a reasonable hypothesis, when considering the success of Moo-
dle, that considering pedagogy during the early development of educational
software in conjunction with stakeholder involvement will increase the likeli-
hood of acceptance by the end-user community. Similarly Dongming et al.,
[DHM05] refer to the need for conceptual models for learning environments
to be “rooted in strong pedagogical principles”. Dongming et al., continue by
contrasting the instructivist (referred to as the “objectivist learning model”)
paradigm with the constructivist learning model. Boyle [Boy04] (director
of the Learning Technology Research Institute) refers to the instructivist
approach to educational technology as viewing the “computer as teaching”
machine and the constructivist approach as the “computer as a basis for
constructing learning environments”. Boyle goes on to suggest that ensuring
pedagogical quality is a challenge for educational developers. In a recently
published literature review by Osborne and Hennessey [OH03] they include
an entire section entitled “ICT use and pedagogy - an inextricable link”. In
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this section they emphasize that software for use in schools must take account
of the environment and current teaching practices if it has any hope of being
adopted: “Successful integration of ICT depends then on development of an
appropriate pedagogy” [OH03]. Squires and Preece [SP99] report that “for
most educationalists, constructivism offers far more scope for realizing pos-
sible learning benefits of using information and communication technology”.
In a recent article by Anastasiades [Ana03] (from the University of Crete),
reference is made to educational software policies produced by the American
Distance Education Consortium [Con07]. According to Anastasiades this
group have defined principles for the development of educational software
that is for both distance learning and face-to-face, the principles include the
statement that “learning environments must include problem-based as well as
knowledge-based learning”. This is an acknowledgment by ADEC that the
pedagogical practices applied to a learning environment have an influence
over the success of the tool, but specifically recommends the problem-based
approach in conjunction with knowledge-based approaches.
After reviewing the literature it is overwhelmingly evident to those who
are endeavoring to development software for use in schools that the encap-
sulation of a constructivist paradigm within software is the most widely
supported approach and is endorsed by experts that have the educational
objectives of the students as the central goal. The EVE Portal has been
developed within a constructivist pedagogical viewpoint. It relies heavily
on the production of research papers that are written by teams of students.
These research papers provide a collaborative method for reflecting on learn-
ing outcomes and provide a means for students to assess their own learning
experience. During the course of this thesis it will be shown that the focus of
the EVE Portal has always been within the constructivist model of education
as the entire VLE has been designed on the principle that students are at the
center of the learning process and are directly responsible for the creation
of the collaboratively written documents. In fact, it could be argued that
the EVE Portal has a greater foundation in constructivism than some of the
widely used environments since it is not an information portal and has not
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made any attempt to provide quiz-based assessment. The ability to assess
student output is important to teachers and the assessment of the quality of
the students’ work within the EVE Portal has been shown to be achievable
through examination of the student papers, this will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 3. Therefore, the EVE Portal offers teachers an opportunity to guide
students’ exploration without losing track of the educational objectives.
2.5 Inquiry-based learning using ICT
In a recent workshop on inquiry-based learning Woodgate and Fraser [WSF07]
(University of Bath) define inquiry as a “student-centered, active learning ap-
proach which is based around activities such as asking questions and solving
problems”. Woodgate and Fraser also put forward the thesis that science
provides “an ideal context for inquiry based learning, as professional science
practice involves the utilization of just such skills” [WSF07, p.2]. In an ear-
lier publication, Woodgate and Fraser [WF05] define e-Science as the “use of
ICT in education, to enable local and remote communication and collabora-
tion on scientific topics and with scientific data”. Science education can be
viewed from different perspectives. There are those that see science as a body
of knowledge to be assimilated by the would-be future scientist and there are
those that view science as a process of discovery, a skill which can only be
acquired through the participation in more open-ended investigations. The
latter of the two approaches is recognized by most experts as being the most
likely to foster deep learning. Driver believed that the foundations for this
type of thinking are attributed to the work of Bruner [Bru63] who concluded
that this type of approach “helps pupils to apply ideas to new situations”
[Dri83, p.2]. According to Driver one of the positive shifts in educational
approaches in the last few decades has been the “rejection of science as a
catalogue of facts” [Dri83, p.2] and the recognition of the need for “pupils’
own inquiries” [Dri83, p.74]. Osborne and Hennessy [OH03] describe the
historical background for this change in thinking and use the example of
Thomas Huxley (a famous British scientist who promoted science education)
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to put forward the point that “scientific inquiry was much more significant
than content per se” [OH03]. It is this type of inquiry-based educational
approach that underpins many of the existing open-ended VLEs, including
the EVE Portal. The tenet of our e-Science inquiry-based approach is that
the writing of a team-based research paper ties together all of the research
activities of a group of students. This places the emphasis on the writing
task, thus, students are free to access and include information relating to the
task from a variety of sources, whether they are paper-based, online or in
the classroom; in most modern schools there is no shortage of information
available to students and the core skill to be acquired and practiced is the
focused acquisition and summarization of the various information and data
into some salient piece of work that is most important.
The idea that inquiry-based learning can be supported using ICT has been
emerging for decades. The work of Papert [Pap93c] is still frequently cited by
researchers who are developing constructivist software. Papert [Pap93c] de-
veloped the LOGO environment to engage students in activities and to learn
from their experiences through experimentation. The LOGO environment
allows young students to create computer programs and easily control the
movements and behaviours of graphical elements and/or robotic hardware.
LOGO achieves its empowerment by allowing the students to freely experi-
ment and explore the parameters input and the effects on the behaviour of
the hardware or graphics. The LOGO environment certainly demonstrates
that computers have the ability to empower younger minds, however, the
focus of this software was very specific to computer programming and the
technology available at the time meant that there were practical issues with
its deployment to schools including software installation and other related
costs. LOGO was seen by Papert as heralding a new era of liberation from
formal schooling, however, as McFarlane puts it: “Whether or not LOGO
ever was the tool to change the face of education beyond recognition is de-
batable.” [McF97, p.4]. Linn et al., [LDB04] creators of the WISE VLE,
highlight the following important conclusions to be drawn from Papert’s
work: firstly, “pedagogy for teaching with technology needed substantial im-
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provement” and “supporting students as they worked in small groups on
computers demanded new approaches” [LDB04, p.10]. Secondly, they point
out the limitations of the skills acquired by programming in LOGO stating
that students struggled to apply the knowledge gained using the LOGO en-
vironment: “Criteria important in programming were not readily applicable
to, for example, the design of an investigation of fruit fly genetics” [LDB04,
p.10]. Papert is widely recognized as one of the pioneers of the use of comput-
ers using a constructivist pedagogy. In more recent times Papert [Pap00] has
described how computers can support discovery learning. He describes how a
young girl discovered the meaning of zero when she explored with the speed
setting of a robot and made it equal to zero [Pap00]. The use of the computer
helped her to form the idea that zero itself was a value. Papert states in this
article that it is not the use of computers by children that is important, but
formation of the “ideas” which come about while using the computer, and
he states that “the constructivist use of computers increase the likelihood
of such encounters” [Pap00]. It is this type of discovery learning which the
EVE Portal intends to invoke through team-based writing tasks while also
accepting that this discovery learning must be carried out in the existing
school setting with the teacher as guide if it is to be successfully adopted.
Later learning environments, such as Computer-Supported Intentional
Learning Environments (CSILE) utilized the networking capabilities of com-
puters so that students could carry out investigations as groups rather than
individually [SB94, TPR+92]. The CSILE environment enabled students to
upload text or graphics (nodes) to a communal database, other students could
then comment on the information stored by others. CSILE was designed as a
collaborative learning environment within a Local Area Network. The CSILE
environment, similar to the EVE Portal, attempts to give students a sense of
the processes that real scientists engage in, including continuous peer feed-
back and long-term discussion which results in a high level of collaboration
between the participants. The CSILE was, however, limited in its availabil-
ity by the technology that was available in the early 1990s. The Internet
now provides an ideal environment for team-based inquiry activities where
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groups of students, not necessarily co-located can work together to achieve a
goal. The Internet is the medium through which most cutting-edge inquiry
environments are being developed and the EVE Portal, and other similar
Web-based VLEs, seek to avail of the Internet’s accessibility as it provides a
direct channel into the school environment.
Many inquiry-based environments currently exist, for example, Linn, Davis,
and Bell [VLE07, Lin06, LDB04] have developed an inquiry-based science
learning environment called Web-based Inquiry Science Environment (WISE).
This environment contains a set of integrated tools to support and engage
students in inquiry-based activities including collaborative analysis and re-
porting. Students using WISE have the opportunity to investigate and ex-
amine real world evidence and analyze real world controversies, specifically
the environment engages students in the intentional process of “diagnosing
problems, critiquing experiments, distinguishing alternatives, planning in-
vestigations, researching conjectures, searching for information, constructing
models, debating with peers, and forming coherent arguments.” [Lin06].
WISE also provides an automated guidance system which prompts and hints
to the students as they follow an inquiry process. Teachers can also get in-
volved in the inquiry process by interacting with small groups of students
and by customizing the projects. WISE shares many of the goals of the EVE
Portal, however, the EVE Portal focuses the attention of each group toward
the production of a final research document and provides the means to write
and evolve a document using the CWE. WISE has evolved to become com-
pletely Web-based and “does not require installation” [LDB04], which has
contributed to its ease of accessibility. This has been one of the main tech-
nical goals of the EVE Portal development since the project began; namely
the provision of a completely Web-based solution simplifies deployment to
the school environment and maximizes availability.
The difficulties of introducing a science inquiry system into the school
environment have very recently been reported in detail by Underwood et
al. [USLF08]. They report on the “hidden” work involved when attempting
to create an “e-Science” learning environment for schoolchildren and their
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teachers. Their paper very clearly establishes many of the concerns and
research questions that educational technologists face, in particular, those
researchers attempting to make an impact within the school environment:
“Teachers and learners need to have the knowledge and skills to make use
of the technology within practical time and resource constraints of school
life” and “if we are to move e-Science into the classroom as a routine feature
of learning science, it is timely to turn our attention to the questions of
what support is needed to enable teachers to take up the potential offered
by e-Science”. Underwood et al., also present the School E-Science Network
for Study of Environmental Science (SENSE) environment as an example
of an inquiry based authentic science learning environment. Using SENSE
the students, teachers and scientists collaborated on a science project which
involved “accessing data from remote sensing devices, gathering and sharing
data using hand held sensors and the Web and communicating using chat
and videoconferencing”. This project also involved direct communications
with experts via Web-based communications. The Web-based collaborations
described by Underwood et al., are certainly rich in content and the level of
communications and collaboration was very high, however, as Underwood et
al., acknowledge, the teachers had reservations about the amount of “time,
effort and skills” needed to run these types of inquiry-based activities. The
EVE team have acknowledged these concerns by designing an environment
that is simple in its use and in its learning objectives.
Another well published example of an inquiry-based learning environ-
ment is the Digital Document Discussion Environment (D3E) developed at
the Open University [Lau03, SBS98, Sum00]. This environment allows the
teacher to post a resource (usually a document) and engage students in dis-
cussions relating to the resources. This environment operates as an asyn-
chronous network which allows students and teachers to enter discourse about
a topic or article. Laurillard, head of the e-Learning Strategy Unit at the
Department for Education and Skills and leading researcher in the field of
ICT in education, describes the D3E as an environment to allow students to
engage in online discussions and to communicate and feedback ideas relating
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to documents available to all members of the group. The environment is
described as being analogous to a “reading group or seminar” except that
the asynchronous nature of the environment has the advantage of provid-
ing “reflective responses” as opposed to the more “cut-and-thrust” nature
of face-to-face discussion [Lau03]. This environment provides the educator
with the ability to set a task for the group and have students then comment
on their practice. According to Laurillard, this feedback and reflection leads
to “intrinsic” feedback, an important factor in learning. This learning envi-
ronment also provides scaffolded help to the student and provides “Guided
investigation (e.g. descriptions of characters) and analysis of the relations
(e.g. comparative evidence of social relations) between digitized source ma-
terials (e.g. poetry, artefacts), with model answers (e.g. academic’s and
experts’ views) as feedback” [VLE08]. The D3E Webpage [VLE08] describes
how the environment can be used in its “Full” form or in “Ubiquitous” form.
The “Full” form allows the owner of a document to publish that document,
for example, from a word processor into the discussion interface. This Web
interface then provides discussion support for that document. The “Ubiq-
uitous” form allows any URL to be imported in the discussion and for the
discussion to center around that URL, thus providing the ability to discuss
any digital document.
The D3E environment has been created using a clearly defined educa-
tional framework known as the Conversational Framework (CF) [Lau03]. The
CF is of interest to researchers attempting to create environments for inquiry-
based learning through discussion and discourse. Using this framework as a
theoretical foundation, Laurillard specifies the essential characteristics for a
successful inquiry-based learning environment. The CF is a framework for
designing learning activities and is based on the “characteristics of an ef-
fective learning encounter” [Lau03, p.28]. The CF covers many aspects of
effective learning. Laurillard believes that true learning must aim to address
all aspects of the CF in order to maximize the learning capabilities of a VLE,
she also describes the factors for an effective learning encounter including:
• Discursive Process: Student and teacher must be able to discuss the
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subject matter
• Interactive Process: Carry out some task relating to the subject and
provide feedback on that task
• Adaptive Process: Links the theory to the practice, i.e., allows the stu-
dent to adapt their actions based on the feedback and the comparison
to the theory
• Reflective Process: The opportunity to reflect on the task and theory
and adjust internal concepts to make the next experience more success-
ful
Laurillard’s work provides a means for us to define the type of environ-
ment we have constructed and also provides an opportunity for us to compare
the types of learning activities which take place using the EVE Portal with
other similar environments.
2.5.1 The EVE Portal inquiry-based learning environ-
ment
Similar to D3E the EVE Portal encourages interaction and communication
between students and their teacher using the commenting context (a text
based feedback mechanism used by student carrying out a group project).
The EVE Portal, like D3E, provides the openness necessary for inquiry-based
activities, i.e., it is not provided as an informational source, but to support
the inquiry process. Laurillard [Lau03] states that the D3E VLE provides
an “extremely powerful learning environment” and that it addresses the CF
extensively by providing discursive, interactive, adaptive and reflective pro-
cesses. Similarly, the EVE Portal provides all of these processes and also
bonds these discussions and interactions into a final research document. The
discursive process is supported by the commenting context; the interactive
processes are supported via the assignment generation and completion; the
adaptive process is supported through feedback by students’ peers and by
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their teacher; finally the reflective process is supported through the produc-
tion of a collaboratively written research paper that can be written over
many days or even weeks. In addition, the EVE Portal formalizes the con-
cept of a group and teams within the software and provides mechanisms
to ensure inclusiveness within the group [BRWK07]. Laurillard states that
learning environments like the D3E can “enable students to act in some way
like scientists - experimenting, analyzing, discussing, comparing, interpret-
ing” [Lau03, p.50]; the EVE Portal shares the aim of engaging students to do
science and engage in discourse relating to the subject under investigation.
The EVE Portal is designed so that the emphasis of the teamwork and col-
laboration carried out during scientific investigation is centered on defined
projects, and the focus within those projects is tied to the production of a
research paper. None of the existing environments within the literature has
such a central focus on the written report and few provide the means within
the software to define projects, teams, and to complete the writing process
within an integrated environment.
2.6 Supporting Authentic Science Learning
using ICT
Authentic science learning using ICT places the student in the role of the
scientist. Since the beginning of modern science writing has been central to
scientific advancement. Scientific investigations involve the formulation of
hypotheses, the gathering of data to support or reject the hypotheses and
finally the production of a written publication through which conclusions can
be drawn. Nowadays, this process most often involves collaboration between
peers and, therefore, collaboration with peers is central to authentic science
learning. Mercer et al., [MDWS04] (Cambridge University), have conducted
important research which has linked group-work to improved science learning.
In this article they concluded that “under certain conditions computer-based
activities for groups of children are effective in promoting the development
of scientific understanding” [MDWS04]. In a very recent publication Mercer
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et al., [MDW+07] have referred to this type of collaboration as “providing
an authentic audience of peers for their writing”[MDW+07, p.12]. Driver
[Dri83] has referred to the fact that the modern view of science is that it
is a “cooperative exercise as opposed to an individual venture”[Dri83, p.2].
The EVE Portal encapsulates the concept of collaboration through the CWE
[BRWK06, BRWK07]. Authentic writing assignments, using a constructivist
model should be delivered concurrently with student reading, investigation
and research and would require the use of portfolio-based techniques as out-
lined by Haines [Hai04] who suggests that ICT is an essential tool in assisting
peer- and self-assessment in authentic social constructive learning environ-
ments, be they virtual or real. The need for collaboration in authentic learn-
ing is also stressed by Erkens et al. [EPJ06, p.234]. The contention that
computers can aid in this process is a view held by many well-published au-
thors, including Barton [Bar04] who states that “discussions between pupils
and the teacher, facilitated by the computer-based method, could support
pupils to become more effective in describing graphical data, and hence in
analysing the results of their experiments” [Bar04, p.37], but Barton also
states that “we have yet to feel the full impact of the possibilities it [using
computers in practical science] offers”.
Schools are multicultural and are now equipped, for the most part, with a
great deal of computer technology that can be better harnessed then they are
presently to produce authentic science learning. Authentic science learning,
according to McGinn and Roth [MR04], relates to teaching, enculturation
and preparation of science students for competent and authentic scientific
practice or utility in modern society, preferably within a social constructivist
paradigm. Notable features of authentic science learning include the intro-
duction of “developmental corridors” as represented in the Open Classroom
or FCL [Bro04], optimal and supportive trajectories in science education re-
lying on strong links between primary, secondary and tertiary curricula and
emphasis on the importance of such trajectories from school to communi-
ties [MR04]. It is important that authentic scientific learning promote peer-
group, student-teacher and other social interactions, for example, meaningful
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comparative discourse focusing on boundary objects (graphs, presentations,
reports, etc.) resulting from visual representation activities. Peer groups
discussion is particularly important as it assists identification of broad agree-
ments and disagreements following supporting activities. Authentic science
learning encourages the incorporation of selected experts, or expert groups
with differing theories and practices, in dialogic social interactions to pro-
vide a realistic learning context for the students. The CWE has encapsu-
lated within the EVE Portal a mechanism to test these interactions within
an authentic science learning context. Laurillard [Lau03] states that learning
environments like D3E can enable students to act in some way like scientists;
the EVE Portal shares the aim of engaging students in completing science in-
vestigations, however, the EVE Portal also recognizes the important role that
writing can play in authentic science learning and this coincides well with
how teachers and students already use computers in the classroom. The in-
vestigating, experimenting, analyzing etc., are captured and summarized as
one piece of research work in the same manner as the scientific community in
general. The EVE Portal has collaboration at its core, in fact, the concept
of the team has been fully encapsulated into the software and teams can be
created and assigned to projects within the EVE Portal [BRWK07]. This
type of collaborative approach is also at the heart of advancement in the
scientific community. The literature provides a great deal of support for the
contention that writing has an important role to play in supporting authentic
science learning, much of this supporting literature is discussed in the next
section.
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2.6.1 Collaborative Writing in Science
Central to scientific practice is the production of written documents, which
are presented to peers and the scientific community for review and discus-
sion. An authentic scientific learning environment scaffolds the writing of
such documents (planning, structure and content). Ideally, authenticity in
the curriculum encourages different types of scientific writing and has the
expectation that students are capable of reading and constructing different
types of scientific articles intended for different audiences [MR04]. Collabo-
rative writing, whether through ICT or not, plays an important role within
scientific and technical communities. It is through writing that new theories
are documented and from these new ideas emerge. It is common practice for
large scientific or technical documents to be written by teams rather than
individuals. Collaboration within scientific writing can have “real value” ac-
cording to a book on writing for academic journals by Murray [Mur05, p.184];
she also states that allowing others to provide feedback on your writing can
“help you to clarify a point in your argument; in fact, it can persuade you to
clarify a point that you thought you had already stated sufficiently clearly”
[Mur05, p.184]. In a book by Beer et al., [BM05] about writing in Engineer-
ing, writing documentation as a team will lead to “far more knowledge, skill,
and creativity than you can bring to a project alone” [BM05, p.38], Beer et
al., also state the importance of sharing work openly while collaborating so
that the final document is both “unified” and “seamless” [BM05, p.38]. Ad-
ditionally they describe how a collaboratively written document requires the
team to communicate, coordinate, collaborate, cooperate and compromise.
During the writing phase of an EVE project the schoolchildren use the CWE
to produce a written research paper to summarize the findings from their
investigations. The CWE allows students to provide immediate feedback
to each other via comments giving the students some realistic experience of
how scientific writing takes place. The CWE provides software support for
students and teachers to:
• communicate via the commenting context within the writing interfaces
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• coordinate the writing process by assigning teams and sections to each
of the students
• cooperate in the decision making process by examining the various con-
tributions made to the final document and work together to complete
the document
• collaborate by sharing their findings within their team and allowing
others to actively comment on their work
• compromise by accepting other student’s comments so that the team
can reach their goal
The CWE ensures that each student in a team provides input into the
final research paper. The CWE, therefore, provides an environment through
which each student can experience realistic aspects of writing as a part of
a team. The following section examines many of the existing CWEs and
discusses the EVE Portal CWE within the context of these other similar
environments.
2.6.2 Collaborative Writing Environments
The development of software to support collaborative writing is not a new,
in fact, there are several tools available including, Quilt [FKL88], GROVE
[EGR91], SASSE [BNPM93], Collaboratus [LANJL02a, LANJL02b], CoDE
[Pun06], TC3 [ERJ+05, EPJK02] and Wikis [BDH05]. Of the collaborative
environments reported in the literature the TC3 appears to have most in
common with the EVE Portal, although the context for the writing and the
level of collaboration are different. The TC3 environment was developed at
the Department of Educational Sciences at Utrecht University by Erkens et
al., [ERJ+05, EPJK02]. The TC3 environment also places a central focus
on the writing task and the tool supports collaboration in pairs rather than
small groups of children. The TC3 provides an environment through which
“pairs of students can write argumentative essays collaboratively. This en-
vironment combines a shared word processor, a chat facility, and access to
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a private notepad and online information sources”. The TC3 tool is an ap-
plication and is not designed to operate within a browser window and so
loses much of the accessibility available via the Web, however, it does share
with the EVE Portal the focus on writing that many VLEs with similar ed-
ucational goals have overlooked. Collaboratus [LANJL02a, LANJL02b] is
a CWE that has been evolving for a number of years culminating in the
creation of a fully Web-based solution. Lowry et al., [LANJL02a] have con-
structed Collaboratus for use by US government employees in the writing
of Department of Defense materials and have found that these tools help
greatly in the reduction of the time it takes to produce quality documen-
tation. While providing support for collaborative writing, Lowry’s target
population (government officials) is very different to the EVE Portal’s tar-
get population (schoolchildren and their teachers). In this article Lowry et
al., [LANJL02a] list thirty lessons from their experiences developing CWEs.
Among the important lessons are that this type of software must be proto-
typed and field tested if it is to succeed. Also they state that the development
of collaborative writing software should be iterative and that “following an
appropriate process in CW is just as important as using the right technol-
ogy” [LANJL02a]. Mitchell et al. [MPB95] (from the University of Toronto),
reported on the use of a commercial collaborative writing tool with children
in grade six. They reported that they were very encouraged by the use of
the collaborative writing technology by the children and that the children
produced a 32-page magazine, however, one of the design recommendations
they had extracted from this trial was to “provide tools appropriate to the
users’ level of expertise”. The CWE developed with the EVE Portal has been
iteratively developed with direct involvement from schoolchildren and their
teachers. This CWE has been developed to work in a Web browser since
its inception, thus providing a more appropriate, custom-built collaborative
writing tool for schoolchildren.
During the course of the EVE research project the emerging role of Wikis
for collaborative writing in education has also been explored. Wikis are
general-purpose pieces of software, which allow multiple people to collabo-
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rate in the creation of a single document or group of hyperlinked documents
within a Web environment. Probably the best known example of a Wiki is
Wikipedia [Wik08], an encyclopedia entirely written by the Internet com-
munity. Wikipedia is a Web phenomenon and is a well-publicized example
of Wikis supporting collaborative writing on a global scale. Wikis are used
in the school environment to facilitate collaborative work [Not06] and are
making an impact within schools and universities [BDH05]; for example,
Moodle [Moo06] contains a module to provide Wikis within its environment.
Although Wikis can be used in many educational contexts, they were not
designed specifically for this purpose. One of their great strengths is their
flexibility; users can edit documents, hypertexts, and also the structure of
these materials. Wikis are not currently designed to produce highly struc-
tured documents akin to those expected within some educational contexts;
this can impede their use for some more formal applications. However, Wikis
are being enhanced to provide a more structured canvas for students to work
on [HLS05][DIZ06]. Furthermore, Lund and Smordal [LS06] stress the im-
portance of software support for the teacher when developing future Wiki
software for use in education. Unlike Wikis the EVE Portal CWE was not
initially developed as a general-purpose tool, instead it had a very special-
ized role within an educational context. The CWE is built within existing
pedagogical models of mentors/teachers, groups/classes, teams and projects.
The environment encapsulates class, team and project management, online
research and information gathering, resource sharing, and communication
between team members and their teacher or mentor, as well as providing an
interface for collaborative writing. The EVE Portal CWE and the related
initial trials are described in detail in Chapter 4.
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2.6.3 Encapsulating Collaboration in VLEs
The term “collaboration” is very broad, for example, Erkens et al., [ERJ+05]
give the following definition: “A collaborative learning situation may be
defined as one in which two or more students work together to fulfill an as-
signed task within a particular domain of learning in order to achieve a joint
goal”. Online Collaborative Learning Environments (CLEs) have received
much attention in the recent literature, and in a recent editorial Ligorio
and Veermans [LV05] describe a CLE as “a tool to enhance collaboration
within the classroom as well as across classrooms”. They argue definitively,
from the outset, that CLEs can only be effectively used as a tool to sup-
port learning when meaningful pedagogical models are implemented. CLE is
the generic term used to describe a variety of related frameworks (for exam-
ple, Collaborative Virtual Environments, Powerful Learning Environments,
Computer Supported Collaborative Learning, etc.) that have “adopted prin-
ciples of student-centered, collaborative, and problem-driven learning”. The
importance of pedagogical design for collaboration is echoed by Schwartz
[Sch05] who evaluates the Innovative Technology for Collaborative Learning
and Knowledge Learning (ITCOLE) project. The ITCOLE project, which
involved the collaboration of a number of European universities, was focused
on “developing innovative pedagogical models, design principles and tech-
nology for collaborative knowledge building to be used in European educa-
tion” [Lea08]. Schwartz believes that the underlying social, technological
and epistemological infrastructures of classroom activity, when combined
with appropriate Web-based environments facilitate scaffolded knowledge
construction. The EVE Portal development endeavors to evaluate how well a
VLE adequately supports social constructivist learning paradigms [DAL+04]
in a multicultural authentic science context [Rot95]. According to O’Hara
[O’H04] collaborative software can have the effect of “equality of opportu-
nity”, meaning that the dominant and experienced students are not the only
ones to benefit from the software. During the course of this research the
CWE was tested providing firsthand experience of what O’Hara was refer-
ring to [BRWK07]. The CWE encapsulated this “equality of opportunity”
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by providing an interface to ensure that participation in an assignment was
team-based. The effect of this was to ensure that each participating student
was required to provide input into the final research paper being produced
by the team. These collaborative writing trials are detailed in Chapter 4.
2.7 EVE’s Research Context
This literature review has concentrated on E-Learning and educational tech-
nology and has spanned many of the research topics that have driven this
project. In this section some of the most pertinent questions are outlined
and placed in the context of the EVE Portal.
• Can ICT play a positive role in pre-tertiary science education,
and, is there a gap in our understanding/knowledge of how to
structure software to support this learning?
Much of the literature presented in this review would suggest that
ICT can play a positive role in pre-tertiary science education. The
literature would also suggest that ICT is currently being used ineffec-
tively in schools and that there is a highly active research community
attempting to properly define the optimal use of ICT to support learn-
ing using ICT at this level. Moreover, the evidence from the literature
would suggest that there is a gap in current knowledge regarding the
best way to incorporate software into existing educational institutions,
particularly at pre-tertiary level. The motivations of the EVE project
have been firmly established within the literature and the EVE Portal
provides one possible exemplar for inquiry-based software environments
at pre-tertiary education level.
• What are the pedagogical approaches for supporting science
education at pre-tertiary level?. Furthermore, do these peda-
gogical considerations have an impact on the likely success of
software to support science learning at school?
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The literature suggests that there are two contrasting pedagogical ap-
proaches to supporting learning, namely, instructivism and construc-
tivism. Recent literature from leading experts would strongly suggest
that the constructivist approach is the most likely to effect deep learn-
ing. Additionally much of the e-Learning literature in this field suggests
that software to support learning must take account of the pedagogical
approach being applied if it is to be successfully adopted. The EVE
Portal has been developed within a constructivist paradigm and en-
deavours to support authentic science learning within this paradigm.
The development and evaluation of the EVE Portal has put forward
empirical evidence that it is possible for an amalgamation of software
components to support authentic science learning within a construc-
tivist paradigm and the related publications have added to the litera-
ture in this area.
• Given that much of the literature relating to science learning
using ICT suggests that focused group writing, collaboration
and feedback from peers can improve learning, how can soft-
ware be structured to support these aspects of authentic sci-
ence learning?
Much of the literature presented in this literature review supported
the contention that collaboration plays an important role in authen-
tic science learning. Additionally there is much evidence put forward
to suggest that focused group writing and appropriate peer communi-
cation and feedback can effectively foster science learning. The EVE
Portal puts forward a unified, Web-based software solution to support
many of these important activities. The EVE Portal, within the con-
text of the literature, presents one possible exemplar for the support
of these inquiry-based collaborative activities. This thesis contributes
to the literature in this area by reporting that collaborative writing,
team-based management and assignments, data collection and the role
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of the teacher can be successfully encapsulated in a single Web-based
learning environment.
2.8 Conclusion
Following this review of the literature, it can be definitively stated that there
is no consensus exemplar VLE for pre-tertiary education. There are many
environments which attempt to deliver the correct balance between function-
ality and pedagogy but no single environment has made a significant impact
yet. The Mindstorms environment is perhaps the most famous example of
an environment to empower younger minds, however, as was discussed, the
application of this environment was very narrow. The open-ended nature of
the word processor has meant that most schools use such tools, however, the
use of these tools is often superficial and lacking in deep learning. The Moo-
dle environment has certainly made a serious impact at tertiary level and to
some extent at pre-tertiary level, however, it cannot be said to have made
real inroads into regular usage at school. This may reflect the self-directed,
distance education arena in which Moodle operates best. Environments de-
signed for tertiary level education and industry have not ported well into
the pre-tertiary arena, this coincides with the position of many leading ed-
ucational technologists such as Underwood et al., [UU90] and Linn [Lin06]
that software for use in schools should be designed with the specific tar-
get population in mind and with input from teachers and schoolchildren in
the development process from inception to deployment. The main inference
that can be drawn from the popularity of the Moodle environment is that
open-source fully Web-based solutions are the likely form that educational
environments will take in the near future. The EVE Portal has been designed
through extensive inclusion of teachers and schoolchildren from the early in-
ception to its deployment and is a 100% Web-based solution for this target
population. It is not claimed herein that the EVE Portal represents the only
examplar for the use of ICT in schools, however, it is put forward, based on
the post-evaluation analyses of the VLE, that the EVE Portal represents an
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innovative view of the form that such software may take in the future. The
following chapters describe the EVE Portal and detail the components and
evaluations that took place during the course of its development.
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Chapter 3
VLE Evaluations
3.1 Evaluating educational software
According to Scanlon [HS04] evaluation of educational software is an area
that requires a lot of research focus: “Looking at evaluation, it is interest-
ing that so few studies of the use of ICT do more than describe uses of the
technology”; evaluation should include “evidence of learning outcomes, de-
tailed accounts of the process of learning and both students’ and teachers’
perception of the learning experience.” [HS04, p.198]. The EVE Portal eval-
uations have spanned many of the evaluation requirements mentioned here
by Scanlon. The educational goals of the software were evaluated through
a survey-based assessment of the student output from the EVE Portal; this
survey was composed of closed-ended questions relating to the quality of the
output from the students. Other qualitative analyses took place on the ob-
servational evidence gathered during the formative evaluations and regular
discussion forums with participating teachers. Additionally, each iteration
of the VLE was critically analyzed and its successes or failures toward the
educational inquiry-based goals were used as the driving force for further de-
velopment. This chapter details the evaluations that took place on the early
versions of the VLE which focused on astronomy and provides a case study
which demonstrates how the evolution of educational software can be driven
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by educational goals.
3.2 Introduction
The first phase of the development involved the creation of a prototype VLE
followed by formative evaluations by 161 children. The aims of these evalu-
ations were the refinement of the VLE design and to determine whether the
VLE could support the engagement of children in a scientific process. The
evaluations included the gathering of data via laboratory observations, anal-
ysis of Project Reports produced by children and a survey-based assessment
of these reports by independent teachers. This chapter details the method-
ologies applied when gathering these data and the results of the analyses of
the data. The analyses of the data have lead to the conclusion that an ag-
gregation of software components can successfully support children carrying
out astronomy projects using a scientific process. This study also highlighted
some usability and practicality issues which need to be resolved prior to de-
ployment in a school environment. Finally, this chapter provides empirical
evidence that the VLE has been perceived by participants to support learn-
ing.
There are many projects in existence that provide schoolchildren with
remote access to robotic telescopes from their classrooms via the Internet,
for example, Telescopes In Education (TIE) [tel08], the Faulkes Telescope
[ft08] and the National Schools’ Observatory [sch07]. However, in order to
fully utilize these great resources for astronomy projects a range of additional
software tools are required. Students need access to sky simulation software
to allow them to plan their use of the telescopes, image processing software
to allow them to cleanup and process the images they obtain, image analysis
software to allow them to extract meaningful information from these images
and software to allow them to easily report on their work. Although there
is a large range of free software available which provides much of this func-
tionality, it is very time consuming to sort through these software packages
to find the ones most suitable for use by children. It is also not possible to
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make good choices without an understanding of the astronomy and imag-
ing techniques supported by this software. The majority of this software is
targeted at amateur and professional astronomers and, therefore, not specif-
ically designed for use by children or their teachers. The Virtual Telescopes
in Education (VTIE) project [HdF+02] provided Primary and Secondary
students and their teachers with a prototype Virtual Learning Environment
(VLE) consisting of a complete suite of software to support astronomy-based
science projects. The VTIE VLE was not dependent on the use of Internet
telescopes, as it may be used to undertake projects based on astronomical
images from any source. There are many free repositories of astronomi-
cal images available on the Internet, for example, NASA’s SkyView [sky08].
This flexibility allows a broad range of experiments to be conducted with the
VTIE VLE. The goal of VTIE, which was encapsulated in the VTIE SISTER
process [HKS+03], was to encourage schoolchildren to become aware of scien-
tific process, and apply this process in scientific investigation. Writing is at
the core of this process as the students’ work culminated in the production
of a written report. The VTIE process was straightforward: the students
pose a question; formulate an observation to answer that question; make
observations or measurements; analyze results and produce evidence toward
the original question. Finally, each group produces a written project report
summarizing their work. Although the VTIE VLE is astronomy-based, the
process is generic; therefore, many of the components that make up the VTIE
VLE are applicable to other experimental sciences.
3.3 The software development approach used
for VTIE
It has been well established that a user-centered approach to software devel-
opment produces usable, higher quality, interactive software. Preece [PSR94],
for example, indicates that software design should “be user-centered and
involve users as much as possible so that they can influence [the design]”
[PSR94, p.46]; this principle applies equally to the development of Web-
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based software [Nie93, p.10]. Nielson [Nie00] and Badre [Bad02] both empha-
size the need for user-centered design when developing Web-based software
[Nie00][Bad02, p.10]. The formative evaluations described in this chapter,
therefore, focused on aspects of user interaction as well as the overall learn-
ing objectives of the VLE. The research carried out by Druin et al., [Dru02] is
of importance to developers of child-centered software. Druin’s approach to
child-centered design is at the extreme end, in fact, children have become de-
sign partners during the development of software applications [Dru02]. The
resources available to the VTIE team did not allow us to involve children
at the design partner level. However, as described in this chapter, children
have been involved in this project from the formative stages as testers in lab-
oratory environments. Children have remained central to our development
strategy as later versions of the VLE are tested within the school environ-
ment. Although the laboratory environment has helped demonstrate that
the VTIE VLE can be used to support astronomy projects (verified by in-
dependent teacher surveys and our own analysis), it must also be suitable
for introduction to the classroom. Therefore, in later evaluations substantial
continued involvement by teachers in the design and development will be re-
quired. As outlined by Crosier et al., [CCW02] involving teachers gives them
ownership of the software as well as giving them the opportunity to align it
with the curriculum they must deliver. The importance of involving teachers
is also stressed by Underwood and Underwood [UU90, p.17].
The VTIE VLE is a substantial system with a diverse range of inter-
faces and interactions. Software development, therefore, has been broken
into three distinct stages, with each phase producing a milestone prototype.
It is the iterative nature of this project that supports the formative eval-
uation approach. According to Nielsen [Nie93]: “Formative evaluation is
done in order to help improve the interface as part of an iterative design
process. The main goal of formative evaluation is thus to learn which de-
tailed aspects of the interface are good and bad, and how the design can
be improved” [Nie93, p.170]. We would define formative evaluation as an
opportunity to actively explore the use of the VLE and to assess the pos-
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itive and negative results so that the software can evolve to meet the re-
quirements of the students and teacher within the school environment. Dede
(Harvard University Graduate School of Education) states that “Educational
systems greatly benefit from learning about the failures, as well as the suc-
cesses, of the attempted innovations of others” [Ded99]. The formative eval-
uation approach has been supported by leading experts in the HCI field
[PSR94, Nie93, DFAB03, SP04]. Several recent publications have reported
the success of this type of evaluative approach in the development of educa-
tional technology [PR99, Wes04, TPD03]. Each of these researchers stated
that it was the goal of their project to experiment with new software so that
the systems could be continually improved to better serve the educational
goals of the end-user. Phelps and Reynolds [PR99] reported that the forma-
tive evaluation approach provided opportunities to highlight any “implemen-
tation obstacles” and helped to “improve design”. Similarly, Triautafillou et
al. [TPD03] reported that the “results of the formative evaluations were used
to improve our system”. It is apparent that formative evaluations differ in
their aims to a comparative-type study. Comparative studies compare one
system’s success to another. These types of study tend to involve the use of
a control groups to measure the depth of learning achieved by one classroom
using ICT with another not using software support (as recently reported by
Carle et al. [CJM09]). A frequent characteristic of such comparative studies
is that they involve the testing of well established technology and compare
results to control groups using traditional teaching methods or different tech-
nology. The evaluations that took place on the EVE system were exploratory
rather than comparative. The Summer Camps provided an ideal opportunity
to assess the success or failure of the software, however, the Summer Camps
(being of a promotional and inclusive nature) did not provide opportuni-
ties to exclude certain groups of students (to act as control groups). Scanlon
sums up very well the approach that was used to drive innovation in the EVE
project: “An instructional designer could use information collected during a
formative evaluation, such as details of learner’s use of the system, to help
improve the design” [Sca04, p.199]. The EVE research project described in
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this thesis formed hypotheses that were exploratory and experimental rather
than comparative and, therefore, were well suited to the formative evalua-
tion approach as described by leading experts. This formative study chose a
“particular method” and “evaluated with reference to the learning purpose”
[Rog04, p.142]. Future studies which aim to measure the degree of the learn-
ing impact of the EVE Portal will require the formulation of comparative
hypotheses and a corresponding modification in experimental techniques.
The first milestone prototype evaluations described in this chapter have
identified the core components and services needed in the VTIE VLE. The
evaluations have also identified the suitability of the software components
for use with children and identified acceptable user interface elements. The
VTIE development team consciously concentrated first on testing with chil-
dren without the presence of their teachers. This is in line with work by
Druin et al., [DBB+98] who concluded that children will be more forthcom-
ing when there are fewer authority figures present. In conjunction with these
software evaluations the developers constantly engaged in curriculum and
operational discussions with teachers and other stakeholders. These discus-
sions, combined with the results of the formative evaluations, will guide the
development of the first full implementation of the VLE. Following the rec-
ommendations of Jones et al., [JST+99] this implementation will then be
’deployed’ in schools and re-evaluated and improved until the system is con-
sidered complete. The prototype VLE was evaluated during three Science
Summer Camps held at NUI Maynooth from 2002 to 2004. In total the pro-
totype was used by over 150 children. One camp was held each summer over
these three years and VTIE delivered a different session using the prototype
VLE at each. These sessions are described in detail in Section 3.5 below.
The data gathered included observational data, participant comments, and
37 Project Reports produced by small groups of children using the VTIE
Paper Writing Component. The information and data gathered has been
extremely influential in shaping the first milestone prototype. Teachers have
aided us in our evaluations by completing survey-based assessments on each
Project Report written by the participants. The sections that follow de-
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scribe the prototype VLE and the methodologies and environments used for
the evaluations. Finally, the findings and observations are discussed, and the
results from teacher assessments are presented. The chapter concludes with
an outline of the plans for further development following these evaluations.
3.4 The VTIE Virtual Learning Environment
The aim of the VTIE VLE was to provide schoolchildren with a set of tools
to allow them to complete astronomy projects. The fist step in designing the
VLE was to define the components that would make up the complete VLE.
The list of components is shown in Figure 3.1, which shows the UML (Unified
Modeling Language) Component Diagram for the VTIE VLE at the time of
writing. As well as showing the components that make up the VLE, Figure
3.1 also lists the activities supported by each component and the components
on which each activity depends. It was expected at the time of these evalua-
tions that the completed VLE would also contain additional components for
telescope scheduling and site-user communication, these were not evaluated
as part of this study and have been omitted from the Component Diagram
for clarity.
The prototype VTIE VLE evaluated in this study was composed of the
components and supported all the activities shown in the UML Component
Diagram. The prototype consisted of an aggregation of separate software
components which together supported most of the activities shown in Fig-
ure 3.1. The majority of the activities were supported by third-party soft-
ware packages; however, the ‘Create Paper’ activity was supported by the
VTIE Paper Writing Component which was written by the VTIE develop-
ment team. The remaining activities were supported without the use of
software, for example the ‘Scrap Book’ component was provided by supply-
ing the participants with pens, paper and 31
4
” diskettes. When selecting the
software to support each of the activities, the aim was to maximize our use of
free software. With the exception of MS PowerPoint c© and the software for
controlling the telescopes all the third-party software used in our prototype
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Figure 3.1: The UML Component Diagram for the VTIE VLE
VLE is free and available on the Internet. Table 3.1 shows how each activ-
ity was supported in the VLE. The prototype VLE evaluated in this study
was the first step in the development process. These evaluations took place
in a laboratory environment and not in a school environment; nevertheless,
valuable information about the success of the VLE was extracted from these
sessions. The results of this study have fed directly into the development
of future prototypes which are better adapted to a classroom environment.
Later evaluations will then feed into the development of the completed VLE.
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Table 3.1: VTIE Virtual Learning Environment Components
Component Activity Implementation Year
Presentation Show Presentation MS PowerPoint c© 2002–4
Grouping Create Groups Performed Manually 2002–4
Assign Object Chosen from Hat 2002–3
Sky Simulator Show Sky SkyMap, TheSky 2002–3
Select Object SkyMap 2004
Web Search Information Search Google, Ask Jeeves 2002–4
VTIE CD 2002
Image Search Google Image search 2002–4
SkyView 2002–3
VTIE CD 2002
Telescope/Camera Move Telescope TheSky 2002–4
Control Image Acquisition CCDSoft 2002–4
Image Processing/ Process Image CCDSoft 2002–4
Analysis Analyze Image CCDSoft 2002–4
NASA VTT 2002–3
Scrap Book Manage Images 31
4
” Diskette 2002–4
Manage Data Pen and Paper 2002–4
Paper Writing Create Paper VTIE Paper Tool 2002–4
Digital Library Store Paper VTIE Paper Tool 2002–4
Retrieve Paper VTIE Paper Tool 2002–4
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3.5 Experimentation and Methodologies
In all, three iterations of the prototype VTIE VLE were evaluated. Although
some of the software components were changed from year to year, the ob-
jectives of the VLE remained constant, i.e. to engage children in a scientific
process and produce Project Reports summarizing their experiences. Each
session had clear learning objectives that were presented to the participants
before they used the VTIE VLE. All of the lab session activities were planned
by the VTIE team prior to delivery. The VTIE VLE was used in three sep-
arate Science Summer Camps at NUI Maynooth between 2002–4. These
camps were organized by the university science faculty with a view to pro-
moting the uptake of science at tertiary level and largely targeted Secondary
school pupils. The camps were held on the NUI Maynooth campus. A dif-
ferent theme was chosen for the astronomy sessions each year. A summary
table giving the details of the pupil profile and the themes are shown in
Table 3.2. Although there were many similarities in the way these modules
were delivered, there were several key changes which were in part due to
overall camp organizational changes, and in part due to experience gained in
previous years.
Table 3.2: VTIE Astronomy Modules at NUIM Science Summer Camps
Year Theme Telescope Profile Duration Group
2002 Spectrum 24” Mt. Wilson 130 (13–17) 3h 4–5
2003 Life of Star 14” Mt. Wilson 30 (16–17) 6h 2–3
2004 Galaxies 14” SoTIE Chile 20 (16–17) 6h 4–5
Profile refers to the number of participants, and the age range of the pupils registered for
a specific module. Group refers to the number of pupils per group during the sessions.
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In total, 161 children participated in VTIE astronomy modules. They
ranged in age from 13 to 17 years with approximately equal numbers of
females and males. However, these participants were not symmetrically dis-
tributed between the three years. In the 2002 Summer Camp, 120 children
participated and all modules were compulsory, whereas in the 2003–4 camps
participants could choose the modules they attended and 30 and 20 pupils re-
spectively (approximately one third) elected to participate in the astronomy
modules. This difference in numbers between the first year and subsequent
years was partly due to participants being given a choice in the modules
they attended as well as a dramatic drop in the over all number of students
being admitted to the camps by the organizers. The organizers also took a
strategic decision to only admit older schoolchildren (age 16–17) in 2003 and
2004.
The astronomy modules took place in the Department of Computer Sci-
ence software laboratories. There were a sufficient number of workstations so
that the children each had a computer. The working environment was consis-
tent throughout the three years and facilitating staff, a Team Leader (VTIE
project personnel) and several demonstrators (Department of Computer Sci-
ence graduate students) consciously created an informal and relaxed working
atmosphere for the participants. None of the staff were previously known
to the children and all staff dressed informally and introduced themselves
with their first names. Demonstrators were encouraged to make observa-
tions through participation and discrete notes were taken for later evaluation.
Meetings took place following the laboratory sessions to discuss observations
made during the sessions. Each demonstrator was charged with attributing a
value judgment on the level of assistance requested for each phase of the ses-
sion. A recorded value of ‘1’ indicated little or no help was requested during
that phase, and a value of ‘5’ indicated that continuous or near-continuous
assistance was requested. It was hypothesized that this type of participatory
approach would yield better results as the participants would feel at ease.
Within each camp, multiple instances of the same astronomy session were
delivered over several days and approximately 20 pupils participated in each
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session. Participants in each session had a similar age profile. The children
were further subdivided into small groups of no more than five and no less
than two per group. The groups were also randomly picked so that any
existing group dynamics were eliminated insofar as possible. There was a
minimum of one demonstrator per group. It was explained to the participants
that the role of the demonstrator was to provide assistance and offer guidance
on how the participants might accomplish each task.
Time constraints prohibited the pupils from carrying out all of the steps
in the VTIE SISTER process [HKS+03], therefore, it was decided to remove
the proposal generation phase and replace it with a simple process whereby
each group chose an astronomical object to investigate in the context of a
predefined theme. The themes chosen were: The Electromagnetic Spectrum
(2002), The Life of a Star (2003) and Galaxies (2004). For the first two years,
the children simply chose a preselected object from a hat. In 2004, however,
the children chose their own object using sky simulation software. The par-
ticipants’ choice of object was constrained by predefined criteria relating to
brightness and size. These criteria ensured that all objects were visible with
the telescope the children used during the observation phase. The children
used a different TIE telescope each year (an accident of scheduling): in 2002,
the 24-inch TIE Telescope on Mount Wilson, California; in 2003 the 14-inch
TIE Telescope (also on Mount Wilson); and in 2004 the 14-inch SoTIE Tele-
scope in Chile. Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 show the various activities in each
of the three astronomy sessions, the order and duration of the activities, and
the flow of outputs from one activity to the next. All sessions started with
an introduction of the module topic, the VLE was introduced, and some very
basic astronomy concepts were explained by the team leader. This introduc-
tion included some general information on the telescope the children would
be using. After the introduction the participants were broken into groups,
each group then selected an astronomical object to study. In 2002–3 the
groups randomly chose from a list of preselected objects, while in 2004, each
group spent 30 minutes selecting an object using Sky Simulation software –
this software shows astronomical objects visible from the telescope site at the
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time of the session. All modules included a research phase during which the
participants assembled background information on their chosen object. The
children also controlled the telescope and collected and processed telescope
images during this phase. Finally, each group wrote a Project Report us-
ing the VTIE Paper Writing Component which automatically formatted the
reports to look like a professional research paper (see Appendix A). These
Project Reports were printed, and each participant was given a copy to take
away from the session. As can be seen from Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 the out-
put from each lab session remained constant, i.e. each group in each session
produced a Project Report summarizing, in their own words, their activities
and experiences during the astronomy session. The following three subsec-
tions describe, in detail, the operational aspects of each session in turn from
2002-2004.
3.5.1 “The Electromagnetic Spectrum”
The theme chosen for this camp was The Electromagnetic Spectrum. It was
expected that the children would understand that all electromagnetic waves,
for example, light and radio, are manifestations of the same phenomenon.
Additionally the pupils were expected to learn that astronomers have in-
struments that can observe electromagnetic radiation outside of the visible
spectrum. The pupils were also expected to understand why astronomers ob-
serve at many different wavelengths, i.e., that different types of information
can be gained from images taken at different wavelengths. It was expected
that this would become clear to the pupils when they superimposed images
of the same object (their chosen object) recorded at different wavelengths
using the NASA Visual Target Tuner (VTT) software. Figure 3.2 outlines
the session structure, and includes the phases, the time allocated to each
phase, and the software required for the activities in each phase. Before
the session started, each participant was given a VTIE CD which contained
reference material and some of the software that would be used throughout
the session, for example, the NASA VTT [apt05]. The reference material
contained a collection of hyperlinked Web documents. The participants kept
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this CD, and were also given a Milky-Way chocolate bar to help ‘break the
ice’ at the beginning of the session. The session started with the introduc-
tory phase during which the children were introduced to the electromagnetic
spectrum. This introduction included a simple demonstration with a prism
and a data-projector to project a spectrum onto a large presentation screen.
Photographs of the telescope that would be used during the session (24-inch
TIE Telescope on Mt. Wilson California) were also shown to the participants
together with a current weather map for the area around the telescope site.
Finally the children were also told that about the VTIE project and that
the sessions they were taking part in were being used to test this software.
Following group allocation and object selection, the children were expected
to use the following sources to find out as much information as they could
about their object and to collect images of that object at many different
wavelengths: the VTIE CD, the Internet, and the 24-inch TIE Telescope on
Mount Wilson. Two hours of the session were dedicated to researching the
participants’ selected objects. Since only one group could use the Mount
Wilson telescope at any one time, and since there were four or five groups,
each group got to use the telescope in turn for about 20 minutes. While one
group was remotely controlling the telescope the other groups were research-
ing their object or analyzing images they had already obtained. When using
the telescope, each group was first required to obtain an image of their chosen
object. In order to find their object the children had to find their object’s
coordinates and slew the telescope to those coordinates. Once the object
was located, the children had to instruct the CCD camera on the telescope
to take an exposure. The resulting image then appeared on the screen. The
required exposure time varied depending on the object being captured, and
it was up to the children to find a suitable exposure time through trial and
error. Once they had obtained a good image of their object, they were free
to use the remainder of their time on the telescope to look at anything they
wanted. During the final stage of the session each group wrote a Project
Report on their findings. The children used the custom-built VTIE Paper
Writing Component to write their reports. This tool allowed children to con-
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centrate solely on the content of their report as all the formatting was done
automatically by the tool. This software presents the user with a straight-
forward, structured, Web form that allows them to enter all report content
and meta-content in separate text areas. This tool was created in order
to avoid situations where users focused more on the layout and aesthetics
of their reports rather than the contents, as highlighted by Davies et al.,
[DO02, p. 102–124]. It was also possible to incorporate up to three images
into the report. The Paper Writing Component automatically produced a
PDF document that was formatted to look like a professional research paper
(as shown in Appendix A). At the end of the week there was a prize for the
group that produced the best report. The participants printed their papers
and were each given a copy to take away from the session.
3.5.2 “The Life Cycle of a Star”
The Science Camp sessions in 2003 were twice as long as the previous year
and were optional to participants. The extra time allocated to the astronomy
module was used to visit the Experimental Physics department on campus
where the children met a professional astronomer. Weather permitting, the
children were also taken to the university observatory to directly observe
the Sun with specialized solar filters using the university’s 10-inch telescope.
In this module, The Life Cycle of a Star (see Figure 3.3), the participants
were expected to learn how stars are born, live and die. The children were
also expected to understand where our own star, the Sun, fits into this life
cycle. All of the pre-selected objects were in some way related to the life
cycle of stars, for example, nebulae (clouds of gas and dust where stars
form), planetary nebulae (dying stars), super nova remnants (dead stars),
and galaxies (the places stars live).
As in 2002, the participants researched their object, used the telescope to
obtain images of their object, and analyzed the images during the first half
of the session. Our object pre-selection process and subsequent assignment,
ensured that each group was looking at just one aspect of the life cycle of a
star. In the second half of the session, particularly during the slide show and
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discussion, the children were introduced to the ‘bigger picture’ and could then
place their object into this overall context. The visit to the Experimental
Physics department further helped students to place their observations into
context. Finally, during the report-writing phase participants produced a
report using the same Paper Writing Tool as in the previous year.
3.5.3 “Galaxies”
The Galaxies module in 2004 was created because in the previous two years
it was noted that the children demonstrated a fascination about galaxies, but
had many miss-conceptions about them. During these sessions the partici-
pants were expected to learn about the composition of galaxies, the various
different types of galaxies, and to understand the position of the Earth and
the Sun within our own galaxy (the Milky Way). During the children’s visit
to the Experimental Physics department, they were expected to gain an un-
derstanding of the different tools that astronomers use to study galaxies.
Figure 3.4 shows how the day was divided between working with the VTIE
VLE and visiting Experimental Physics.
In contrast to previous years, the children were set 5 specific questions
on galaxies in general and 7 on their chosen galaxy. This structured inquiry-
based process focused the children’s research while allowing sufficient flexi-
bility for personal exploration. As with the previous two modules, the partic-
ipants ended the day by writing and printing reports using the VTIE Paper
Writing Component.
3.6 Results and Observations
Substantial information has been gathered through the course of our for-
mative evaluations. This information has been obtained through laboratory
observations of the VTIE sessions, through analysis of the contents of the
children’s Project Reports, and through a teacher survey of the children’s
Project Reports. Observational results were analyzed and discussed dur-
ing meetings held following each session. The demonstrators observing in
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the laboratory were specifically instructed to observe the children’s use of
the VTIE tools during the laboratory sessions. Results were also obtained
through our analysis of the output constant from all the laboratory sessions,
i.e. the Project Reports produced by the children. Finally, 14 teachers par-
ticipated in a survey-based assessment of the quality of the Project Reports
produced by the VTIE participants. The following subsections detail the
results, observations, and findings from these three sources.
3.6.1 Laboratory Observations
The results presented in this section are based on observations made during
the Science Camp VTIE sessions at the university, as described in Section
3.5 above. The demonstrators were the main observers during the laboratory
sessions. Each of the demonstrators was a post-graduate computer science
student trained in software engineering techniques. The demonstrators were
informed of the process that the children would follow, and they were asked
to observe the children’s use of the VTIE tools during the completion of that
process. The demonstrators were instructed to record the level of assistance
required by the children at the different stages of the process and to rank each
of the VTIE tools heuristically in terms of the level of assistance required.
VTIE development team members were also present during the sessions.
Post-session meetings were held to collate all of the relevant information
gathered during the sessions. A summary of the main findings from these
observations ensues.
Table 3.3 shows the degree of assistance the participants requested from
the demonstrators during each phase of the VTIE sessions in each year. The
data in this table is derived from the post-session meetings and discussions
with the demonstrators. Analysis of Table 3 shows that the children needed
less help when researching their object in 2004 than they did in 2002 and
2003 (row 2 of Table 3.3). The only variation relating to how the children
conducted their research was the introduction of a set of guiding questions
to target the research in 2004. In previous years the demonstrators reported
that the participants were continually asking them what areas they should be
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concentrating their research on, by providing questions to guide the children
they needed much less assistance from the demonstrators during this phase.
In general it was observed that the children had difficulty achieving a
smooth interactive experience given the diversity of the software tools in
the prototype VTIE VLE. In order to complete their research the partici-
pants used a Web browser, to store information temporarily they used a text
editor/word-processor, and to complete image processing and analysis they
used stand-alone applications with a multitude of menu options. This result
was not surprising as there was no consistent look-and-feel to the software,
which was predominantly a collection of stand-alone programs written by
many different people each with a different intended audience and notion of
usability. Even with expert users to assist and explain the functionality of
the software, the children spent much of their time trying to figure out how
to use the software and tended to lose sight of their goals. The importance of
consistency in constructivist learning environments has been emphasized by
other researchers including Squires and Preece [SP99]: “Concepts and termi-
nology should be used consistently throughout and application, and where
possible they should be used consistently across applications”. For instance,
when the children used the image processing software they were prompted
to enter background values and range values to enhance their images. As the
children did not understand what these values represented, they were unable
to provide meaningful responses. This was an important observational result
for the VTIE imaging applications and may, to some degree, account for
the high level of assistance required during this phase of the VTIE process
as shown in row 4 of Table 3.3. The imaging tools currently used in the
VTIE VLE make assumptions about the underlying knowledge of the user,
knowledge that the children did not have. It was apparent that most of the
participants understood the purpose of the imaging software and how the
outputs related to the inputs but the tools impeded them. It was concluded
that future imaging applications used in VTIE must be usable by children,
be intuitive, and most importantly provide a context whereby the child-user
can concentrate on the task at hand. The image analysis software developed
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as part of this research project was developed based on these conclusions and
this is further discussed in Chapter 5 below.
As the children were each working at separate workstations it was very
hard for them to share the information and images they found with the other
members of their group. This was a major barrier to collaboration within the
groups. Although floppy disks were provided to allow participants to share
data, they required a lot of help with this because many of the children
did not have the computer skills to find and manipulate the necessary files.
Later versions of the VLE have addressed this limitation by providing a
means of sharing data between members of a group without needing to leave
the browser environment. Chapter 4 discusses the changes that were made
to the VLE in order to achieve this seamlessness.
Table 3.3: Level of Demonstrator Assistance Requested by Children
Spectrum Life of Star Galaxies
(2002) (2003) (2004)
Choose Astronomical Object - - 3
Research Astronomical Object 3 3 1
Astronomical Image Acquisition 5 4 5
Image Processing 5 5 5
Image Analysis 5 5 1
Write Paper 2 1 1
The values in the columns above represent the average level of assistance requested by the
participants, as measured by the demonstrators. A value of ‘1’ indicates little or no help
was requested, and a value of ‘5’ indicates that continuous or near-continuous assistance
was requested.
During the sessions it was observed that the less help the children required
when using the software the more they appeared to enjoy the sessions. As
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soon as they needed to rely on the demonstrator’s help to use the software,
their interest levels dropped and they became distracted. This was particu-
larly evident during the image acquisition phase of the process. The different
ways in which the children interacted with the Telescope Control Software
over the different camps demonstrated to us the effects of empowerment.
In the first camp many of the children were too young to use the complex
Telescope Control Software on their own so the demonstrators controlled it
for them, this lead to some of the participants talking amongst themselves
as their attention was drawn away from the software. In the second and
third camps the children were allowed to control the telescopes themselves,
it was very obvious that their level of focus and attention to the task was
considerably better; their focus was on acquiring their images and explor-
ing the night sky. The increased control gave them a greater appreciation
of what was happening. Their conversations centered on the images they
acquired and what to look for next. The children appeared to show greater
interest in the astronomical image acquisition when they controlled the tele-
scope and camera themselves, as their conversations were related directly to
the activity. During discussions with the children there was a good level of
understanding and appreciation of exposure time and the relationship to im-
age quality, especially for faint objects; exposure times were discussed with
the participants and they clearly understood that when acquiring images the
exposure time was more important than the brightness of the astronomical
object alone. This is consistent with research by Papert [Pap93c, p. 5] and
later by Scaife and Rogers [SR99] who found that empowerment is an im-
portant factor in learning. The participants needed a lot of assistance when
using the telescope control and imaging software (rows 4 and 5 of Table 3.3).
As discussed earlier it was concluded that this difficulty was due to the fact
that the software is targeted at adult astronomers and not children.
Finally, the participants needed very little assistance when writing their
reports (as shown in row 6 of Table 3.3). This demonstrated that the chil-
dren found the VTIE Paper Writing Component easy to use. The success of
the output from the tool (the Project Reports) was later evidenced through
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content analysis and teacher assessments as described in the following sub-
sections. Hence, our results have shown that the Paper Writing Component
of the VTIE VLE served as a template for other components being devel-
oped in future iterations. A sample Project Report from 2003 is shown in
Appendix A. From the outset, the emphasis was on report-writing as the
core activity in VTIE, this provided focus for all the sessions and the software
evidently did not impede the participants. The Paper Writing Component
was so successful during the Science Camps that other university depart-
ments participating in the science camps requested use of the software for
their sessions. Chapter 4 describes the latest version of this software which
encapsulates the team management and collaboration which was lacking in
the software during these trials.
3.6.2 Analysis of Project Reports
Each group of children that participated in a VTIE session completed a
Project Report describing their work. As these reports were the only deliv-
erables produced by the participants, they were an important source of data
for our study. When analyzing these reports our aim was twofold. Firstly, to
extract any information from the reports about the software and secondly,
to investigate the degree to which students completed the tasks (see Figures
3.2, 3.3 & 3.4), indicating whether or not the VLE, with the level of sup-
port provided, was capable of supporting inquiry-based astronomy projects.
Each Project Report was scored (by one member of the EVE team) using
the following criteria:
1. Task Completion: In order for a group to be considered to have com-
pleted their tasks their report must contain evidence that the children
attempted all the key activities prescribed for their session. In 2002
and 2003 the tasks considered key were Research, Image Acquisition
and Image Analysis. In 2004 the tasks considered key were Research,
Image Acquisition and the investigations of the spectrum carried out
during the visit to the Experimental Physics Department. With one
exception, each report showed evidence that the children attempted
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each of the key phases. This demonstrates that our prototype VLE,
consisting of an aggregation of tools, did, with the appropriate level of
assistance, support astronomy education.
2. Research: Each Project Report was scored on a 5-point Likert scale
from ‘very poor’ to ‘very good’. Reports that showed no evidence of
research were considered ‘very poor’ and reports that showed evidence
that the children could merge information from a number of different
sources into a coherent report were considered ‘very good’. As described
in Section 3.5.3 there was a substantial change in the organization of
the research phase in 2004, with the addition of questions to guide the
participants during their research. Although Table 3.3 clearly shows
that this change substantially reduced the amount of assistance the
children requested during the research phase it had apparent effect on
the quality of the research the participants included in their reports.
3. Image Analysis: Each Project Report was scored on a 5-point Likert
scale from ‘very poor’ to ‘very good’. Reports that contained no evi-
dence of image analysis were considered ‘very poor’ and reports that
showed evidence that the children could extract information from the
images and form conclusions based on this information were considered
‘very good’. Few reports scored highly; reports predominantly scored
‘average’. This category also had the lowest average score of all the cat-
egories scored on the 5-point Likert scales. Table 3.3 indicates that, in
the two years where the Image Analysis phase was considered key, the
children requested a lot of assistance during this phase. This indicates
that the participants found this phase particularly difficult and further
development of the VLE would need to address this if the educational
goals were to be met.
4. Use of Images: The Paper Writing Component allowed participants to
include up to three images in their Project Reports. Each report was
scored on a 5-point Likert scale from ‘very poor’ to ‘very good’. Reports
in which no images were included at all were considered ‘very poor’.
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Reports in which images were used but the images were not related to
the content of the report were considered ‘poor’. Reports showing evi-
dence that participants chose their images carefully, referenced them in
the text of their report, explained their relevance and gave the images
informative captions were considered ‘very good’. There was a strong
correlation between this criterion and the report’s over all score. Re-
ports that scored well on this criterion all scored well overall; reports
that scored poorly all scored poorly overall.
5. Tool Usage: The reports were scored on a 5-point Likert scale from ‘very
little’ to ‘extensive’. On average, the groups scored highly under this
criterion (86% scored ‘average’ or better with 54% scoring ‘significant’
or ‘extensive’). This indicated that the tools provided as part of the
VLE are useful to the participants within the context of the objectives
and are sufficiently usable for the children given appropriate assistance.
In addition to analyzing the reports for task completion every sentence
in every report was examined for references to the tools used and to identify
positive and negative comments made by the children in their reports. No
report made reference to the quality of the software and only 19% even
mentioned the software at all. These references were contained in phrases
such as “The telescope was directed by remote through the Internet using
software called ‘thesky’.”. This implies that the software was in some respects
transparent to the process. Although Table 3.3 shows that the children
needed a lot assistance when using the software this need for assistance was
not their over-riding experience of the sessions. This claim is further backed
up by the fact that a significant number of reports contained language that
suggests that the children had a positive learning experience during VTIE
sessions (see Table 3.4). This is also consistent with the results of the teacher
survey described in Section 3.6.3. In the first camp (2002) the organizers
asked the participants to complete an evaluation form in which they were
asked to rate each of the sessions they attended at the camp. The VTIE
session was one of the most popular sessions, second only to a Chemistry
session on the creation of explosions.
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Table 3.4: Sample Quotations from Project Reports
Participants that believed they learned:
“So in conclusion we found the nebula very interesting and we learnt
a lot of interesting facts.”
“We have learned through this research that the universe ca nbe
viewed at many different wavelengths and looks very different in each”
“In conclusion we can say that we learned a lot more about astronomy
than we had already known”
Participants who had a positive experience:
“We are truly fascinated by the vast magnitude of information which
this subject covers and we are definately hoping to return next year.”
“We made some really fascinating observations.”
“We also discovered how wondrous and deep the sky is.”
“Overall we enjoyed the whole experience.”
Evidence of understanding:
“People have guessed that there is a black hole in the galaxy because it
is giving off large amounts of x-rays, We were able to varify this
ourselves.”
Evidence of lack of understanding:
“In this image of the Nebula there is no Nebula! This means that the
Nebula must be like a vacuum”
The quotations in this table are taken directly from the Project Reports written by the
participants and were not edited to correct spelling, grammar or punctuation.
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Many of the reports showed evidence that the participants achieved the
astronomy-based learning outcomes described in Section 3.5 . There were
only two reports which showed clear evidence that the children did not un-
derstand what they were writing about, these reports contained factual errors
or descriptions that showed lack of knowledge, for an example see Table 3.4.
Although our formative evaluations were concerned with requirements
gathering and analysis and not specifically with learning outcomes, it was ob-
served that the participants indicated in their reports that they had learned
during the sessions. 43% of the reports contained the phrase “We learned”
and many reports contained even more explicit indications such as the exam-
ples shown in Table 3.4. However, in the absence of pre-tests in the knowledge
domain it cannot be definitively shown that the children did actually learn.
3.6.3 Teachers’ Assessment of VTIE Project Reports
A survey-based assessment was carried out pertaining to the Project Reports
generated by the participants at the VTIE Summer Camps. This survey-
based assessment was distributed to experienced schoolteachers from various
Primary and Secondary level schools. The survey was carried out in order
to obtain independent professional opinions on the quality of the product
produced by children using the VTIE VLE. The survey contained questions
that were mostly closed-ended, however, there were some opportunities pro-
vided to participants to expand on the reasons for their responses, Appendix
B contains a detailed listing of the data gathered from this survey-based as-
sessment. The survey was also distributed in order to assess whether teaching
professionals believed, in the absence of pre and post testing, that the reports
contained some evidence that learning objectives of the VTIE sessions were
achieved. The teachers’ professional opinions provide an excellent indicator
with which to qualitatively measure the work produced by children using the
VTIE VLE in comparison to work generally expected from children within
the given age group(s). A total of 14 teachers completed the survey-based
assessment and a total of 37 Project Reports were assessed. Each report
was assessed by at least 2 teachers. The teachers that participated in the
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survey were not associated with the VTIE Summer Camps. Copies of the
survey were distributed locally to Primary and Secondary schools and then
further distributed by teachers to other colleagues willing to participate. All
names were removed from the reports to ensure the privacy of the individual
participants and to avoid possible teacher-pupil recognition. Each partici-
pating teacher was provided with a pack containing a minimum of 7 Project
Reports, descriptions of the VTIE sessions (including Figures 3.2-3.4), and
a short questionnaire to be completed by the teacher.
Analysis of the survey results showed that the teachers unanimously held
the opinion that the reports contained evidence of learning of the subject
matter, were generally above the average expectation for the age group of
the children, and that the children collectively demonstrated an understand-
ing of the topic presented in the laboratory sessions through their writing.
The teachers were also asked to assess the level of data analysis that was
evident in the reports, all of the teachers agreed there was at least ‘some’
evidence of data analysis contained in the reports they had assessed. The
layout and appearance of the reports was rated very highly by the teachers,
in all, there was a 93% consensus that the reports looked ‘good’, this was fur-
ther broken down into 7% were judged to be ‘average’, 57% ‘good’, and 36%
‘very good’. These results are consistent with observational evidence that
the Paper Writing Component was very successful in achieving a high stan-
dard of presentation among all of the participating children. Approximately
66% of teachers believed that reports of a similar high quality appearance
could not be produced by their pupils in the same time period using stan-
dard word processing tools. This result provides supporting evidence that
the VTIE Paper Writing Component was successful in its objectives (see
Section 3.6.1). All of the teachers agreed there was at least ‘some’ evidence
of a logical/scientific approach contained in the reports, these opinions were
further broken down into 38% believed there was ‘some’ evidence and 62%
believed there was ‘lots’ of evidence of scientific process in the reports. This
result appears to reinforce our assumption that schoolchildren would be able
to successfully participate in a scientific process through the VTIE VLE. Fi-
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nally, when the teachers were asked to grade each report in their pack on
a 5-point Likert scale (ranging from ‘very poor’ to ‘very good’), the teach-
ers responded with overwhelmingly positive results: 43% of the reports were
rated ‘very good’, 42% ‘good’, 14% were rated ‘average’, and only one report
was rated as ‘poor’.
The results of the survey were extremely encouraging. Although the
population spread was limited, there are strong indications from the survey
results that the VTIE process was successfully applied through the VTIE
VLE. These survey results have served as input into the next version of the
VLE and will provide a comparator for further evaluations of the reports pro-
duced using the VTIE VLE. Future summative evaluations to assess learning
outcomes will require a greater population spread and must also include some
form of pre and post tests for the participants.
3.7 Conclusions
Our evaluations have shown that a VLE consisting of an aggregation of inde-
pendent software tools adequately supported the VTIE scientific process for
science-based projects. The surveys from the independent teachers clearly
show that the participants successfully completed the camps. This is fur-
ther supported by our own analysis of the project reports produced by the
participants.
Our evaluations have also highlighted a number of problems with VLEs
consisting of an aggregation of independent software components like our
prototype VLE. It became clear during our evaluations that the divergence of
software tools within our prototype would inhibit the introduction of VTIE
to schools. The high levels of assistance required by participants during
some of the phases (see Table 3.3) would not be practical in a normal school
environment. For these sessions there was a demonstrator/participant ratio
of 1:5. Also, installing many separate pieces of software on each computer in
a school environment is time consuming and impractical. The success of the
Web-based Paper Writing Component provided us with a model to follow for
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the rest of the VLE, since it is both practical and successful.
The negative effects of the lack of support for collaboration in the pro-
totype tested (as shown by our observations of the sessions) has led to the
development of a new version of the Paper Writing Component that is inher-
ently collaborative and is described in the next Chapter. The new version
allows students at separate workstations to work together on the same report
simultaneously. Additionally, these observations have led to the development
of a software component to allow students to easily share images and text
with the other members of their project group, also described in the next
Chapter. The importance of teacher involvement in the production of suc-
cessfully integrated educational systems has been extensively reported, for
example, Underwood et al., [UU90, p. 17] point out that it is the teacher that
will ultimately allocate the “block of time” in their schedule to allow children
to use the school’s computers, and they will only do this if the software is
good enough, flexible enough, and integrates into the curriculum. During
these evaluations, the VTIE team took on the role of teachers by conducting
teacher-led sessions with participants. Of course, the participation of teach-
ers will be necessary for future iterations of the VTIE learning environment,
and as a result of the formative evaluations presented here funding was se-
cured from the (Irish) National Centre for Technology in Education (NCTE)
to involve twelve local schools, including teachers and pupils in further devel-
opment activities. It is apparent from this research that considered formative
evaluations on early prototypes provided vital insight into VLE development
and have shaped the future course of this project. The teacher surveys pro-
vided strong evidence that the children who took part in the VTIE sessions
at the Science Camps had a positive learning experience. Our analysis of
the Project Reports produced by the participants further supports this con-
clusion. This shows that the objectives of the VTIE project are achievable.
The combination of rapid prototyping and formative evaluation has provided
valuable information that has guided the future development of the VTIE
project, hence, this approach can be confidently recommended to others de-
veloping VLEs for schoolchildren. The VTIE system was designed to engage
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students in an inquiry-based scientific process, the initial versions of this soft-
ware focused purely on astronomy-based learning. Since the completion of
these evaluations the aims of the VLE have veered away from the acquisition
of images from telescopes and the VLE has been modified to address wider
e-Learning and e-Science applications. These evaluations have been used to
drive the innovation which has taken place during the development of the
EVE Portal which are described in detail in the chapters that follow.
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Chapter 4
Encapsulating Collaboration
and Team Management in EVE
This chapter introduces an online Collaborative Writing Environment (CWE)
developed for use by schoolchildren and their teachers. This CWE forms a
subcomponent of the EVE Portal which has been developed following the for-
mative evaluations stage described in Chapter 3. The CWE described herein
encompasses collaborative writing, automated virtual team allocation, online
resource sharing within virtual teams and the facility for teachers to guide
the research activities of the participants via template generation and direct
message interaction. The CWE encapsulates within the VLE a variety of
modifications that were necessary prior to deployment within a school en-
vironment. We report on the results of the initial user trial of this CWE
involving a total of 15 school students between the ages of 15-16 years. We
conclude that our research has lead to the development of an intuitive and
innovative set of online interfaces that collectively provide an environment
through which teachers and their students can plan, prepare, and produce
truly collaborative research papers.
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4.1 Introduction
The EVE team have been focused on the development of online learning en-
vironments for the past five years. We are concerned with the development of
software tools to support education within a social constructivist paradigm
as described by Bruner [Bru96] and Driver [Dri83, DAL+04]. The develop-
ment of the EVE Portal has been at the center of our research activities over
the past three years in particular. The EVE Portal has been designed to en-
gage schoolchildren in an inquiry based learning activity, which culminates
in the production of a written document that summarizes the experiences
of groups of schoolchildren. The software development process used for the
development of the VLE has been an iterative and user-centered one which
has been shown to be very successful by leading experts in the field of us-
ability design [PSR94, Nie93, Bad02]. The work of Druin et al. [Dru02], has
also influenced our design and testing strategy, however, resource limitations
have meant that children were included as “testers” rather than “design part-
ners” [Dru02]. The production of a written document by the schoolchildren
has always been an essential component of the learning activities within the
VLE; this has led to the development and refinement of a writing tool. The
requirement for a writing tool was identified through extensive user testing of
the VLE; however, the initial writing tools had no support for collaboration.
We identified the requirement for software supported collaborative writing
in much the same way as described by Hoadley [LDB04] during the iterative
development of various science education environments: “although collab-
oration was not a central feature of this project in the beginning, through
iterative refinement we came to understand how structuring collaboration
was the most powerful way of scaffolding the students’ science learning in
the design”. During previous iterations of the VLE we have relied on the
manual allocation of students to teams prior to the commencement of the
writing activities. This manual allocation process has now been ported to the
Web via Project Management Interfaces. This chapter provides a detailed
description of the functionality provided by the CWE, which incorporates
the required collaborative writing support and team allocation processes.
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This chapter also provides a summary of the initial user trials of the CWE
which were an adjunct to previous user testing and focused specifically on
the newly encapsulated features of the software. Previous user trials of this
VLE have relied heavily on observations made during testing; this was also
the case for this session. Our observations have been followed up by post-
trial development team meetings to analyze the effectiveness of the software
within the context of the learning outcomes for the session. Prior to this trial
it was hypothesized that the students using the CWE would experience the
need to: communicate, coordinate, cooperate, collaborate and compromise.
It was also hypothesized that the students would successfully produce four
collaborative research papers and that each student would have contributed
some writing to their team paper, i.e., the CWE would improve on the inclu-
siveness for participants when compared to previous sessions. Finally, this
trial would provide an opportunity to test the newly introduced team man-
agement and project management functionality in a laboratory. The sections
that follow present an in-depth literature review, detail the components and
interfaces of the CWE, analyze the effects of the encapsulation of collabora-
tion and team management into the writing environment and report on the
observed and reported experiences of the students using the CWE.
4.2 The CWE Writing Approach
During the writing phase of a project the schoolchildren use the CWE to
produce a written research paper to summarize the findings from their inves-
tigations. The CWE allows students to provide immediate feedback to each
other via comments. We have found that this provides the students with a
realistic experience of how scientific writing takes place as it models the peer-
review approach which is very much part of how science innovation is driven.
The CWE provides software support for students and mentors/teachers to:
1. communicate via the commenting context within the writing interfaces
2. coordinate the writing process by assigning teams and sections to each
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of the students
3. cooperate in the decision making process by examining the various con-
tributions made to the final document and work together to complete
the document
4. collaborate by sharing their findings within their team and allowing
others to actively comment on their work
5. compromise by accepting other students comments so that the team
can reach their goal
Various ways to approach and organize the collaboration between stu-
dents were considered by the research team. For instance, both Sorby and
Bulliet [SB06] and Beer and McMurrey [BM05] list three basic ways to pro-
duce collaborative documents:
1. Divide a document into sections and have each team member be re-
sponsible for that section.
2. One person writes an entire document and passes it on to the other
team members until a final edit is produced.
3. Selecting a manager to coordinate activities, another member gathers
the information together and drafts it, and finally a good writer is left
to produce a final draft.
Zammuner [Zam95] identified a number of organizational approaches,
some relating to pairs of collaborators, while others involved larger groups.
Three basic variations were identified, as shown in 4.1. The methods and
organizational scheme adopted in the CWE is equivalent to the third organi-
zational approach shown in Table 4.1, additionally, the CWE adopts the first
method of collaborative writing listed by Beer et al. [BM05], and Sorby et
al. [SB06]. While there are arguments in favour of the adoption of all of the
above strategies, Zammuner [Zam95] contrasted success in producing written
work by students working individually, with those working in collaboration
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patterns 2 and 3, reporting that “The most significant changes (usually im-
provements) in the quality of revision operations occurred when the revision
was carried out cooperatively rather than individually”. He suggests that
this was because the ’outsider’ would provide immediate feedback, similar to
that provided by another person in a conversation, unlike in the usual soli-
tary process of writing. As noted by Erkens, et al. [ERJ+05],“Collaborative
writers need to test their hypotheses, justify their propositions and clarify
their goals. This may lead to increased awareness of and more conscious con-
trol over the writing and learning process”. Following these investigations
we decided to design the CWE so that authors can produce document sec-
tions individually and to allow other authors within the same writing team
to feedback comments on the other sections being produced. The results of
this trial will help to assess whether this approach to collaborative writing is
successful in supporting the production of collaborative documentation with
groups of schoolchildren.
Table 4.1: Organisation of Collaborative Writing - Zammuner
Initial draft Revision Final version
Group/PairA Group/PairB Group/pair A
Group/PairA Group/PairA Group/Pair A
Individual Group/Pair Individual
4.3 The CWE and Wikis
The development of software to support collaborative writing is not new,
much important literature regarding collaborative writing using comput-
ers dates back to the 1980’s [RKB+89]. Examples of collaborative writ-
ing tools include: Quilt [FKL88], GROVE [EGR91], TC3 [EPJK02], SASSE
[BNPM93], Collaboratus [LANJL02a][LANJL02b], CoDE [Pun06] and Wikis
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[BDH05]. A number of these environments have already been discussed in
Chapter 2, however, it is Wikis that have the closest approximation to the
CWE, given that they are completely Web-based and attempt to support
collaborative writing in multiple contexts. However, unlike Wikis our CWE
has not been developed as a general-purpose tool, instead it has a very spe-
cialized role within an educational context. The CWE is built within existing
pedagogical models of mentors/teachers, groups/classes, teams and projects.
Within the CWE projects take the form of research activities that revolve
around the production of structured written reports. The environment en-
capsulates class, team and project management, online research and informa-
tion gathering, resource sharing, and communication between team members
and their teacher or mentor, as well as providing an interface for collabora-
tive writing. The CWE has also been designed to provide easy integration of
other tools, for example, data and image analysis tools. Table 4.2 provides
a summary of a comparison between the CWE and Wikis.
Table 4.2: Comparison of CWE with Wiki
Functionality CWE Wiki
Supports Collaborative Writing Yes Yes
Web-based Yes Yes
Supports Version Control Yes Yes
WYSIWYG editing Yes Yes
Supports team management Yes No
Supports control of report structure Yes Yes
Integrated Messaging System Yes No
Integrated resources gathering and sharing Yes No
It is clear that the CWE and Wikis share the same technological space and
share many of the same writing goals, however, the educational context of the
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larger EVE Portal makes the CWE a specialized tool within an educational
context.
4.4 Motivation for building a custom CWE
The EVE CWE is not merely a collaborative writing tool like many of those
described above it is an environment that attempts to address many of the
shortfalls identified during the formative evaluations of the initial versions of
the VLE. Importantly, the CWE tightly couples the inquiry-based activities
of the students to the production of a collaborative research paper within a
specific educational context. Within the literature we have reviewed, none
of the VLEs within a similar educational context, place such an emphasis on
the production of a collaboratively written research paper while additionally
providing a mechanism to support the inquiry-based process and the produc-
tion of a paper from its inception to its completion. The CWE was designed
specifically to be accessible from within the school environment (using a Web
browser) and provides the teachers and students with a straight forward
mechanism for storing and sharing all project related data, resources and
progress persistently. The Scrapbook component is central to this sharing
capability, students and teachers alike can share resources collected through
online investigation of a research topic, these resources may be stored and
assigned ownership for future use and reference. The Scrapbook component
is described in greater detail in section 4.5 below. Central to the support of
the inquiry-based process is the requirement for consistency and flow within
the VLE as a whole. Previously the VLE was composed of an amalgama-
tion of software components that successfully supported the inquiry process;
however, it was evident that the diversity of software was not maximizing
the user experience. Skadberg and Kimmel [SK03] have investigated user
experience via the Web and the consequences of providing an interface that
gives the user a positive “flow” experience. Skadberg and Kimmel refer to
the work of Csikszentmihalyi [Csi90] who originally defined the term ’flow’ as
a loss of awareness, a total involvement in an activity and the sense of being
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absorbed in the task and environment. Significantly Skadberg and Kimmel
describe one of the main consequences of achieving flow at the user interface,
as increased learning: “First when people are in a state of flow they tend to
learn more about the content presented in the Website” and secondly “the in-
creased learning leads to changes of attitude and behaviour including taking
positive actions”. This opinion of the importance of flow is echoed by Squires
and Preece [SP99], in this paper on the evaluation for educational software
within a constructivist paradigm they state that users “appreciate a smooth
flow of interaction”. They also refer to literature [Alt93] that suggests too
much extrinsic feedback like “error messages, hints” etc. can hinder the flow
achieved using constructivist educational software. In order to record the
reported experiences of the students while using the CWE, a questionnaire
was issued to the students immediately prior to commencing this trial, and a
subsequent questionnaire was issued post-trial. The post-trial questionnaire
was issued in order to capture the experiences of the students using the CWE
and the development team was anticipative that the students would report
that they had at least a positive experience.
Another central motivating factor for the development of the CWE was
to maximize equality of opportunity in the writing task for the participat-
ing students. This type of equality of opportunity is advocated by Papert
[Pap93c], creator of LOGO. McFarlane also refers to concerns about “less as-
sertive” members of a class while using ICT and how they may be excluded
from the task by the “over-assertive” members [McF97, p.10–11]. Mercer
et al., [MDW+07] also echo these concerns in a very recent book on ICT
in language learning. During extensive user testing using various software
components to create collaboratively written Webpages they observed that
it “was common for one child to make all the decisions about how to proceed
while the others watched” [MDW+07, p.3], and that the “child controlling
the mouse made unilateral decisions” when their inquiry activities were not
adequately supported [MDW+07, p.9]. Our initial versions of the VLE were
thoroughly tested and it was observed on many occasions that the students
with the high-level of competency with computers often controlled the writ-
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ing task by physically placing themselves in front of the terminal. As a result
of this the development team was motivated to create a writing environment
that would at least ensure that all students in the writing team would get an
opportunity to interact and contribute to the document.
The literature reports that teachers are under constant pressure to achieve
curricular objectives. Teachers rarely find the time to experiment with new
software and cannot be expected to expend energy incorporating educational
technologies that do not explicitly cater for these objectives. VLEs must pro-
vide mechanisms to deal with these realities. These classroom time pressures
can mean that interactions with software can often be brief and disparate.
Underwood and Underwood [UU90] stress the importance of considering cur-
ricular pressures: (teachers must) “decide on how much of their time can be
spent on supporting computers” and offset that to the cost “to other curricula
areas” [UU90]; the tight coupling of the written output to the inquiry-based
activities in the EVE Portal assists the teacher in justifying time spent as
there is continuous focus on a tangible team-based output within the sup-
ported process. The previous evaluations of the VLE revealed activities that
needed to be integrated into the software in order to make the VLE classroom
compatible including: the allocation of student teams and the persistent stor-
age of team related information, the storage of project related resources such
as images, the design of the research paper and the assignment of students to
sections and the online evolution of the document through feedback mecha-
nisms. All of these have now been captured within the CWE which increases
the likelihood of adoption of this software into schools.
There are also some important technical motivations for the develop-
ment of this custom-built software. The EVE CWE has been implemented
within the technological framework of the VLE, thus ensuring consistency
of interfaces and plugability of possible future components. Architecturally,
the EVE Portal applies the Struts framework which is based on sound soft-
ware engineering design practices and thus future enhancements and further
component development can be tightly managed [Spe03]. Finally, the EVE
Portal has been designed with formal input from teachers; the participating
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teachers stressed the importance of licensing issues regarding the use of soft-
ware in schools. The custom-built CWE ensures that the EVE Portal can
be provided free of charge and eliminate licensing and cost issues. The CWE
detailed in this chapter has provided the research team with an opportunity
to explore the extent to which inquiry-based software can meet the needs of
teachers and their students. The following sections describe the components
of the CWE in detail, summarize the questionnaire responses from the stu-
dents that took part in the trial and reflect on the observations made and
conclusions drawn from the trial.
4.5 The EVE CWE
The CWE provides interfaces to support both teachers and students through-
out the writing process from project design through to publication of the
students’ work. The CWE can be considered to consist of three components:
1. The Project Design and Management Interfaces
2. The Scrapbook
3. The Writing Interface
While the CWE has only been tested within the area of astronomy educa-
tion all of the sub-sections and team allocations are completely customizable
by the teacher, thus giving the CWE a great deal of flexibility for use within
many contexts and subject areas. The writing process starts with the teacher
designing the structure of the projects in conjunction with the students. This
design phase of a project is expected to be completed in class with the teacher
showing the students the project document structure using a data projector.
The design of a project is represented graphically and as the project design
is manipulated the visual representation changes. This same visual represen-
tation of the project is used throughout the rest of the process in both the
teacher and student views. Once the structure is defined it is referred to as a
project template and can be saved for re-use in the future. Figure 4.1 shows
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an example of the visual representation of a project template. This project
template may then be used by the teacher to create project instances and
assign students to these instances. The teacher divides the group/class into
teams and assigns one team to each project instance. Within each project
instance each section is assigned to a single student who then writes that
section. All members of the team and the teacher can view the current state
of each section and a messaging context allows them to provide advice and
help as the student works from an initial draft toward a final version. Fi-
nally, when the teacher is satisfied with the project instance (i.e. the finished
article) it may be published in HTML and PDF format.
4.5.1 Project Design Interfaces
The Project Design Interfaces allow the teacher to manage and control their
projects and project templates and manage their student teams within the
CWE. They can create teams, edit teams, create templates, edit templates,
create projects and view the progress of their students. In order to ensure the
anonymity of participants no information about students is retained at the
server. Students are referred to within the system as Student 1, Student 2 etc.
However, the teacher can print a hard-copy of a table of student numbers
and manually insert the students real names for record purposes. Figure
4.2 shows a sample printout from a group project. Projects are created
using a direct manipulation interface, the teacher clicks to add and edit
sections and a graphical representation of the project template updates in
real time to show its current design. Project templates consist of global
thoughts/notes and sections. Each section has a title, optional initial content
and thoughts/notes for that section. When creating a project assignment
from a template the teacher is presented with a four-step wizard. In the
first step the teacher is requested to input the name of the project, identify
the class/group that will do the project and input the number of teams
the class/group will be split into. Figure 4.3 shows the Webpage presented
in the first step. The second step allows the teacher to name each team,
Figure 4.4 shows an example of this Webpage in use. By default the teams
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are named Team 1, Team 2 etc., but the teams may decide on their own
names, perhaps as a first team building activity. The third step, shown in
Figure 4.5, allows the teacher to specify which students go into each team.
Finally, the fourth step presents the teacher with a graphical representation
of the template chosen but with extra features to allow the teacher to assign
students to the different sections. At this point the teacher can edit the design
of the project (Figure 4.1) by adding sections, removing sections, editing
sections and thoughts and editing the title. When the teacher is satisfied
with the design and student allocations project instances are generated, one
project is generated for each team. Students can then commence writing
their document while using the Scrapbook tool to add images and resources
and using the commenting context to constantly feedback information to
each other.
4.5.2 Sharing Resources using the Scrapbook
The Scrapbook provides students and teachers with a personal portfolio to
store information and resources persistently. The current version of the
Scrapbook has been implemented as a browser extension so that it is al-
ways available to the students and teachers while they are browsing the Web
(Figure 4.6 shows the Scrapbook loaded into the left pane of the browser
window). At any stage during the writing process it is possible to drag and
drop text, links or images onto a drop zone and add them to the Scrap-
book. The students and teachers can also create notes as they work and
save those into their Scrapbook. Teachers can make any of the information
in their Scrapbook available to students and students can share any of their
information with the others in the team. All information stored in the Scrap-
book is actually stored persistently on the server. The student/teacher may
move to any other Internet-linked computer and their portfolio will always
be available to them. The teacher can also see the contents of all the students
portfolios and can delete any scraps deemed inappropriate. Each scrap also
stores the URL from which it was saved so that the teacher can view the
source of the student information. The Scrapbook also interfaces directly
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with the writing interface. This makes it as easy as possible for students to
incorporate the resources they find on the Internet into their reports. The
teams can decide between themselves which of the images and resources will
be added to the final paper by simply selecting the Add to Paper option in
the Scrapbook. Only the resources that are specifically selected for inclusion
in the final paper will be included in the team report.
4.5.3 The Writing Interface
Once a project instance has begun students and teachers are presented with
a graphical representation of the project as described above. The writing
view of each section of the project document can be accessed simply by
clicking on the required section. In the writing view all of the sections of
the paper appear as tabs across the top. In this view the contents of the
current section appear in the main area of the page below the tabs, Figure
4.7 shows an example of the writing interface in use. Students may load
the writing view and see a read-only copy of the content of all the sections
in the project but can only edit the sections to which they have been as-
signed. When editing a section the student is presented with a WYSIWYG
(what you see is what you get) editor that allows them to generate their
content. The WYSIWYG editor available within the writing interface pro-
vides minimal formatting features; students can make text bold or italic and
can create bulleted and numbered lists. This limited editing capability is
sufficient for the writing purpose, and was provided after it was observed in
initial versions of the writing tool that students wasted a lot of time pro-
crastinating over how the document should look when there was a vast array
of formatting options. Similar opinions have been expressed by Davies and
O’Sullivan [DO02] and Lowry et al. [LANJL02a] who report “We observed
that when groups conducted CW with traditional word processors, their fo-
cus was diverted from their primary task of drafting their document as a
team, because they tended to worry about font sizes, formatting, and other
document minutia when they should have been creating substantive content.”
In the writing view the students can also see all comments made by the other
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students in their team and by their teacher on their section. They can also
add a new comment about another section of the document. At any time
during the writing the teacher can see the contents of all sections in their
project/projects. The teacher can also see all the comments that have been
made on the document and can add additional comments to each section to
guide the students. The writing interface also provides access to a simple ver-
sion control system for each section. Two backup versions of each section are
stored, one the student controls and one the teacher controls. The teacher
and the student can see both backup versions if required. The student’s
backup version is automatically updated each time the section is saved; the
teacher’s backup must be manually updated by the teacher. The student can
choose to revert to their backup version at any time; the teacher’s backup
version should be updated by the teacher only when the teacher feels there
has been sufficient progress by the student. This mechanism ensures that if
a student accidentally makes a major mistake and looses good work in both
the current and backup versions the teacher can still restore the section to
the last teacher-approved version of the section. The commenting context is
the main source of feedback that students have within the writing interface.
Each student can view the work of others in their group and the commenting
is used to express opinions between team members about how each section
is progressing. This constant feedback from peers ensures that the students
are writing a document that is evolving through teamwork. It also provides
the teacher with a mechanism for tracking the evolution of the document
from its starting state to its final state. The commenting context makes it
possible for the collaborative writing to take place in a variety of ways; for
instance, collaborative writing can take place between students who are not
co-located.
4.6 User Trials
The formative evaluations established that the inquiry-based learning activ-
ities were adequately supported by the software using an amalgamation of
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Figure 4.1: Screenshot of CWE project template
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Figure 4.2: Teacher printout of group details
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Figure 4.3: First step of project design wizard
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Figure 4.4: Step two of project wizard
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Figure 4.5: Third step of project design wizard
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Figure 4.6: Adding and sharing resources using the Scrapbook
software tools. It was, however, also concluded during the evaluations that
the lack of collaborative support and team management facilities would hin-
der the introduction of this VLE to the school environment. The incremental
enhancement of the Paper Writing Tool has led to the development of the
CWE. The aim of the trial described in this chapter was to assess the abil-
ity of the CWE to adequately support the newly encapsulated collaborative
writing and team management functionality. As mentioned in the intro-
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Figure 4.7: The document writing interface
duction section, it was hypothesized that the students using the CWE would
experience the need to: communicate, coordinate, cooperate, collaborate and
compromise. It was also hypothesized that the students would successfully
produce four collaborative research papers and that each student would have
contributed some writing to their assigned section, i.e., the CWE would im-
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Figure 4.8: The project design interface
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prove on the equality of opportunity presented to the students compared to
previous sessions. Assessing the success of the CWE would rely heavily on
observational evidence. Observation (and ensuing post trial analysis) has
played a major role in the iterative development of the EVE Portal to date
and has proved to be a valuable methodology to the research team. In our
experience observation is a very effective tool when followed by extensive
post-trial analysis and discussion. The role of observation has been recog-
nized by leading educational technologists including Scanlon: “A number
of studies have shown that observing learners working with technology can
be a very productive way of exposing ideas and learning processes” [HS04,
p.191]. Much of the advancement of this VLE has been steered by the de-
tailed analysis of observational data. Additionally the research team issued
pre- and post-trial questionnaires to the participating students during this
trial. The aim of the pre-trial questionnaire was to record the profile and
previous experience of the students. Recording the profile and previous expe-
rience of the students was considered important as it would help to establish
these students experiences with ICT (and in particular collaborative writing
software) were not exceptional. The aim of the post-trial questionnaire was
to establish the students satisfaction level with the CWE and to assess in a
non-intrusive manner whether any change in the level of knowledge of the
subject matter had taken place. This non-intrusive approach had been ap-
plied in previous sessions as it helped the students feel relaxed. The research
team made a conscious decision not to over-test the participants so that the
students could be given every opportunity to freely explore the subject as
a team without feeling pressurized to produce some result. Druin et al.,
[Dru02] have reported that the child user should not be treated in the same
manner as adult users and that the children should be made feel that they
are in control of the activities. Software testing involving children should
offer them control over their environment, as this allows the researcher to
learn more about what they want or need from the technology.
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4.7 Method
This was the first time that collaboration was formalized within the software
and we attempted to assess the impact of the automation of the collabora-
tion and team management activities. The students involved in this trial
were using the VLE for the first time and had not previously used the CWE.
The research team members were present during this trial in order to gain
firsthand feedback on the successes or failures of the CWE and to provide en-
couragement and assistance to the students when requested. One of the team
assumed the role of facilitator during this trial. Ordinarily, this role would be
assumed by the students teacher. Section 4.8 below details some of the ob-
servations made by the team during this session. The students participating
in the trial were issued questionnaires prior to the trial; these were used to
record the profile of the students. After the trial a further questionnaire was
used to assess their experiences of using the tool, and various other criteria
as outlined in Section 4.9 below. 15 students (aged 15-16 years) took part in
this trial, which was carried out in a computer laboratory. An overhead pro-
jector was used so that each of the students could become familiar with the
appearance of the CWE. Additionally, the students were able to observe the
creation of the project, project teams and document structure. The session
began with an introduction to the students of EVE and the CWE that was
being tested. It was explained clearly to the students that it was the CWE
software that was being assessed (not the students knowledge of astronomy
or computers). The first action taken by the facilitator was to divide the
students into groups both physically and virtually using the Project Design
Interfaces described in Section 4.5 above; specifically, this involved the use of
the team allocation Webpage as shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. Each student
was allocated to one computer and would remain at that computer for the
duration of the trial. The facilitator also explained to the students that they
would be producing a document within their teams during the course of the
session using the CWE. The facilitator used the Project Design Interfaces to
create a project assignment about galaxies, using the Webpage shown in Fig-
ure 4.8 to design each of the sections of the document to be produced by each
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team. Each student was then assigned a particular section of their document
to edit from a choice of four possibilities: Introduction, Our Galaxy, The Big
Bang and Summary. The allocation of each team member to a section of the
document was achieved using the team allocation Webpage shown in Fig-
ure 4.1. Following the assignment of sections to each student, the students
used the Internet to investigate the topic of Galaxies. Each student was able
to view a read-only copy of the other sections being produced within their
team using the writing interface shown in Figure 4.7. Additionally each of
the students had the opportunity to feed comments to each other via the
commenting context available in the writing interface. Thus, the students
continued to research their topic and make comments on each others work in
a highly interactive manner. Concurrently, students who found interesting
images or textual explanations of their topic used the Scrapbook, shown in
Figure 4.6, to share resources. The following subsections describe the obser-
vations made by the team during the laboratory session. We also describe the
types of interactions that took place using the CWE and detail the results
of the student pre- and post-trial questionnaires.
4.8 Laboratory Observations
This trial provided an opportunity for the research team to assess the effec-
tiveness of the CWE software to support collaboration. The research team
observed the use of the CWE by the schoolchildren over a two-hour period.
The limited amount of time available for the trial meant that the writing
task itself was compressed to approximately one hour. Firstly, it was noted
that the students using the CWE did not have difficulty with the writing
interface; most of the difficulties were related to the gathering information
to include in the final paper. Most notably, in this session every student
participated in the writing process to some degree. The software performed
in such a way that each team member was obliged to provide input individu-
ally and provide feedback to each other in order to produce a collaboratively
written document. This was the most encouraging observation made during
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this session since this was the first totally inclusive writing experience we had
observed since the research project began. Contrastingly, in previous sessions
the dominant and confident students were the ones who wrote most of the
content of the final research paper by physically placing themselves at the
terminal. Interestingly, we observed that the concept of a team within the
software environment did not present difficulties for the students. This was
perhaps because the students were also sharing the same laboratory during
the trial. However, despite their proximity to each other the students still
made a number of computer-based comments on the work taking place. Ad-
ditionally, the students were able to participate in and observe the formation
of the project and the project sections via the overhead projector. Although
the sections were prescribed the students responded well to the task as it was
presented. Finally, it was observed that the students who were writing the
introductory and summary sections had the greatest difficulty in commenc-
ing, as they had to wait for sufficient input from other team members before
they could begin to form a synopsis. It was also noted that the students
used the opportunity to communicate using the commenting context within
the CWE and that most of the students used the Scrapbook to store images
relating to their task. The click-and-drag capability of the Scrapbook was
successful and the students had little difficulty in the gathering and shar-
ing of resources. Interestingly, it was observed that students who used the
Scrapbook to share images also exchanged comments about the images and
resources they had retrieved using the commenting context. The following
sections detail the results of the pre- and post-trial questionnaires completed
by the students participating in the trial.
4.9 Student Questionnaires
Prior to the trial the students were issued with a questionnaire to aid the
team in their assessment of the profile of the students. The questions were
generally closed-ended, although there were some opportunities provided to
expand on responses, details of the data gathered from the questionnaires are
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supplied in Appendix C and Appendix D below. The following areas were
examined using this questionnaire:
1. ICT: This was considered likely to influence the degree of ease with
which they would be able to work with the CWE.
2. Collaborative Learning: This was recorded since studies suggest that
prior experience of collaborative learning and/or guidance beforehand
(especially writing tasks) is an important variable in successful collab-
oration.
3. Astronomy in general and of galaxies in particular: This was recorded
in order to assess if any knowledge learning had taken place during the
course of the trial. Following the trial the students were given a second
questionnaire to complete in order to record their experiences while
using the CWE. Some of the questions also related to the students
knowledge of astronomy and galaxies.
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Figure 4.9: Student use of computers
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4.9.1 Pre-trial questionnaires
Thirteen students (eight female and five male) completed the pre-trial ques-
tionnaire. All of the students reported they had access to a computer at
home. The students reported a variety of ways in which they used the home
PC. As shown in Figure 4.9 the most popular usage was accessing the Inter-
net while only three students reported that they visited chat rooms. While
all students reported that they were very familiar with searching the Inter-
net, varying degrees of expertise were reported for three other commonly
used computer activities, i.e. word processing, spreadsheets and graphs, and
slide show presentation software, Figure 4.10 summarizes these responses.
Unsurprisingly, the greatest degree of familiarity was with word processing
software, this correlated with much of the available research mentioned in
Chapter 2 above. A larger number of students considered themselves to be
very familiar with slide show presentation software than with spreadsheet
software.
All of the students reported that they used computers as part of scheduled
computer classes. None of the students were members of computer clubs.
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Figure 4.11: Student use of computers in school
Ten students (76%) reported that a computer was used in classes other than
those specifically time tabled as computer classes (Figure 4.11). When the
students were asked about their experience collaborating with others the
entire cohort reported that they had worked with other students on projects,
although the reported frequency did vary within the group (Figure 4.12).
When the students were asked to describe their experiences of working with
others, all of the students considered the experience of working with others
to be at least quite helpful. When the students were asked whether they
had collaborated outside of the classroom all of the students reported that
they had had this experience. The most common form of collaboration was
participation in team games. The other common collaboration was in debates
(76% of the students). When the students were asked about prior knowledge
of astronomy, seven students reported that they had studied some astronomy
before this trial, with two having studied Sun-spots (for a Young Scientist
competition project), three Venus, one stars and planets, and one The Moon
and The Solar System. However, none of them displayed any significant
degree of knowledge about the topic of the trial (galaxies). Eight students
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Figure 4.12: Student experience with collaboration
stated that galaxies had many stars. Only three students offered any further
information through the open-ended response section, one naming The Milky
Way and noting that there were millions of galaxies, while another referred
to planets and an explosion (possibly a reference to The Big Bang), and one
stated that a galaxy was “something in astronomy”.
4.9.2 Post-trial questionnaires
All fifteen students taking part in the trial completed at least part of the post-
trial questionnaire. When the students were asked about their enjoyment of
using the CWE when compared to writing by hand, none of the students
considered the experience of using the CWE to be less enjoyable than writing
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Figure 4.13: Student experience with the CWE
by hand and a majority rated it as being much more enjoyable (Figure 4.13).
Fourteen of the fifteen students reported that they were pleased with the
final paper produced by their group. Indeed, as was observed in many of
the previous EVE sessions, all of the students were keen to receive their
own printed copy of their work after the session to take home. Students
reported that the activity in which they engaged most during the session was
requesting assistance from a mentor. This may be taken to be reasonable as
none of the students had any prior experience with the CWE and so questions
were very likely to arise. Use of the commenting context to comment on other
sections was reported to be the second most common activity. This suggests
that the students were indeed collaborating actively in the production of their
paper using the interfaces (76% reported use of the commenting context to
comment on others’ work).
When the students were asked to state three things they knew about
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galaxies after completing the trial, the most common comment was that
galaxies were very large objects. The comments ranged in clarity from “lots
of stars” (similar to the pre trial findings) to the more detailed responses such
as “400 billion stars” (much more specific than the pre trial questionnaires).
Information provided about the types of galaxy again showed a great variety
from “colorful/nice to look at” through to the four main types of galaxy:
spiral, elliptical, irregular and “peculiar”. Of the nine comments made about
“our galaxy” six of these merely gave the name (Milky Way) although one of
these noted that it is “the galaxy in The Solar System”. Two of the students
reported that The Milky Way is a spiral galaxy while the final comment was
“there are 20 stars per person in our galaxy”. Interestingly, all of the Big
Bang related comments came from two of those who wrote this section of
the paper. Both stated the term and also mentioned Edwin Hubble. The
other two Big Bang students made no reference to the main focus of their
area of study. Comments recorded by mentors suggested that this section
was regarded by the students as the most challenging.
4.10 Assessment of the communication be-
tween students
The CWE persistently records information exchanged been the participants
of a writing task, including commenting data exchanged between students
during the writing task. This persistent storage is essential for adoption
within the school environment as it enables the teacher and students to save
the project state and project data for future access. Furthermore this data
can also be used for post-trial analyses. This section presents some of the
data recorded during this trial. It was envisaged that this recorded data
would be used to examine the hypothesis that students would be required
to communicate, coordinate, co-operate, collaborate and compromise using
the CWE. It became evident following the trial that the amount of data
collected would not fully address this hypothesis and that further extended
writing trials would be required for this to be done. However, in order to
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Table 4.3: Table of selected student comments
Team Section Peer comment Comment type
1 Introduction mistake brian there are Editorial
over 200 billion
stars not
200 million! Change that
1 Our Galaxy There is a mistake in Editorial
the last paragraph
you have nyths instead of
myths, and you have lokked
in the first paragraph
1 Introduction you said there are Editorial
4 mian types of galaxies
- its main
2 Introducation U spelled universe wrong Editorial
2 Big Bang wow amazing Indirectly Relevant
2 Our Galaxy Yeah, I know, it’s so cooooooool Indirectly Relevant
, isn’t it
3 Summary I don’t know what Im doin’ i cant Concerns
remember anything
3 Our Galaxy I have no clue at all!!!! im Concerns
so dumb right now
3 Summary hows the summary going Concerns
for ya jayne?
2 Introduction Hi Ciara Conversation
3 Introduction Hi! Havin fun? Conversation
4 Introduction hello Conversation
1 Our Galaxy hello thats super work Praise
2 Big Bang It’s looking good Praise
2 Summary well done, well done Praise
3 Big Bang thanks, thanks Conor Praise
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Figure 4.14: Pie-chart of student comments
assess the extent of communications that did take place between the students
during this session the informal exchanges which occurred were analyzed. A
total of 37 informal exchanges were recorded by the CWE during the session.
Three of the four teams made repeated use of the commenting context, while
only one use (greeting a colleague) was made by any member of the fourth
team. A limited content analysis was undertaken of these interactions, using
a simple classification system, as follows:
1. Editing/revising comments: anything which suggested changes to the
output. Initial inputs and responses were included.
2. Encouraging/praising comments: all of those which commented on
work, without making any specific suggestion for changes.
3. Indirect relevant: comments on content, but not suggesting any change
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to the paper.
4. Greetings/other comments.
5. Concerns: comments that were expressing concerns about the writing
tasks.
A more complex classification system, such as that adopted by Barile and
Durso [BD02] was considered, but the relatively short time span, limited op-
tions and the different nature of the EVE project made several of the options,
for example, “novel topic ideas” inapplicable. In contrast to Barile and Durso
it was decided to include greetings within the analysis as these represented
familiarization by the students with the CWE before actual content issues
arose. The data shows that the largest proportion of comments related to
editing the draft, approximately 33% of the comments related to changes in
the document (Figure 4.14). Many of the comments related to grammar and
spelling, thus demonstrating, albeit to a limited extent, that students made
direct comments on the work of others. Each comment related to specific
aspects of the paper being produced and so supports the contention that the
students were genuinely engaged in the task at hand. Table 4.3 provides an
unedited sample of the comments made during the writing task. The ex-
changes ranged from a single comment pointing out spelling errors (of the
word “universe” and “myths”) to a long exchange relating to the number
of stars in the universe. This team interaction clearly demonstrated that
the commenting context was intuitive enough for the students to focus their
comments on the task rather than difficulties with the software. It was also
noteworthy that many of the comments used shorthand spelling similar to
that used in mobile phone text messaging. 25% of the recorded comments
were made offering encouragement and praise to fellow team members, for
example “Looking good”, “Nice work, keep going”. This data indicates that
teams were generally supportive of each other within the software environ-
ment and that the CWE successfully facilitated this feedback. A number of
students utilized the commenting context to express their doubts about the
task, for example “I dont know what Im doing” or “Im so dumb right now”.
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In total, 17% of the recorded comments were classified as concerns. This
data provides some evidence that the CWE provided a forum for students to
express their views and that those views largely related to the task at hand,
whether positively or negatively. The lack of confidence expressed via the
CWE reinforces the belief that the less assertive students did become engaged
in the task. The CWE also provides the teacher with the ability to moni-
tor and participate in these exchanges and consequently provide appropriate
support, guidance and supervision where appropriate. Indirect relevant com-
ments made were admiring of the images placed in the Scrapbook by other
group members and would indicate a degree of enthusiasm and interest in
the writing task.
The communications tracking and classification certainly demonstrated
that there was communication between the students using the CWE and
that the great majority of the communications were relating to the writing
task. In particular the editorial comments provide evidence that there was
an attempt to communicate as a team within the context of the writing task.
The high proportion of editorial comments would also indicate that some
level of cooperation was evident within the teams, however, many of the
comments were relating to spelling errors rather than substantive document
content. The recorded exchanges between the students demonstrated one
clear instance where the students were presented with an opportunity to
amend the content of their section. Specifically, there were several attempts
within Team 1 to change the facts and figures relating to the number of
stars in a galaxy. However, the resulting document did not contain the
change that was requested by some of the team members. The recorded
exchanges provided an excellent insight into the nature of discourse that arose
during the writing task. The research team have come to the conclusion that
in order to draw definitive research findings with regard to the hypothesis
that the students would communicate, coordinate, cooperate, collaborate
and compromise would require more precise mapping of comments made in
relation to the evolution of the document over the course of a more extensive
writing task. Additionally, we hypothesize that the data gathered would be
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of more significance if the participating teams were not co-located as this
would ensure that all of the interactions and communications relating to the
document would be captured within the CWE database tables.
4.11 Conclusion
The research team relied heavily on observation as a methodology for the
continuous improvement of the VLE. As with previous trials each team suc-
cessfully produced a paper using the writing tool. Encapsulating the collab-
oration within the software had the effect of increasing the inclusiveness of
participation in the writing tasks when compared with previous tests. This
increased inclusiveness was evidenced by the contents of the student research
papers and through observation. Each student remained at their designated
terminal for the short duration of the trial and yet each team produced a pa-
per that had information relating to the subject matter in each section. The
pre-trial questionnaires established that the profiles of the students partici-
pating were not exceptional and that their experience with similar software
was limited, thus adding weight to the conclusion that the CWE was suc-
cessfully adopted. The students reported that they enjoyed the experience of
using the CWE to produce a team-based research paper. We were satisfied
and encouraged that the students enjoyed the experience, however, we ac-
knowledge that links between the enjoyment using the CWE and the learning
will require a wider study.
The encapsulation of team management within the CWE successfully
modeled the previously manual activities of assigning student to their writing
teams and monitoring progress. Significantly the newly encapsulated roles
and role-based assignments did not appear to inhibit the production of the
research papers when compared to previous trials. Although the communi-
cations between the students were recorded and analyzed, we have concluded
that the hypothesis that the students would be required to communicate, co-
ordinate, cooperate, collaborate and compromise to produce their document
has not yet been fully addressed. Future trials should include more extensive
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writing tasks and teams that are not co-located so that more precise con-
clusions can be drawn about the role that the commenting context and the
other interfaces play within collaborative writing tasks. We conclude that
our research has lead to the development of an intuitive and innovative set
of online interfaces that collectively provide an environment through which
teachers and their students can plan, prepare, and produce truly collabora-
tive research papers. The EVE Portal, via the CWE, now formalizes the
role of teamwork in the writing process and provides mechanisms to allow
the teacher to monitor the progress of the students. The research team can
now turn our attention to testing these aspects of the EVE Portal within the
school environment and to exploring ways to further support student writing
within the VLE led the previously manual activities of assigning student to
their writing teams and monitoring progress. Significantly the newly encap-
sulated roles and role-based assignments did not appear to inhibit the pro-
duction of the research papers when compared to previous trials. Although
the communications between the students were recorded and analyzed, we
have concluded that the hypothesis that the students would be required to
communicate, coordinate, cooperate, collaborate and compromise to produce
their document has not yet been fully addressed. Future trials should include
more extensive writing tasks and teams that are not co-located so that more
precise conclusions can be drawn about the role that the commenting con-
text and the other interfaces play within collaborative writing tasks. We
conclude that our research has lead to the development of an intuitive and
innovative set of online interfaces that collectively provide an environment
through which teachers and their students can plan, prepare, and produce
truly collaborative research papers. The EVE Portal, via the CWE, now for-
malizes the role of teamwork in the writing process and provides mechanisms
to allow the teacher to monitor the progress of the students. The research
team can now turn our attention to testing these aspects of the EVE Por-
tal within the school environment and to exploring ways to further support
student writing within the VLE.
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Chapter 5
Incorporating Imaging into the
EVE Portal
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes an online image analysis tool developed as part of
the iterative, user-centered development of the EVE Portal. As described in
Chapter 3, the VLE provides a Web portal through which schoolchildren and
their teachers create scientific proposals, retrieve images and other resources,
and produce collaborative scientific papers summarizing their learning expe-
riences. Detailed analysis of these research papers identified some shortfalls
toward the goal of producing authentic scientific engagement. The absence
of data collection and data analysis within these research papers was disap-
pointing despite having scheduled time for this activity and having several
imaging tools available. The post-evaluation analyses have enabled the de-
velopment team to identify specific design issues with the previous VLE and
have shaped the design of the new custom-built tool. This chapter also
describes the technological framework of the EVE Portal within which the
imaging tool has been implemented and includes details of the implementa-
tion of the core functionality provided by the tool. The performance of the
imaging tool will be born out through content analysis of future collabora-
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tively written student papers.
5.2 Motivation for the Imaging Component
The EVE Portal aims to support a seamless inquiry-based process and each
component in the EVE Portal must be designed so that it is suitable for use
in the school environment. Specifically, each component must be designed
and implemented to accommodate the target population, i.e., schoolchildren
and their teachers. Achieving a completely Web-based solution has been one
of the main technical goals of our development since the EVE project began,
this is important for accessibility, familiarity and ease-of-use, particularly
to encourage its acceptance by teachers. The EVE Portal has the aim of
engaging students to “do” science and engage in discourse relating to the
subject under investigation. The experimentation and analysis possible using
the EVE Portal has been enhanced following the development of the imaging
component described in this chapter.
The initial version of the EVE Portal focused on astronomical images.
Astronomical images can be truly spectacular and have the ability to spark
the imagination of participants and thus have provided a great medium to
explore the role that images can play in the engagement of schoolchildren
in scientific discovery. Imaging in astronomy relies heavily on a data for-
mat standard known as the Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) which
has been used by astronomers since the 1970s [GC02][HFG+01]. As well as
optionally storing an image within the visual spectrum this format contains
header information useful for astronomical analysis, including: information
about the telescope where the image was taken, time-based data, data asso-
ciated with the field of view and information associated with the coordinates
of the region in the sky where the image was taken. This rich source of data
can be extracted from the image using the EVE imaging tool. Students can
perform a variety of scientific inquiry-based activities using this extracted
data within the VLE and can generate additional data using this imaging
tool. The measurement data generated by the tool are similar to those found
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in many astronomical image analysis tools, for instance the LTImage soft-
ware produced by the Schools Observatory [sch07]. The EVE imaging tool,
however, is not intended as a standalone software component for data collec-
tion and analysis, it is completely integrated within the inquiry-based process
supported by the entire suite of tools in the VLE. The imaging tool can only
be used within the context of a project assignment, therefore, the emphasis
on report writing and inquiry remains central. The image data collected
using the tool are centered on the elementary measurements of length and
angle and, therefore, can be applied readily to Science curricula. The fol-
lowing sections detail the design and requirements gathering for the imaging
tool and also describe the implementation details within the underlying EVE
architecture.
5.3 Requirements elicitation for the imaging
tool
In the formative stages of the Portal development the teachers and their stu-
dents provided requirements and helped to evolve the VLE through use of
the environment and through direct input into the project. This has resulted
in the development of the CWE, Scrapbook and commenting context. To-
gether these software components link the team allocation, research, writing
and analysis phases into a software supported collaborative process. The
imaging tool described herein is part of this amalgamation of software com-
ponents designed to support collaborative research projects. The formative
evaluations, described in detail in Chapter 3, were used to incrementally de-
velopment the EVE Portal and its various components. This initial study
also attempted to highlight usability and other practical issues to be resolved
prior to deployment in a school environment.
The observational data gathered played a particularly important role in
identifying shortfalls with the software and the production of new require-
ments to be included in later iterations. These observational data were the
main source of requirements elicitation for the imaging component. These
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data showed that the demonstrators reported the image processing phase of
the sessions as requiring near-continuous assistance. As a result this phase
was identified as problematic by the EVE Portal development team. Pos-
sible causes for this near-continuous assistance were discussed during post-
evaluation meetings, and it was concluded, based on observations that the
students were confused by the many image modification options available
when there were only a few functions that were relevant to the objectives
of the sessions. The requirement to reduce the level of processing options
available in the imaging tool was therefore elicited and a design decision was
made to make only the necessary processing options prominent. According to
the data, the image analysis phase also required near-continuous assistance,
however, the exception to this was the Galaxies sessions. This was mainly
due to the fact that the image analysis was a purely visual examination of
the image in the Galaxies session, i.e., the complexity of the image analysis
phase was reduced. The development team made another design decision for
the new imaging component, namely, to make the measurement functions
more visible and easy to accomplish for the novice user.
In conjunction with the gathering of observational data a thorough con-
tent analysis of the student research reports was undertaken. The results of
this analysis also had a direct influence on the design of the imaging tool.
Each group of children that participated in a session completed a Project Re-
port describing their work and these reports provided a means to investigate
the degree to which students completed the tasks as laid out in the lesson
plans. Each Project Report was scored under five different criteria; one of
these was criterion was directly relevant to the requirements elicitation for
the imaging component. Specifically, each report was examined for the level
of image analysis information it contained (scored on a 5-point Likert scale
from very poor to very good). Reports that contained no evidence of image
analysis were considered very poor and reports that showed evidence that
the children extracted information from the images and formed conclusions
based on this information were considered very good. Few reports scored
highly; reports predominantly scored average. This category also had the
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lowest average score of all the categories scored. In the two years where the
image analysis phase was considered key, the children requested a lot of as-
sistance during this phase. This analysis indicated that the imaging phase
would require software which was more appropriate for use by schoolchildren.
Apart from any of the analysis carried out, we, as educators, were not
of the opinion that the students had met our expectations for image data
collection in any of the sessions. None of the student reports contained
measurement data acquired using the imaging tools provided. There were
several clearly defined measurement activities planned by the team prior to
the sessions, for example, we had originally intended for the imaging phase
of the Galaxies session to contain the measurement of the angular width of
a Galaxy. However, the difficulties in achieving even the simplest processing
tasks meant that these activities were not even attempted. The measure-
ments themselves are not complex, but the difficulties with the software
prevented participants from beginning these tasks. It is possible that the
expectations for the image data collection and image data analysis were not
reasonable. Nevertheless, these evaluations clearly demonstrated to us that
the VLE was not providing a suitable platform from which to begin to ex-
plore the scope of image data collection and analysis possible. There was
no prospect of successfully mapping the angular movement of astronomical
objects given that the students were finding it so difficult to format the im-
ages for display. It is hypothesized that the new imaging component detailed
in this chapter can provide a more appropriate software platform for explo-
ration of the scope of image data collection and analysis using the VLE.
The custom-designed imaging tool better equips the research team to assess
the level of expectation we should have for students in future sessions. The
success of the initial trials of the CWE have demonstrated to us the effective-
ness of the evaluation approach employed; similarly the imaging tool must
undergo further focused testing to ensure that we have come closer to our
goals. Table 5.1 provides a summary of the main observations relating to the
imaging activities, the requirements elicited from these observations and the
design responses to those observations.
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In addition to the requirements elicited from the laboratory observations
some general requirements stated by the participating teachers also influ-
enced the development of the imaging tool. For example, the teachers stated
that the entire VLE should be free, require no installation, be easy to use
by students/teachers and should involve teamwork and collaboration. The
third-party imaging tools used in the evaluations inhibited the EVE develop-
ment team’s ability to satisfy these general VLE requirements, particularly
the installation and collaboration requirements. Finally, delivering a fully in-
tegrated imaging tool simplifies the process of making the images persistent,
thereby, making it possible to carry out data collection over extended and
disjoint periods of time.
5.4 Imaging in Astronomy
Imaging in astronomy relies heavily on a data format standard known as
FITS which has been used by astronomers since the 1970s. The FITS stan-
dard is not limited to storage of images in the visual spectrum, it was de-
veloped to store many types of data of interest to scientists, e.g. spectral
data, text tables, binary tables etc. Importantly, a FITS “image” (ordinarily
stored with .fits file extension) can also store information about the region
of the sky where the image has been captured, as well as information about
the telescope used and the object targeted. This data is stored within data
structures held in the FITS file known as HDUs (Header and Data Units).
Using FITS image data it is possible to retrieve real world coordinates for ref-
erence pixels and generate a coordinate map for each pixel within the image.
It is, therefore, possible to determine the real world coordinate of each pixel
within a FITS image included in a student’s assignment. It is also possible,
using FITS header data, to locate astronomical objects captured within the
field of view of the capturing telescope (the resolution of the CCD camera
fitted to the telescope is a limiting factor). It is the richness of information
within the FITS images that allows schoolchildren to carry out experimenta-
tion using the EVE imaging tool. The ability to readily locate astronomical
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objects using a suitably intuitive interface empowers schoolchildren to ex-
plore the night sky within EVE and beyond. Fortunately, Java APIs are
available to simplify the process of retrieving image data from FITS files
(these are described in section 5.8 below). FITS images retrieved from the
telescope CCD cameras are rarely suitable for analysis as they contain many
defects and imperfections, often due to atmospheric conditions. Many of
the images retrieved from telescopes have been automatically pre-processed
(generally includes the subtraction of a dark-frame). Applying image filters
and other image processing techniques can vastly improve the visual quality
of the images before the analysis takes place [SM02]. Therefore, there was a
fundamental requirement that schoolchildren must be able to perform basic
image processing tasks quickly and easily prior to the analysis of the images.
5.5 Functional Overview of the Imaging Soft-
ware
The imaging tool provides an integrated means for image related data collec-
tion and thus enhances the authenticity of the scientific inquiry within the
VLE. The image measurements are based on length and angle measurements,
which are frequently used in astronomy and in many other subjects. This
section provides a functional overview of the imaging tool from the user’s per-
spective and the full implementation details are contained in later sections.
The imaging tool provides the following functionality:
5.5.1 Viewing FITS information
The FITS image standard is not compatible with many of the most popular
browsers and cannot be rendered in their native format. The imaging tool,
therefore, carries out an image conversion on each FITS image and displays a
browser compatible representation of the image in the browser window. The
original FITS image is stored at the server where the header information is
read and returned to the browser in XML format when requested by the user.
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Table 5.1: Problems associated with the imaging activities
Observed Difficulty Example Requirement Elicited
Imaging tools made Manual entry of Provide simple options,
assumptions about threshold values minimize manual entry,
knowledge of user build for child user
of the user
Students found it Students had Produce tools that
difficult to swap multiple windows operates within the
from the broswer open, all with existing portal
to standalone software different interaction (improve cohesiveness)
styles
Students found it Students were forced Fully integrate
hard to load images to walk around the imaging with Scrapbook
and it was difficult lab with disks and CWE allowing
to share/move images and pendrives easy sharing/loading
Students only used the Student requested Simplify the imaging
imaging tools to make frequent help when options and make
objects look nicer searching menu the measurement
options options prominent
Every team included Each research paper Provide simple
images in their paper produced contained mechanism for
but not possible direct at least one image inclusion of images
from imaging tools despite difficulties into research paper
Virtual collaboration Imaging tools Make virtual
not achievable with hampered virtual collaboration possible
standalone tools collaboration with with fully integrated
reliance on manual imaging tool
swapping between
applications
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5.5.2 Basic Image Processing
FITS images are not always in a state which shows pertinent details to the
observer. The imaging tool provides some very basic image processing func-
tionality to the user, including enhancement, sharpening and thresholding.
A slider bar controls the thresholding so that manual entry of arbitrary val-
ues by the user is not expected. The provision of the slider bar prevents
the students “putting in impossible values”, a point raised explicitly in a
journal article by Squires and Preece [SP99]. The simplicity of the options
available reduces the level of complexity for the schoolchildren and makes
the measurement options more prominent.
5.5.3 Mapping image coordinates to equatorial coor-
dinates
Equatorial coordinates locate astronomical objects in the sky using two coor-
dinates, namely, the Right Ascension (RA - clockwise angle on the horizon)
and Declination (DEC - vertical angle from the horizon). The imaging tool
retains a copy of the FITS header information at the server; this includes the
coordinate header information where available. The student can retrieve the
equatorial coordinates for a corresponding x and y pixel location on the im-
age simply by double-clicking on the desired image location. Retrieving these
coordinates enables the students to carry out computations, for example, the
angular size of a galaxy can be measured by recording the coordinates of the
extremities of the object and calculating the number of degrees the object
spans. Figure 5.1 shows an example of these data retrieval function in oper-
ation, the equatorial coordinates were returned as RA of 159.0583 and DEC
of 41.9451183335.
5.5.4 Pixel length measurement
The imaging tool supplies a simple one-click mechanism for measuring the
length in pixels between two points in an image. The schoolchildren select the
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Figure 5.1: Mapping of image coordinates to equatorial coordinates
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measure length option and then place a cross hair at the starting point and
another cross hair at the finishing point. The pixel length is then displayed in
a data window. These length measurements can be used to compute angular
size and angular distance measurements.
5.5.5 Angular measurement
Finally, the imaging tool provides a single-click angular position measure-
ment function. The student can use this to measure the position angle of
one astronomical object relative to another. Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show
the sequential change of position angle of Titan (Saturns largest moon) rela-
tive to the planet. The angular measurements are generated by placing three
cross hairs on to the region of interest in the image. The initial angular mea-
sure in this example was recorded as approximately 159 degrees relative to
the planet; the subsequent measurements show how the position angle of the
moon relative to the planet changed over time. This example illustrates how
the imaging tool can be used to track the change in Titans angular position
relative to Saturn over time. The imaging tool can be used to measure the
angular position of any object in an image relative to another. This data can
be used to simply show that moons orbit planets, or this data could be used
to prove the hypothesis that it takes 15.94 days approximately for Titan to
complete one full revolution of Saturn. Tracking the change in position angle
of objects from within the VLE provides a variety of experimental case stud-
ies from the very simple to the potentially complex. The complexity of the
experiments is dependent only on the availability of images and the imagi-
nation of the teacher and the students. A sample experiment is described in
Appendix E below.
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Figure 5.2: Angle measure of Titan relative to Saturn
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Figure 5.3: Angle measure 2 of Titan relative to Saturn
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Figure 5.4: Angle measure 3 of Titan relative to Saturn
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5.6 Technology Overview
The EVE Portal is a Java-based solution that has been constructed to op-
erate within the Firefox Web browser [get06]. The EVE Portal has been
architecturally constructed using the Apache Struts 1.1 framework [apa06].
The Apache Struts framework (part of the Jakarta project) is open-source
and is based on the Model View Controller 2 (MVC2) design pattern which
offers a well structured architecture through which new software can be seam-
lessly introduced [jav06, Spe03, HDFW03]. The Struts framework enforces
the MVC pattern by completely separating the view from the model. The
controller takes the form of an XML-based mapping between the model and
the view. The Struts framework specifies the use of Action classes in order to
implement the changes to the model. In order to meet the Struts framework
specification new components added to the Portal must follow the Struts
framework by implementing functionality as extensions of the Struts Action
class and mapping those classes to client-side interactions. The imaging
component in the EVE Portal follows this specification and implements the
image processing and image analysis functions through inheritance of the
Struts Action class and by providing mappings to the Action classes within
the portal’s XML action mappings. The imaging software described in this
chapter supports basic image processing to students carrying out image-based
analysis and basic image analysis functions such as length and angular mea-
surement as outlined in Chapter 5 above. This chapter provides a detailed
description of the implementation of the imaging tool within the EVE Struts
implementation.
5.7 EVE Struts-based Technology
Within the Struts framework The View is composed of JSP pages complete
with custom tags. The Controller is realized as a servlet called the Action-
Servlet which dispatches requests to the appropriate Action class as defined
in the struts-config.xml action mapping file (see Figure 5.5). Adding a new
component to the Struts-based EVE Portal, therefore, involves the creation of
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new component-specific Action classes and editing the EVE struts-config.xml
file to ensure that the request received from the view is correctly dispatched
to the correct Action class. The diagram in Figure 5.6 summarizes the Struts
framework in action.
The implementation of the imaging tool within the Struts framework in-
volved the creation of Action classes to display FITS images, to process im-
ages and to retrieve analysis related image data from the FITS header files
(see Figure 5.7). The ImageHomeAction is the Struts Action class which
has the responsibility for displaying the current image within the client Web-
page. This includes an image conversion which is abstracted from the user.
Every Struts request has a response, this response is normally a forward
request to another JSP page, however, the ImageHomeAction sets the re-
sponse type to a binary image type. Thus, the image layer within the client
window can display the current selected image to the browser window di-
rectly from the Struts request. The ImageProcessAction is the Struts Action
class responsible for carrying out image processing requests. These requests
are distinguished using form parameters which are defined using form-bean
specification in the struts-config.xml file. The successful completion of an
image process action results in the forwarding of the request to the Image-
HomeAction class which results in the modified version of the image being
returned via the response reference. Finally the ImageAnalysisAction class
is the Struts Action class responsible for the display of the image data which
maps the pixel coordinates to the WCS coordinates of the FITS image, if
available. This action class receives a request with the parameters as defined
in the form-bean specification in the struts-config.xml. These parameters in-
clude the x and y coordinates of the location selected on the image by the
user. The result of this action is a forward to a JSP page which builds an
XML file representing the WCS data retrieved. This XML data is returned
via an AJAX request that was sent from the client when the user selected
the analysis action. Figure 5.7 provides a summary of the implementation of
the imaging tool within the Struts framework. UML class diagrams of the
imaging and analysis actions are also shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.5: Architectural overview of EVE Portal
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Figure 5.6: Overview of Struts framework in operation
The EVE Portal has been designed so that projects can span over ex-
tended periods of time. It is important that pertinent data gathered during
the imaging data collection phase be persistently stored and associated with
the image and the project. Persistent storage within the EVE Portal is car-
ried out using a globally accessible PostgresSQL database. Access to the EVE
database is carried out in a unified manner using Java utility classes designed
at the architectural level. This ensures that each of the software components
can achieve database access without having to implement the low-level code
statements to store and share information and that the database access is
centrally secured and controlled. The EVE utility packages also provide
unified access to various session-related information such as direct access to
information relating to the current users and user groups. Communication
between the various components within the VLE is achieved using XML. The
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Figure 5.7: Overview of Imaging implemented within the Struts Framework
front-end communicates with the server is achieved using AJAX [xul06] and
the server-side components use the JDOM package [API06] to produce and
parse the XML. The XML data are used to represent data passed between
tools and between the client and server.
As can be seen from the UML Component diagram shown in Figure 5.10,
the imaging tool has a single front-end Webpage to interact with the user.
The client window displays all of the available functionality to the student
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Figure 5.8: Detailed class diagram of image process action
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Figure 5.9: Detailed class diagram of image analysis action
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user. The client is implemented in JSP and JavaScript and allows students to
select the action they wish to perform using various form buttons. The im-
age processing components rely on a Java API called ImageMagick [ima06].
This provides a complete set of image processing functionality for image
conversion and manipulation. When a client wishes to display a FITS image
in the client window the server automatically converts the FITS image se-
lected into the Webpage compatible format and returns the converted image
for display in the client window. Image uploading and storing are centrally
controlled by the Scrapbook component; when a user selects an image to
upload from the Scrapbook the image loaded is associated with the user that
is currently logged in, this ensures that a student’s work remains persistent
allowing maximum flexibility in the completion of the analysis tasks. The
image management component also allows the user to undo the last image
processing action by storing a retrievable back-up copy of the image prior to
the modification taking effect. Once the image is displayed in the browser
window the student can select any of the image processing and analysis op-
tions available at the GUI.
Client 
Browser
Image 
Processor 
Actions
WCS RetrievalImage Analysis Actions
JFits JDom
ImageMagick
<<uses>><<uses>>
<<uses>>
Struts requests
AJAX Comms
<<uses>>
Figure 5.10: Component Diagram of the Imaging Tool
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5.8 Imaging System Implementation
The following subsections describe in detail the implementation of each of
the functional requirements of the imaging tool.
5.8.1 Implementing basic image processing using Struts
actions
The client window of the imaging tool contains a CSS layer to display the
current image. The system maintains the original image size and aspect ra-
tio to ensure that the FITS data returned is as consistent as possible with
the original image. Once the representation of the FITS image is viewable
in the browser window the user may choose to process the image. The im-
age processing available has been limited since the normal image processing
requirement simply involves enhancement and/or thresholding. The image
processing functions are enabled by associating a Struts-based URL to the
image source and once an edit request is received the source is updated with
the modified image. The imaging Struts action uses the ImageMagick API
to achieve the binary image modification. A back-up of the original image
is stored once a modify request is received, this is used to supply an undo
option should the user be dissatisfied with the outcome of the edit. Once the
image modification is complete, the new image is displayed in the browser
window by overriding the URL for the image source. All of the image pro-
cessing actions are carried out using this mechanism and the UML sequence
diagram in Figure 5.11 provides an example of the sequence involved in an
enhance image operation.
5.8.2 Implementing Imaging measurement functions
As outlined previously, the students analyzing images rely on two basic
measurements, namely, angle and distance. The measurement of angles is
achieved by applying vector mathematics and the distance measurements
are achieved using a combination of the equatorial coordinates retrieved and
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Figure 5.11: UML Sequence diagram for enhancing an image
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the pixel data from the Javascript event handlers. The following sections
describe the implementation of the measurement features.
5.8.3 Implementing angular measurement
The imaging Web interface includes an image layer to display the image
loaded from the Scrapbook tool for analysis. This image layer comprises the
image and the number of pixels in the image layer corresponds to the image
being displayed. In order to measure an angle the student uses a one-click
mechanism to place three cross hair images on the required area of the image
(Figure 5.2 shows an example of this functionality in operation). The angle
measure is calculated based on the pixel position of each the three points
selected by the user. The calculation of the angle between two vectors is
calculated using formula 5.1. The angle between the vectors is calculated by
dividing the product of the absolute lengths of vectors u and v into the dot
product of the vectors. Formula 5.4 can then be applied to the result of this
calculation to express the radians in terms of degrees. A worked example of
this type of calculation can be found in [Lip89, p.14].
cos θ =
u.v
‖u‖ . ‖v‖ (5.1)
The implementation of the above calculations were broken down into the
following steps:
1. Compute the two vectors (using the pixel cross hairs)
2. Compute the dot product of the two vectors
3. Compute the absolute length of both vectors
4. Calculate the value of the cosine of the angle between the two vectors
5. Convert degrees to radians
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Javascript was used to implement these functions. The first step in the
calculation is carried out in the first part of the computeDotProduct function
shown in the code listing in Appendix F below. This part of the function
extracts the the x and y coordinates of each of the two vectors from the
image pixel position. The x and y coordinates of the vectors are calculated
relative to the x and y position of the center cross hair, thus normalizing the
vectors with respect to the center cross hair.
The second step involved computing the dot product of the two vectors.
This dot product is denoted by u.v in vector mathematics and the formula for
calculating the dot product is shown as formula 5.2 below. This formula was
used to calculate the dot product of the two vectors u and v formed by the
user’s placement of the three cross hairs. The second part of the Javascript
function computeDotProduct shown in Appendix F below completes the cal-
culation of the dot product for the two vectors.
u.v = x1 ∗ x2 + y1 ∗ y2 (5.2)
The third step in the angular calculation involved the computation of the
product of the squares of the length of the two vectors u and v. Formula
5.3 was used to calculate this and the same calculation was performed on
each vector. The Javascript for this is shown at the end of the code listing in
Appendix F. For ease of implementation the square of the absolute length
was calculated at this point of the sequence and the rooting of the lengths
was performed during the calculation of the cosine.
‖u‖ =
√
x21 + y
2
1 (5.3)
The fourth step in the calculation was to compute the value of cos θ in radians
using formula 5.1 (where θ was the angle between the two vectors). The
Javascript to achieve this is shown in the code listing in Appendix F. The
absolute lengths of the vectors were square rooted at this point. The final
step in the calculation of the angle was to convert radians to degrees. This
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was seen as necessary as the users of the system would not be familiar with
radians and would be more familiar with degrees. The results of the above
angular calculations are packaged into an XML document and are returned
via an AJAX response for display in the student data window.
degrees = radians× 180
Π
(5.4)
5.8.4 Implementing angular distance measurements
The measurement of the distance between two pixels in an image involved
the trivial application of Pythagoras theorem. The computation of angular
distance, however, required the computation of equatorial coordinates based
on FITS header information. This pixel measurement must be mapped to
the equatorial coordinates of the region of the sky. This was achieved using a
combination of Javascript, AJAX and an API called the JFits API [Gro07].
Each FITS image is defined using header files know as HDUs. There can
be several HDUs in one image, however, there is always at least one header
defined in every image, this is know as the primary HDU. The primary HDU
contains compulsory headers which all FITS images must contain. These
headers contain metadata relating to the size and nature of information
stored in the FITS file. The primary HDU may or may not have data stored
which relates to the image. The primary data associated with the image is
stored in the primary data array. The unit of metadata relating to the image
is stored using 80 byte ASCII keywords and values. The keywords for each
data record is specified using a maximum 8-byte keyword, bytes 9-10 are
used to specify if a value is present and bytes 11-80 contain the actual values
and any related comments. The mandatory keywords must also specify the
size of the primary data array which may or may not follow, specifically the
NAXIS keyword specifies the number of axes in the data array to a maximum
of 999. Additionally the NAXISn keywords specify the number of data items
in each of the axes, where n is the number of each consecutive axis. It is this
stored data which may contain the data needed to calculate the correspond-
ing physical coordinates of each pixel captured in the image. Each image
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which contains physical location data has a reference pixel along the x-axis
specified using the CRPIXn keyword. For example, the x,y coordinate of
the reference pixel could be stored using two CRPIX values, CRPIX1=100
and CRPIX2=100. The FITS headers may also contain information relating
to the observation; these may include the date and time of the observation
(DATE, DATE-OBS, TIME-OBS and EPOCH keyword) and the information
relating to the telescope where the image was taken, for example, the TELE-
SCOP, OBSERVER and OBJECT keywords. The captions in Figures E.1
to E.6 in Appendix E show the DATE-OBS and TIME-OBS data extracted
from the FITS headers for the sample images.
Equatorial coordinates are used to locate a position in the sky where
an astronomical object is located. Equatorial coordinates are very similar
to the longitude and latitude measurements except that they are superim-
posed onto the celestial sphere (the sky). The equatorial coordinates are
expressed in degrees and are relative to the equator. The Right Ascension
(RA), or “hour angle” is the number of degrees East of the vernal equinox
(the point where the Sun is at the first moment of Spring) and the Declina-
tion is the number of degrees North or South of the celestial equator. The
RA and DEC give a two dimensional coordinate of a position in the sky.
This two dimensional coordinate position will correspond to a two coordi-
nate pixel position on the FITS image. It is this mapping which can be used
to compute the angular size of an object or the angular distance between
two objects. The representation of these physical coordinates is complicated
by the “wobble” of the Earth and the distortions that arise when mapping
a two-dimensional spherical coordinate system onto a flat two-dimensional
image representation. The calculation of the physical coordinates is still
further complicated by the fact that there are many different celestial rep-
resentations used in astronomy. Calabretta and Greisen provide a detailed
description of the mappings from pixel coordinates to equatorial (celestial)
coordinates [CG02]. Fortunately, the mapping of pixel coordinates to physi-
cal coordinates can be accomplished in Java using various APIs supplied by
expert astronomers. During the course of this research, several Java-based
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APIs were investigated and tested for use in the retrieval of this FITS in-
formation. These included the nom.tam.fits [NAS07] package, EAP [Pie07]
and JFits which is written by Preben Grosbol [Gro07] of the ESO (an inter-
nationally published author on the FITS format). Each of these interfaces
provide mechanisms for accessing and retrieving information from the FITS
tables, however, the JFits API was found to provide an intuitive API and,
therefore, was selected for use in this project.
The JFits API is combined with Javascript event handling, AJAX re-
quests and the JDOM XML API to return the physical coordinates for the
pixel selected by the user. A request to display the coordinate data is initi-
ated by the user within the displayed image by selecting a particular pixel
(currently implemented using a double-click JavaScript event handler). The
client Javascript constructs a Struts-based URL with the x and y pixel loca-
tion where the event occurred. This URL, which also contains a parameter
with a unique image identity (as set in the database) is sent to the server
using a Struts-based HTTP request (see Figure 5.7). At the server-side the
x and y pixel locations and image identity are retrieved from the parameters
attached to the incoming request and they are forwarded for mapping to the
physical coordinates by the JFits API. The JFits API requires that pixel
locations are passed as an array representation, therefore, the x and y pixel
locations are stored in an array prior to being passed for mapping to physical
coordinates. Once the physical coordinates have been computed by the JFits
API, the server then constructs an XML representation of the physical data
to return to the client using the reference to the request. The Struts request
forwards the result to a JSP file to store in XML format. The client AJAX
request then completes, and the XML data is read and displayed for the
selected pixel coordinate. A sample sequence for the retrieval of coordinate
data is shown in the UML sequence diagram in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Sequence for retrieval of coordinate data
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5.9 Integrating imaging into the EVE process
The imaging component is designed to be used within the context of the EVE
inquiry-based process. Students using the imaging component will already
have formed teams and gathered information and resources relating to the
subject under investigation. The imaging component’s role is invoked when a
student identifies an image which requires measurement. The selected image
may then be loaded directly from the Scrapbook into the imaging compo-
nent’s client window for analysis. The integration of the imaging component
into the larger EVE process is facilitated by the Scrapbook which provides
the point of entry into the imaging client window. The Scrapbook presents
a list of thumbnail images associated with the current project and the sub-
sequent user selection determines the image to be loaded into the imaging
component window. The exit point from the imaging component involves
the provision of a save to Scrapbook function to the user. The data gathered
during the image measurement step is represented at the server side as XML
and the data is displayed to the user in the client data window using AJAX.
The flow chart shown in Figure 5.13 provides an overview of the process
integration of the imaging component from the user’s perspective.
The integration of the imaging and Scrapbook components from an im-
plementation perspective involved the creation of several methods to service
the entry and exit points from the Scrapbook to the imaging tool and visa
versa (specifically the ImagingService and ScrapbookService classes). When
a student adds an image to an assignment using the Scrapbook the image is
stored at the EVE server and a database table entry maps the image identity
with the assignment identity. The Scrapbook allows a team of students to
display all of the assignment images on request using the database mapping
information. It is from this list of assignment images that the student may
enter the imaging component client window. On completion of the required
measurements the student may save the modified image to the Scrapbook for
later retrieval and the subsequent import into the final research paper. The
UML sequence diagram shown in Figure 5.14 outlines the integration of the
imaging component from an implementation perspective.
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Figure 5.13: Flow chart of user interaction - process integration
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Figure 5.14: Sequence diagram for imaging process integration
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5.10 Integration with an XML graphing tool
As described above, all of the data generated at the client Webpage is pro-
cessed at the server in a PostgresSQL database. This includes data relating
to the angles and location data which is generated during the course of an
analysis task. Storing the information at the server ensures that analysis
tasks can remain persistent. During the course of this research project this
XML data was also used as input to a graphing component. This graph-
ing component included a simple spreadsheet which would allow students
to view and edit data stored using the imaging component. The graphing
component made it possible to generate a graphical representation of the
data being analyzed within the EVE Portal directly from the imaging tool
[RBFK06]. This graphing component was constructed using Java Applet
technology. This Java Applet complied with the Java Struts architecture,
however, the Applet technology proved to be inconsistent with the general
architecture of the system and did not successfully complete the integration
testing phase of the project. The graphing tool successfully processed the
image XML data and also produced graphs for display to the client. The
graphing component certainly demonstrated a proof of concept in terms of
the manipulation and automated recording of the data collected. However,
the technology was not suitable for deployment to the school environment
as the Applet technology placed an onus on the client architecture to run
the Java JVM (this could require installation at the client which was not
desirable). Further development of a purely server-side data manipulation
and graphing component for EVE has been deferred for future work.
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5.11 Software Extensibility
Implementing the Imaging component within the Struts Framework ensures
that a well defined mechanism is in place for future modifications. The modi-
fication of the image processing actions simply involves the addition of a new
client-side form buttons and the passing of the required parameters using the
exiting Struts action request classes. Larger functional modifications to the
component will require the implementation of new Action classes and the
definition of a new action mappings. The Struts framework implementation
also ensures that future enhancements are consistent with the other compo-
nents in the EVE Portal. The imaging tool is well equipped to deal with
any new requirements (for example, possible re-applications in other subject
areas) which may result following future evaluations of the EVE Portal.
5.12 Conclusion
From a software engineering perspective the development of the imaging tool
was an exploration of the VLE’s ability to incorporate new tools within its
architectural framework. As the VLE matures it is envisaged that there will
be a limited number of tools required to support various data collection and
analysis tasks which are at the core of the scientific inquiry-based process.
The development of the EVE imaging tool has provided important feedback
to the development team regarding the integration process. It is envisaged
that future use of the imaging tool to support other subjects and tasks using
images will require only minor modifications and enhancements to the ex-
isting implementation and that the use of images within the inquiry process
will remain central to the inquiry activities using the portal as outlined in
Raeside et al., [RBWK08].
The imaging tool described in this paper has been developed following
extensive user-centered testing and with direct feedback from teachers and
students. The addition of this imaging component enables students using
the EVE Portal to take full advantage of the dynamism available from the
Internet and enhances greatly the depth of inquiry-based activities and ex-
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perimentation possible using the Portal. The next phase of testing of the
VLE will produce a new set of student research papers. It is hypothesized
that this imaging component will better support the completion of image
related data collection activities and that the participating students will an-
alyze these raw data and subsequently include them in their research papers.
The level of raw data collected and level of analysis achieved will be mea-
sured through further detailed content analyses of the student output and
comparisons will be drawn with the previous evaluations content analyses.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Contribution
This thesis makes several contributions to the fields of e-Learning and ed-
ucational technology. Firstly the formative evaluation phase of this project
has provided empirical evidence that an amalgamation of software tools can
support an inquiry-based scientific process with schoolchildren and teachers
as the target population. These initial trials were responsible for driving the
software innovation presented in this thesis and involved over 150 schoolchil-
dren and their teachers which produced more than 50 team research reports.
These reports which were produced by the schoolchildren were independently
assessed by 14 schoolteachers and the results of this survey provide empiri-
cal evidence that the software was capable of supporting an inquiry process
within a constructivist paradigm. The formative evaluations provide a well
documented case study and present a research approach for driving innova-
tion in this area. The methodologies applied during the formative evalua-
tions are of interest to researchers endeavouring to develop software for use
in schools. The combination of the teacher meetings and discussion forums,
test trials, survey-based assessments and post-trial analyzes applied in this
study have implications for those who are researching constructivist learning
at pre-tertiary level using ICT.
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The evolution of the EVE Portal from a VLE to a collaborative VLE
makes a contribution to the fields of e-Learning and educational technol-
ogy and is of interest to interaction design specialists. The encapsulation
of the team allocation and team-based writing has presented an innovative
method for supporting constructivist, inquiry-based learning within schools.
Additionally, none of the existing environments within the literature have
placed such a central focus on the role of writing in constructivist learn-
ing at this educational level and few provide the means within the software
to define projects, teams, and to complete a collaborative writing process
within an integrated Web-based environment. The development of this open-
ended Web-based virtual learning environment which codifies the emphasis
on team-based writing tasks, support for team-based investigations and team
allocation within the context of constructionist paradigm represents a novel
approach to supporting e-Learning and authentic science in the classroom.
Moreover, the EVE Portal provides one possible exemplar for supporting e-
Science in the classroom. The requirements elicitation and development of
the EVE image analysis tool presents many of the difficulties that are asso-
ciated with the creation of software tools to support constructivist learning
using ICT. Many of the issues reported on during the development of the
imaging tool are of interest to others attempting to achieve authentic sci-
ence learning using Web-based software and will serve to guide the design of
similar Web-based technologies. The addition of the imaging component to
the EVE Portal increases the depth of experimentation and data acquisition
now possible using the VLE. Finally the imaging tool, when combined with a
collaborative writing project, provides an innovative way for teachers to cap-
italize on the time spent analyzing images by producing tangible team-based
output from Web-based inquiry activities.
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6.2 Conclusion
The development of the EVE Portal began by observing groups of schoolchil-
dren using an amalgamation of software components and with the hypothesis
that it would be possible to support these inquiry-based activities using a
completely Web-based software solution. The results of the formative eval-
uations have provided empirical evidence to support this hypothesis. The
results include the observational data gathered during testing and the survey-
based assessment of the output from the students by 14 independent profes-
sional schoolteachers. Analysis of the survey results showed that the teachers
unanimously held the opinion that the reports contained evidence of learning
of the subject matter, were generally above the average expectation for the
age group of the children, and that the children collectively demonstrated
an understanding of the topic presented in the laboratory sessions through
their writing. All of the teachers agreed there was at least ‘some’ evidence
of data analysis contained in the reports they had assessed. The layout and
appearance of the reports was rated very highly by the teachers, in all, there
was a 92% consensus that the reports looked ‘good’. These results were
consistent with our qualitative evidence that the Paper Writing Component
was very successful in achieving a high standard of presentation among the
participating children. Approximately 66% of teachers believed that reports
of a similar high quality appearance could not be produced by their pupils in
the same time period using standard word processing tools. All of the teach-
ers agreed there was at least ‘some’ evidence of a logical/scientific approach
contained in the reports, these opinions were further broken down into 38%
believed there was ‘some’ evidence and 62% believed that there was ‘lots’
of evidence of scientific process in the reports. This result reinforces our
contention that schoolchildren are able to successfully engage in an inquiry-
based scientific process using the early VLE. Finally, when the teachers were
asked to grade each report on a 5-point Likert scale, the teachers responded
with overwhelmingly positive results: 43% of the reports were rated ‘very
good’, 42% ‘good’, 14% were rated ‘average’, and only one report was rated
as ‘poor’. This survey-based assessment provided the research team with the
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impedous to continue to persue the building of a constructivist inquiry-based
VLE and has lead to the further development of the writing supports and
data collection and analysis support as summarized in this thesis.
In addition to the formative evaluations providing evidence to support
the hypothesis that the VLE can support inquiry-based learning the evalu-
ations also provided a mechanism for critical analysis of the success of each
component of the VLE based on observation, direct feedback and content
analyses. The post-trial analyses of the successes and/or shortfalls of the
current VLE drove the innovation which lead to the development of the
CWE discussed in Chapter 4 and the EVE image analysis tool described in
Chapter 5 above. The initial trials of the CWE have already been completed
and have provided sufficient evidence that collaboration has been success-
fully encapsulated within the writing process. 15 students (aged 15-16 years)
took part in this trial and they were issued with pre- and post-trial ques-
tionnaires. The pre-trial questionnaires established that the profiles of the
students participating were not exceptional, and that their experience with
similar software was limited, thus adding weight to the conclusion that the
CWE was successfully adopted. The students reported that they enjoyed
the experience of using the CWE to produce a team-based research paper.
None of the students considered the experience of using the CWE to be less
enjoyable than writing by hand and a majority rated it as being much more
enjoyable. Fourteen of the fifteen students reported that they were pleased
with the final paper produced by their group. Use of the commenting context
to comment on other sections was reported to be the second most common
activity, suggesting that the students were indeed collaborating actively to
some degree during the production of their papers (76% reported use of the
commenting context to comment on others work). Although these initial
trials have produced very positive results, it is acknowledged that further
studies must continue to explore the extent of this success in comparison to
similar open-ended writing tools currently being used in school. The EVE
Portal, incorporating the CWE and the image analysis tool certainly repre-
sents an incremental shift in the development of the VLE.
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Innovation is essential if ICT is to be successfully incorporated into the
school environment, much of the literature suggests that innovation in this
area is difficult to achieve given the lack of enculturation of ICT at pre-
tertiary level. This project has enabled some of the required innovation to
take place in a relatively short period of time. During the course of this
project schoolchildren and their teachers have been at the center of this in-
novation and it was the observational data gathered and subsequent analyses
that primarily drove the innovation in the development of the VLE. The EVE
project has now reached a point where it is possible to deploy projects to the
school environment, however, there are a number of qualitative and quan-
titative based studies which should be performed to further investigate the
effectiveness of the VLE both from the educational objectives perspective
and the human-computer interaction perspective. Many of these outstand-
ing questions and possible future directions are summarized in the section
that follows.
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6.3 Future Work
The formative evaluations have created the conditions necessary for the in-
novation of this project to take place. The latest version of the VLE has
successfully incorporated team allocation, collaborative writing, team man-
agement and image data collection. It was essential that the EVE Por-
tal reached this point and following this study a more summative approach
should be applied to future testing of the VLE. These further studies should
address the hypothesis that the EVE Portal enables students to collabo-
rate and that this engagement leads to deep learning. The effectiveness of
the CWE can be researched by conducting a comparative study between it
and other open-ended writing environments such as word processors. This
comparative study would involve the collection of both qualitative and quan-
titative data and would compare experimental groups with control groups.
The role of the imaging data can be examined through a comparative study
between the output produced by students in previous evaluations and those
produced in sessions using the new imaging component. These trials will
focus on the success or failure of the data collection within the inquiry-based
process, and will investigate the effectiveness of the data collection and data
analysis within EVE. Additionally the imaging tool may have further generic
applications, for instance, in Geography studies image-related data collection
plays a central role. This further research will be of interest to e-Learning
researchers and interaction design specialists.
The question of the role that scaffolding can play in supporting students
with learning difficulties while engaging in an EVE project should also be
explored through a similar user-centered study. The scaffolding can encom-
pass the support of the writing task and may include prompting and writing
templates. This would require close cooperative research with special needs
teachers.
Currently the EVE software operates on a gender-neutral basis, this was
sufficient for a study which focused purely of the collaborative aspects of sci-
ence inquiry but would not be sufficient to explore any potential gender issues
or apparent differences either in terms of output or participation. Future
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versions of the software should endeavour to model the gender of the partic-
ipants so that hypotheses relating to any apparent differences between the
interactions of males versus females can be examined in detail. This simple
modification to the software would make it possible to carry out gender-based
analysis similar to that being carried by a number of educational technology
researchers [Mum01, VvEHK03, Hug04, CC03][GBL93, p.95–100].
The EVE Portal has scope to expand beyond its current application. For
example, the EVE Portal can support writing tasks that are not science re-
lated given that writing is a ubiquitous activity within schools. It is hypoth-
esized that the EVE Portal can be included into existing curricular activities
and inquiry-based investigations which already take place in the school en-
vironment. The EVE Portal provides an excellent medium for recording the
progress of students as they progress through writing assignments, whatever
the subject. Adapting the EVE Portal to other subjects will explore the
hypothesis that there is a generic tool capable of supporting inquiry-based
learning through ICT which may have the wide appeal necessary to make
the desired impact at pre-tertiary level.
There is much scope to explore the effectiveness of the EVE Portal in
terms of its interactivity and usability. The EVE Portal should be evaluated
based on sound HCI techniques, for example, an evaluation could be carried
out using the proposed criteria as put forward by Squires and Preece [SP99]
which would include, as Squires and Preece suggest, a full heuristic evaluation
involving the usability heuristics as published by recognized experts such as
Nielsen [Nie92]. This usability study would make a solid contribution to the
combined fields of interactivity and educational technology, specifically in
the area of supporting collaboration using ICT and would serve to minimize
any possible usability issues which may be effecting the students’ experiences
using the VLE.
The EVE Portal could certainly be expanded to include the use of mobile
devices such as mobile phones or PDAs as part of field studies. The data
and/or images captured during a field study can be uploaded for later inclu-
sion in the final research papers. It is envisaged that existing school trips and
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field study days could employ mobile devices to record images and data, that
data can be uploaded directly to the EVE Portal database for inclusion in a
subsequent collaborative writing task to summarize the learning outcomes of
an excursion. This study would provide an opportunity to explore the com-
bination of traditional fieldwork with ICT and would explore the hypothesis
that ICT can enhance the educational goals of learning which takes place
outside of the classroom.
The EVE Portal produces content that has been created by groups of
students, however, the level of data gathered in the study was limited by the
length of the writing assignments. It is envisaged that this research should
be expanded so that the writing assignments and the degree and depth of
writing and data collection is greatly increased. This extended collaboration
should involve a more specialized detailed study such as those conducted by
researchers whose works centers on collaboration using technology, for ex-
ample, O’Donnell et al. [OHSE06, HS06], Erkens et al. [ERJ+05, EPJK02],
Neale et al. Neale2004, Olson et al. [OO03] and Neuwirth et al. [NKCM90].
A study such as this would better address the hypothesis that the EVE CWE
(and the Portal as a whole) students using EVE are required to communi-
cate, coordinate, cooperate, collaborate and compromise to produce their
document. Finally the EVE Portal presents an excellent opportunity for
schools that are not co-located to collaborate in a writing assignment. Inter-
actions between students in the same virtual team but not co-located would
limit communications taking place outside of the interface and produce very
complete and interesting data. This type of study would contribute to the ad-
vancement of ICT use at pre-tertiary level and would explore the limitations
and possibilities of team-based inquiry learning via the Internet.
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Appendix A
Sample student research paper
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Appendix B
Data collected from teacher
assessments
Table B.1: Data table of ’yes/no’ responses (Question 1, Question 4, Question
7 and Question 8).
Question Yes No
Q1. Do the reports appear to be written 80% 20%
by students of the given age group?
Q4. Do you feel that the students could 33% 66%
have produced similar reports using a
standard word processor?
Q7. Do the students demonstrate evidence 100% 0%
of understanding of the topics?
Q8. Do the reports show evidence that 100% 0%
the students had a positive learning
experience
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Table B.2: Q2. How much evidence of independent research is evident from
the reports?
None 10%
Some 40%
A lot 50%
Table B.3: Q3. How would you rate the appearance and layout of the reports?
Average 7%
Good 57%
Very Good 36%
Table B.4: Q5. How much evidence of a logical/scientific approach is present
in the reports?
Some 62%
Lots 38%
Table B.5: Q6. How much data analysis do the students include in their
reports?
Some 70%
Lots 30%
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Table B.6: Q9. Rate each paper in the booklet from ’very poor’ to ’very
good’, this table contains results table for papers 1-25
Paper Min Max Average
1 5 5 5
2 4 5 4.5
3 5 5 5
4 4 5 4.67
5 4 4 4
6 5 5 5
7 4 4 4
8 2 4 3
9 5 5 5
10 3 5 4
11 5 5 5
12 5 5 5
13 5 5 5
14 4 5 4.33
15 5 5 5
16 3 3 3
17 4 5 4.5
18 4 4 4
19 3 4 3.33
20 4 4 4
21 3 3 3
22 4 4 4
23 4 4 4
24 3 3 3
25 4 4 4
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Table B.7: Q9. Rate each paper in the booklet from ’very poor’ to ’very
good’, this table contains results table for papers 26–37
Paper Min Max Average
26 4 5 4.5
27 4 5 4.5
28 4 5 4.33
29 5 5 5
30 4 4 4
31 4 5 4.5
32 5 5 5
33 5 5 5
34 5 5 5
35 5 5 5
36 5 5 5
37 4 4 4
Table B.8: Q9. Summary table for rate each paper question, shows results
for all papers assessed
Paper Min Max Average
All 2 5 4.36
Table B.9: Q10. To what degree do these reports compare with your expec-
tations of students in these age groups?
Above Average 100%
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Appendix C
Data from pre-trial
questionnaire
Table C.1: Response table for Male/Female
Male 38.5%
Female 61.5%
Table C.2: Table of Likert responses on software familiarity
Question Not Familiar Familiar Very Familiar
Word Processor 15.4% 15.4% 61.5%
Speadsheets 23.1% 38.5% 30.8%
Presentations 23.1% 38.5% 30.8%
Web search 0% 0% 100.0%
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Table C.3: Table of Yes/No responses
Question Yes No
Computer at home
Do you have access to computers at home 100% 0%
Do you play games on the computer? 61.5% 38.5%
Do you access the Internet? 100.0% 0%
Do you use computer for school work? 84.6% 15.4%
Do you use e-mail? 76.9% 23.1%
Do you enter chat rooms? 23.1% 76.9%
Do you download music? 53.8% 46.2%
Do you use the computer for other? 100% 0%
Computer in school
Do you use a computer in class? 100% 0%
Do you use computers for other subjects? 76.9% 23.1%
Have you done ECDL? 23.1% 76.9%
Do you get teacher demonstrations in school? 30.8% 69.2%
Collaboration with others
Do you play team games? 100% 0%
Do you do debates? 76.9% 23.1%
Are you part of youth group? 23.1% 76.9%
Do play multi-player gaming? 7.7% 92.3%
Do you play team games? 53.8% 46.2%
Astronomy
Have you studied Astronomy before 53.8% 46.2%
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Table C.4: Table of Likert responses on likability of subjects
Question Dislike Dislike Neutral Like Like
a lot a lot
Science 7.7% 23.1% 15.4% 46.2% 7.7%
Math 15.4% 23.1% 38.5% 15.4% 7.7%
English 7.7% 38.5% 23.1% 30.7%
Table C.5: Likert responses on working with others
Question Rarely Quite often Frequently
How often do you work 46.2% 15.4% 38.5%
in the classroom
with others?
Table C.6: Likert responses on helpfulness of other students
Question Unhelpful Quite helpful Very helpful
How would you rate 53.8% 46.2%
the helpfulness of
classmates?
Table C.7: Likert responses on enjoyment working with others
Question Dislike Like Like a lot
How would you rate your 30.8% 69.2%
enjoyment of working
with others?
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Table C.8: Open question on previous study of astronomy
Topic (%)
Venus 23.1
Sunspots 15.4
Other 15.4
None 46.2
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Appendix D
Data from post-trial
questionnaire
Table D.1: Table of responses to Yes/No questions
Question Yes No
Did you comment on others 66.7% 33.3%
work using the CWE?
Did you share scraps with 40.0% 60.0%
others in your group?
Did you call for mentor 80.0% 20.0%
assistance?
Were you pleased with 93.3% 6.7%
the final paper?
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Table D.2: Handwriting and collaborative writing using EVE
Question No difference More Much More
Enjoyable Enjoyable)
How would you rate 6.7% 20.0% 73.3%
enjoyment of team
writing compared to
team writing by hand?
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Appendix E
Sample angular position
experiment
Background:
In 1514 Nicholas Copernicus proposed a model of the world that put the
Sun at the center with the planets orbiting it. This was contrary to the
accepted Aristotelian/Ptolemaic view at the time that the Earth was at the
center of the universe. In 1609 Galileo used a telescope to observe planet
Jupiter. The planet was observed to have several ’stars’ (which were in fact
some of the moons of Jupiter) moving in a regular pattern around it. This
cast serious doubt on the idea that everything orbited the Earth. This evi-
dence was published by Galileo to support the Copernican theory and began
to change the way people viewed the world. The following experiment gives
students the opportunity to see first-hand the type of observations and ob-
servational data that Galileo would have collected to support Copernicus’s
theory.
Aim:
The aim of this experiment is to carry out Galileo-like observations by observ-
ing the movement of moons around a planet (for example Saturn). Sample
images of Saturn and its moons are provided in Figures E.1 to E.6 below.
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Method:
1. Select the first image of Saturn supplied (it may need to be adjusted
to see the planet and moons).
2. Choose any of the moons (small star-like dots) which surrounds the
planet (the large dot) and measure the angle of the moon relative to
the approximate center of the planet.
3. Record the angular data and the date and time when this image was
taken at the telescope.
4. Repeat this experiment for the remaining images, each time selecting
the same moon(s).
5. Using the writing tool summarize the data gathered and the conclusion
drawn from the observations.
Data:
The data gathered will be angular data relative to time.
Expected outcome:
The students should be able to show that the selected moon(s) appeared to
move relative to the planet. The students should include the angular position
data gathered to support their conclusions in their research paper.
Possible Variations:
1. The students can repeat this experiment following more than one moon
or more than one planet.
2. The students could attempt the calculate the period of the moon’s orbit
around Saturn and identify the moon using existing data, e.g., Titan’s
orbital period is approximately 284 hours. Plotting the period would
involve the combination of length measures and angular measures over
time.
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Sample Images:
The images below show Saturn and several star-like objects surrounding it,
these are in fact some of Saturn’s moons. The time related data can be
supplied with the images or extracted from the FITS header TIME-OBS and
DATE-OBS fields.
Figure E.1: Image 1. Header data: DATE-OBS= ’2001-01-09’ TIME-OBS=
’19:33:21’
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Figure E.2: Image 2. Header data: DATE-OBS= ’2001-01-09’ TIME-OBS=
’22:04:29’
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Figure E.3: Image 3. Header data: DATE-OBS= ’2001-01-09’ TIME-OBS=
’23:05:33’
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Figure E.4: Image 4. Header data: DATE-OBS= ’2001-01-10’ TIME-OBS=
’20:04:18’
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Figure E.5: Image 5. Header data: DATE-OBS= ’2001-01-10’ TIME-OBS=
’21:33:08’
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Figure E.6: Image 6. Header data: DATE-OBS= ’2001-01-10’ TIME-OBS=
’22:32:54’
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Appendix F
Imaging Tool Code Listing
   //FUNCTION TO RETRIEVE VECTORS AND CALCULATE DOT PRODUCT   
 
   function computeDotProduct() {
    //Computes the cross product of two vectors A <x1,y1> and B <x2,y2>
    //AB is hard coded to vector1endPt X, vector1endPt Y, and, vectorCenterPt X, 
    //vectorCenterPt Y 
    //BC is hard coded to vectorCenterPt X, vectorCenterPt Y, and, vector2endPt X, 
    //vector2endPt Y
     
     
    //Get vectors between points
    //vector 1
    var x1 = vector1endPt.getCenterX() - vectorCenterPt.getCenterX();
    var y1 = vector1endPt.getCenterY() - vectorCenterPt.getCenterY();
          
    //vector 2
    var x2 = vector2endPt.getCenterX() - vectorCenterPt.getCenterX();;
    var y2 = vector2endPt.getCenterY() - vectorCenterPt.getCenterY();
    
    var dotProduct = x1 * x2 + y1 * y2;
     
    var vector1AbsLengthSqrd = Math.pow(x1,2) + Math.pow(y1,2);
    var vector2AbsLengthSqrd = Math.pow(x2,2) + Math.pow(y2,2);
     
    computeAngle(dotProduct,vector1AbsLengthSqrd,vector2AbsLengthSqrd);
  }
Figure F.1: Javascript code extract for calculation of angle between vectors
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   //FUNCTION TO COMPLETE ANGLE CALCULATION
   function computeAngle(dotProduct,uLengthSqrd,vLengthSqrd) {
    //take dot product and calculate Cos Theta, where cos theta is the angle between the two 
    //vectors
    //Cos theta is calculated by the dot product over the product of the abs lengths of vectors    
    //u and v
    var infoDisplay = document.getElementById('crossHairPositions');
    var dataView = document.getElementById('dataWindowContent');
    var cosTheta;
     
    cosTheta = Math.acos(dotProduct / (Math.sqrt(uLengthSqrd)*Math.sqrt(vLengthSqrd)));
 
     //Convert the radians to degress
     var cosThetaAngle = cosTheta * (180/Math.PI);
     currentAngle = Math.round(cosThetaAngle);
     writeToDataWindow(cosThetaAngle); 
     
     return cosTheta;
   }
Figure F.2: Javascript code extract for calculation of angle between vectors
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